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ABSTRACT 
This thesis addresses the problem of giving a Hoare-style 
axiomatic definition of the semantics of expression-oriented block-
structured programming languages. This problem is tackled per medium 
of an exemplary expression language El which caters for the manipulation 
of both l-values and r-values. 
A notational extension is presented which allows the effects 
of state-changing expressions to be naturally described, and a formal 
Hoare-style program logic D is then given which defines the partial 
correctness semantics of El. 
Proofs of the consistency and completeness (in the sense of 
Cook) of D are obtained by a novel method involving a translation of 
El programs into programs in an underlying statement-oriented lang-
uage. This method enables clear comparisons to be made of the two 
styles of programming language. 
It is shown that efficient syntax-driven program verification 
is possible for El in both of the major styles, viz. backward sub-
stitution and symbolic execution, but that the latter style is more 
natural when l-values are manipulated. 
Finally, the above mentioned work on El is related to and 
compared with other work in the literature concerned with "side-
effects" in conventional languages, and Schwartz's closely related 
work on ALGOL 68 is examined in some detail. 
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"Every basic feature is to be governed by a consistent 
set of 'obvious' rules (axioms)." 
N. Wirth (1975) 
"The length of the correctness proof required was generally 
accepted as an objective measure for the 'elegance' of 
programs and for the adequacy of proposed language features." 
E.W. Dijkstra (1975) 
"If the main purpose of a high level programming language 
is to assist in the construction and verification of 
correct programs, it is doubtful whether the use of function-
al notation to call procedures with side effects is a genuine 
advantage." 
C.A.R. Hoare (1969) 
1 . 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 AXIOMATIC SEMANTICS 
In 1969, C. A. R. Hoare initiated what has since come to be 
called the axiomatic approach to the semantics of programming languages. 
The main features of this approach are as follows: 
The objects of interest are sentences (called program 
assertions) of the form 
P{S}Q 
' 
where P and Q are assertions describing relationships among the 
variables of the program of which S is a part. Such a sentence is 
intended to have the following interpretation: 
if P is trne (of the state of computation) 
before execution of S, and execution of S 
terminates, then Q will be true after 
execution. 
The sentence is said to assert the partial correctness of the program 
S with respect to the precondition P and postcondition Q. P and Q 
are called docwnentation assertions. An example of a program assertion 
is 
x = a {x. x+l} x =a+ 1 . 
Consider our example. No matter what the state of 
computation (association of values with program variables) is before 
execution of x :- x + 1, if x = a is true in that state, then 
x =a+ 1 will be true in the state after execution. That is, this 
sentence is valid under the intended interpretation. Hoare 's proposal, 
then, is to define the semantics of a programming language L by a 
formal deductive theory T which is said to be consistent if every 
theorem is valid, and complete if every valid assertion about a 
program (segment) of Lis a theorem of T. T is sometimes called 
a program logic for L. It will employ a subsidiary theory for the 
language of documentation assertions. This language is called the 
assertion language and is usually chosen to be a first-order predicate 
calculus language (see Shoenfield 1967). 
Programs in a programming language L are formed by certain 
structuring rules operating on sub-programs, which at the lowest level 
are chosen from a class of unstructured components. A deductive 
theory T £or L is organised to reflect this property. Corresponding 
to the basic unstructured components, there are a number of axiom 
schemas giving theorems about these simplest (sub-)programs. Then, 
2 . 
for each method of creating a program S from component sub-programs _ 
S., there is a rule of inference for deducing a conclusion (an assertion 
l 
about S) from a number of premises (assertions about the s.) . 
l 
Finally , Twill have some purely logical axioms and rules which act as 
an interface with the assertion language theory. 
Let us take the language Pascal (Wirth 1971) as an illustration. 
A basic component is the assignment statement, which has the axiom schema 
P[e/x] {x :- e} P , 
where P[e/x] is P with each free occurrence of x replaced by the 
expression e. An instance of this schema is the theorem 
x + 1 =a+ 1 {x := x+l} x =a+ 1. 
Pascal has a structuring rule for each kind of structured statement. 
• 
The rule for the statement class if b then S is 
P A b{S}Q 
PA -,b ::, Q 
P{if b then S}Q. 
Hence in order to prove the assertion A: 
x ~ a {if x=a then x:=x+l} x > a 
we need to show 
(i) x ~a/\ x = a {x:=x+l} x > a 
and 
(ii) x ~ a /\ :., (x = a) ::, X > a. 
We can use an interfacing rule called consequence to obtain (i) from 
our earlier theorem. The rule is 
p ::, Q 
Q{S}R 
R::, T 
P{S}T 
Applying this rule with premises 
x~a A x=a::, x+l=a+l, 
x + 1 =a+ 1 {x:=x+l} x =a+ 1 
and x = a + 1 ::, x > a 
establishes (1·) , and hence A, since the remaining premises are all 
theorems of the underlying theory. 
3 . 
The ability to formalize the semantics of a programming 
language by a program logic has the advantages that the language is 
defined without reference to a particular implementation (giving a large 
• 
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degree of freedom to the implementor who has only to guarantee that 
the implementation satisfies the axioms and rules), and that a method 
of program verification is automatically available (and perhaps 
amenable to semi-automatic implementation). These abilities have 
been recognized as extremely valuable (perhaps even invaluable) tools 
with which to tackle the difficult task of designing reliable, efficient 
and correct programs. 
A further benefit is that the axiomatic approach can play a 
role in the design of programming languages themselves. This was 
recognized by Hoare (1969) who states: 
It seems likely that a language which can be described by a 
few "self-evident" axioms from which proofs will be 
relatively easy to construct will be preferable to a language 
with many obscure axioms which are difficult to apply in proofs. 
Note that the metric of complexity of proof rules (and associated proofs) 
is applicable to individual language features, because of the structure 
of program logics. Hoare (1972a) has investigated various versions of 
the for statement along these lines. 
A less tangible but still important aspect of axiomatic 
semantics is its association with "programming methodology", by which 
we mean modern approaches to program design _based on the notion that 
proof rules can guide the derivation of correct programs. Thus proof 
rules (both definitive rules and deLived rules) offer a way of 
encapsulating programming knowledge in a form applicable in the design 
stages. Dijkstra(l976) is a notable proponent of this approach. 
Major ... results of the considerable research into the 
axiomatic approach since Hoare's initial paper have included 
• 
(1) the axiomatic definition of the semantics of Pascal by 
Hoare and Wirth (1973), and of Euclid by London, Guttag, 
Horning, Lampson, Mitchell and Popek (1979); 
(2) the Stanford system for machine-assisted verification of 
Pascal programs (the basic report of this ongoing 
project is by Igarashi, London and Luckham (1975); an 
excellent more recent exposition is that of Luckham (1977)); 
(3) Cook's (1978) proofs of the soundness (consistency) and 
relative completeness of a program logic for an Algol-
like language (and follow-ups by Clarke (1977) who 
exhibits languages which do not admit complete axiom-
atizations, and Apt (1978) who rigorously extends Cook's 
results to a language with recursive procedures). 
All of the above results have been concerned with statement-
oriented languages, in which the basic state-changing construct is the 
statement. There has been almost no work devoted to expression-
oriented languages - in fact, the (implicit) belief that expression 
languages are not amenable to aHoare~styletreatment seems to have 
enjoyed almost universal currency among workers in the area (hence, for 
instance, Zahn 's (1975) statement 
5 . 
If formal axiomatics can be developed for an expression language ... 
I don't know if that is possible in a framework as elegant as 
the Hoare formalism, 
and the blind eye turned to the non statement-oriented features in the 
axiomatic treatment of the expression language ELO by Spitzen and 
Wegbreit (1975)). Also see the comments by Apt and de Bakker mentioned 
in §5.3 . In the next section, which presents expression-languages in 
the historical (and, in a broad sense, political) setting in which they 
• 
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developed, we offer a partial explanation for this situation. 
1. 2 EXPRESSION LANGUAGES 
An (ideal) expression language is characterised by the 
property that every executable construct, including those which manifest 
control, computes a value of some type. That expression may then 
appear (modulo syntactic guards against ambiguity) in any context where 
a value of its type is appropriate - for example, on the right-hand 
side of an assignment (expression). 
Several relatively recent and important programming languages 
have been designed as expression languages. We cite 
ALGOL 68 (van Wijngaarden, Mailloux, Peck, Koster, Sintzoff, 
Lindsey, Meertens & Fisker 1975) - the IFIP 
sponsored successor to ALGOL 60; 
ELl (Wegbreit 1974) - the language around which the ECL 
programming system at Harvard is built; 
BLISS (Wulf, Russell & Habermann 1971) - a machine-oriented 
higher level language designed for systems 
programming on the PDPll and other DEC machines; 
C (Kernighan & Ritchie 1978) - the base languag e of the 
UNIX operating system. 
Rather than present expression languages as a fai t accompli~ 
as a product of their own internal design criteria, we hope to sho~ 
below how the concept(s) they embody gradually evolved through several 
important programming languages stemming from ALGOL 60 (Naur 1963). 
Let us, then, consider examples of several different construc ts in 
AL GOL 60. 
(i) "x . l". 
• 
A simple assignment statement. 
(ii) "y := X := l". 
(iii) 
"(iv) 
A multiple assignment statement. 
"if b then x := 0 else y := O". 
A conditional statement. 
"if b then x + y else x - y". 
A conditional expression. 
(v) "integer function f(x); value x; integer x:; 
begin integer t; ... ; f:= e(t,x) end; ... 
y := f(z) + l". 
The declaration and application of a function without 
side effects. e(t,x) denotes a (complicated) 
expression involving t and x. 
(vi) "integer function next; 
7 . 
begin integer t; read(t); next:= t end; ... y :=next+l". 
(vii) 
The declaration and application of a parameterless 
function with side effects (we assume read is a 
procedure to get the next integer from input). 
"integer function plusab(x,e); value e; integer x,e; 
begin x := x + e ; plusab .- x end ... 
y := plusab(z,l) + w". 
The declaration and application of a function which 
alters an argument. 
Now let us see how some of these examples might be expressed 
in some subsequent languages. In CPL (Barron, Buxton, Hartley, Nixon & 
Strachey 1963), we could write 
for (iii): "(b -t- x, y) : = O", since expressions may deliver Z.-values 
(addresses); 
1111 
for (v) "y : - result of§ integer t; . . . . ' result :- e(t,x) § + l". 
However (vi) and (vii) do not admit a formulation like that for (v), 
because side effects were not permitted in the body of a result of 
expression . 
In Wirth and Weber ' s (1966) dynamically typed expression 
language, EULER, (i) and (ii) are both instances of the assignment 
expression (the right-hand side of (ii) itself being an assignment 
"x : = l " ) . No special multiple assignment construct is required. 
Similarly , (iii) and (iv) are both instances of the conditional 
expression . For (v), we could write 
uy : = begin new t ; . . . . , t : - e ( t , x) end + l '' , 
8 . 
since the value of a block is the value of its last (executed) expression. 
(vi) can be written " y : =in+ l " using the input expression in. 
(vii) becomes "y : = [ z : - .z + l] + w". 
In ALGOL 68, the incorporation of substitutional semantics 
into the language (which is how we view the expression-oriented 
pur§>ui.t) was seemingly pushed to the limit of conceptual and 
representational concision . Examples (i) to (iv) remain as in Euler, 
except that the syntax of conditionals was cleaned up with a terminating 
token fi . For example, we can write (v) as 
"y . (int t ; .. . ; t : - e ( t , x)) + l" . 
A special routine is provided for the purposes of (vii) which 
becomes 
"y := (z plusab 1) + w". 
(Surprisingly, there is not an input expression to treat (vi) 
as in Euler) . Moreover, constructions such as 
9 . 
r :- if translated then cos else sin fi (theta) 
are possible. 
To appreciate why expression languages have received so little 
attention from workers in axiomatic semantics, we need to be aware of 
two things. The first is the fact that axiomatic semantics was 
pioneered, developed and popularised largely by three people - Hoare, 
DijkstrB and Wirth. The second is that all three are staunch opponents 
of ALGOL 68 - the quintessential expression language. Hoare and 
Dijkstra are signatories to the dissenting "Minority Report" on ALGOL 68 
(Dijkstra, Duncan, Garwick, Hoare, Randell, Seegmueller, Turski & 
Woodger 1970), and Wirth is the designer and promulgator of the 
language Pascal, which has become both immensely popular and influential, 
and is seen as diametrically opposed in philosophy to ALGOL 68. The fact 
that the opposition to ALGOL 68 is based largely on its difficulty of 
implementation, complexity and (especially) on the extreme inaccess-
ibility of its defining document, problems which do not (obviously) 
stem from the expression-oriented nature of the language, has hardly 
moderated the process of guilt by association. 
1.3 THE AIMS AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS 
We do not know of a single (critical or otherwise) technical 
appraisal in the open literature of the expression-oriented style of 
language design by the criteria of axiomatic semantics (although the 
recent Ph.D. thesis of Schwartz (1978) makes some forthright positive 
claims in this area). The aim of this thesis, then, is simply to fill 
this gap. 
Our examination is carried out via an exemplary expression 
language El whose syntax and informal semantics are presented in 
§2 .2. El is intended to capture the essential properties of the 
expression-oriented style of language design. It is an Algol-like 
language with the usual control structures - conditional, 
while, block and procedure call. From ALGOL 68 it takes the ability 
to return variable names (2-values) as well as basic (r-) values as 
the results returned by expression evaluations. Variables in El 
have only simple (unstructured) types. In §2 .3 a formal program logic 
D is given which represents an axiomatic definition of the semantics 
of El . 
For the metatheoretic analyses in §§3,4 and 5, certain 
inessential features of El are dropped to permit an easy comparison 
with Cook's work. We obtain analogs of the three basic results 
(mentioned in §1.1) established for statement-oriented languages 
(albeit in a necessarily more modest form). §3 obtains soundness and 
completeness results for D which parallel those of .Cook for a 
corresponding statement-oriented language. §4 tackles the practical 
issues involved in proving the correctness of El programs. In §4. 6 
10 . 
we address the problem of (semi-) automatic program verification for El, 
and present derived logics in the two known styles of verification -
backward substitution (as in the Stanford system) is treated in 
§§4 .6.1 - 4.6.3, and forward acclllllulation (or symbolic execution) is 
treated in §§4 .6.4 - 4.6.6. 
§5 surveys what little related work exists in the literature. 
We pay particular attention to the work of Schwartz, who offers an 
axiomatic definition of the semantics of ALGOL 68. 
izes 
The thesis closes with a concluding chapter which summar-
the results obtained. However, we do not only have conclusions 
to draw about expression languages from the methodological standpoint of 
axiomatic semantics. In fact, at many points in the thesis we find it 
1 1 . 
necessary to turn the tables and examine the methodological assumptions 
of the axiomatic enterprise in the light of our results (and supporting 
results taken from the literature). Some of the more inflated 
philosophical claims and assumptions associated with the axiomatic 
enterprise are found to have little technical support. 
CHAPTER 2 
AN EXPRESSION LANGUAGE AND ITS PROGRAM LOGIC 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
We introduce below an exemplary expression language El 
to serve as a vehicle for our Hoare-style proof-theoretic analysis of 
expression-oriented languages. El is intended to capture those 
language characteristics which typify expression languages such as 
ALGOL 68 , BLISS and C. Features which are "orthogonal" to our main 
concern, such as specific data types, are glossed over in favour of a 
detailed treatment of control-structure aspects of El. 
12 . 
It is our intention to be very - we might well add "unusually" -
clear about the program logic of El. The reason for this apparent 
pedantry should become clear in the sequel; for the moment we just assert 
that too many papers in the literature are very unclear about certain 
technical details, particularly with respect to the assertion language. 
An obvious precondition for clarity is an understanding of exactly what 
the programming language El comprises. We thus commence with a 
thorough, albeit semantically informal, description of El. 
2.2 THE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE El[L1L 
2. 2. 1 A Summary of El 
El is an Algol (68)-like language with variables of a number 
of simple types, including the type Boolean. Actions in El are 
described by units, which are classified as either expressions or 
statements. The expression is the more general concept; it is capable 
.. 
of both changing the state (via embedded assignments or routine calls) 
and computing a value. Statements are units which do not compute a 
(useful) value; in El these are the loop and if-then statements. 
13 . 
The expressions which serve only to compute values are the 
primitive formulas . They correspond to the terms and quantifier-free 
formulae of a first-onder language L1 • This is taken to be a several-
sorted , first-order predicate calculus language with propositional 
variables and constants . Treatments of this kind of language can be 
found in (Church 1962) and (Monk 1976). 
The remaining expressions are generalizations of constructs 
appearing as statements in languages such as Pascal. They differ, 
however, by virtue (?) of being value-returning constructs in El. 
These expressions comprise assignment , conditional, block (including 
the compound expression) , exit, procedure call and general formula, the 
latter with defined operator or structured operand. 
The values returned by El expressions have two associated 
properties - kind and type. The two kinds of value correspond to what 
Strachey calls l-values and r-values, to distinguish between addresses 
and contents. The type of a value is either "Boolean" for truth values, 
or a type corresponding to one of the sorts of L1 . Declarations are 
required for all variables, procedures and user-defined operators; the 
usual Algol-like scope rules apply. Finally, El is a strongly typed 
language and legal programs are assumed to have passed the , tests on 
type and kind detailed in §2 . 2 . 8. 
We now proceed to a detailed presentation of El~ employing 
the syntactic definition style recommended by Wirth (1977). Metalinguistic 
brackets ("("and")") signal objects which are not fully specified. 
• 
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2.2.2 Primitive Concepts 
2.2.2.1 Types 
El does not have structured variables, so it has only simple 
types. The only type which is specifically included is "Boolean"; the 
others correspond to the sorts of L1 . These will typically include 
"integer", "character" etc. 
type = "Boolean" I < sort of L 1 > • 
2.2.2.2 Constants 
The Boolean constants are just the propositional constants 
(O-ary predicate symbols) of L1 . Normally these will be "true" and 
"false". The other constants are the constants (O-ary function symbols) 
of the various sorts of L · for example "O" and "l" are integer 1' ' 
constants, and "'a'" is a character constant. A constant is an 
r-value. 
2.2.2.3 
constant 
Vari ab 1 es 
= < 0-ary predicate symbol of L} I 
( 0-ary function symbol of L} . 
The Boolean variables are the propositional variables of L 1 . 
The other va~iables are the individual variables of L1~ with types in 
El corresponding to sorts in L1 . A variable is an l-value, but may 
be coerced to an r-value of the same type. 
variable = ( propositional variable of L} 
( individual variable of L} . 
2.2.2.4 Opera tors 
Operators are either unary or binary. The Boolean operators 
comprise negation, conjunction, disjunction and material implication 
and equivalence. The remaining primitive operators correspond to the 
(applied) predicates and functions of L1~ with type restrictions 
corr~sponding to sort restrictions in L1. El also enables operators 
to be associated with parameterized expressions i.e. routines. 
2.2.2.5 
unary-
operator = ( negation symbol of L} I 
binary-
operator = 
Identifiers 
( 1-ary predicate symbol of L} I 
( 1-ary function symbol of L} I 
routine-identifier. 
( conj unction symbol of L} I 
( disjunction symbol of Ll> I 
( implication symbol of Ll) I 
( equivalence symbol of L} I 
( 2-ary predicate symbol of L} I 
( 2-ary function symbol of L/ I 
routine-identifier. 
15. 
Identifiers are used for labels and routine names. They must 
not be symbols or variables of L1 . 
2.2.3 Formulas 
Formulas are constructed in infix fashion from operators and a 
class of expressions called operands . Operands are evaluated from left 
to right in accordance with operator precedence; a formula is evaluated 
by applying its operator to the value(s) returned by evaluation of its 
operand(s). The primitive formulas are just the quantifier-free formulae 
16 . 
and terms of L1 . 
§2 . 2.5 . 2 . 
The application of defined operators is described in 
formula = unary-operator operand I 
operand binary-operator operand. 
operand = formula I primary . 
2.2 . 4 Units 
The unit is the basic action- describing construct. The units 
that compute values (or , more precisely , that are capable of so doing) 
are called expressions ; the other units are statements . 
unit = expression I statement . 
2. 2.4.1 Express ions 
Expression s a re valu e-retur nin g constructs. We have met one 
kind already : the formulas . These , together with the primary expressions, 
constitute the operands . There are just two kinds of expression which 
cannot be operands: assignment and exit . These are mainly excluded for 
syntactic reasons e . g . x : = x+l could otherwise be ambiguously inter-
preted as a formula . 
expression= formula I primary I assignment I exit. 
The primary expressions are further divided into thos~ that 
may appear on the left of an assignment, and those that cannot. The 
latter category consists only of the constants . 
primary = constant I l-primary. 
Z-primary = variable I conditional I block I call. 
• 
.. ------------------------------
We now describe the expressions which, stripped of their 
value-returning capability, are familiar as statements in languages 
such as Pascal. 
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An assignment is composed of two expressions. The destination 
is evaluated first, and must return an 1-value. Then the right-hand 
expr~ssion is evaluated, and the r-value it returns becomes the (new) 
value of the destination variable. The value of the assignment is the 
value of the destination, an 1-value. 
assignment= destination"·=" expression. 
destination= 1-primary I formula. 
A conditional is evaluated by firstly evaluating its first 
component expression, which must deliver a Boolean value. That value 
is used to select one of the two remaining components, whose value 
if any becomes the value of the conditional. 
conditional= "if" expression "then" serial "else" 
serial "fi". 
A block consists of an optional label followed by a black-
body delimited by brackets or a matching "begin" "end" pair. The black-
body consists of a (possibly empty) sequence of declarations, followed 
by a serial, which is a sequence of units. Declarations are described 
in §2 .2.5. The imperative effect of a block is simply to execute in 
sequence the units comprising its serial . The value of a block is that 
value (if any) returned by the final unit. 
block = [ label H: "] ("begin" block-body end" I 
"(" block-body ")"). 
block-body= {variable-declaration";"} 
{routine-declaration";"} serial. 
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serial = unit{";" unit} . 
The exit expression is a highly constrained form of jump 
similar to the one treated by Clint and Hoare (1972). It causes 
execution of its component unit and an immediate exit from that 
enclosing block which is prefaced by the named label. It is convenient 
to assume that a particular label may be attached to no more than one 
block of a program, and we do so. Note that the presence of exits 
strictly requires changes to the description of the evaluation of other 
constructs. Such evaluation always ceases when an exit is encountered. 
exit = "leave" label "with" unit. 
label = ( identifier) . 
The routine call expression is described in §2.2.5.2. 
2.2.4.2 Statements 
The two units which cannot return values are the if-then and 
the loop. An if-then is evaluated by firstly evaluating its first 
component, which must be a Boolean expression. If this returns "true" 
the second component is executed, otherwise nothing more is done here. 
if-then = "if" e~ression "then" serial "f i" . 
The first component of a loop is a Boolean expression. If 
evaluation of it returns "false" execution of the loop terminates. 
Otherwise, the second component is executed, the Boolean expression is 
re-evaluated and retested etc. 
loop = "while" expression "do" serial "od". 
2.2.5 Declarations 
ALGOL 60 style scope rules apply to all declared objects and 
also to labels. 
2.2.5.1 Variable Declarations 
A variable-declaration introduces a variable which is local 
to the block in which it appears, and associates a type with that 
variable. A variable may not be declared more than once in a block. 
2.2.5.2 
variable-
declaration = variable II • II . 
Routine Declarations and Calls 
type. 
A routine-declaration associates an identifier with a 
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parameterized unit. A routine can be either a procedure or an operator. 
In the latter case the size of the parameters-pack determines the 
"arity". A routine may be one of three kinds. If it is not to return 
a value, it is declared to be of kind "void". Otherwise it is required 
to return an l- or r-value of a certain type. 
routine-
declaration 
routine-
header 
= routine header "-" routine-body. 
= (("Z-" I "r-") type I "void") 
("procedure" I "operator") 
\ 
routine-identifier parameters-pack. 
routine-body = unit. 
routine-
identifier = ( identifier) . 
The parameters-pack specifies the formal parameters of the 
routine. A parameter is taken to be a constant parameter unless its 
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declaration starts with the symbol "var". A constant parameter is 
called by value and may not be changed by the routine. The other kind 
of parameter is the variable parameter as found in Pascal. Assignments 
to a variable parameter change the corresponding actual parameter. 
parameters-
pack = "(" parameter-declaration 
{ 11 ; 11 parameter-declaration} 11 ) 11 • 
parameter- -
declaration= ["var"] variable-declaration. 
Routine declarations are subject to the following restrictions: 
1. The variables in the parameters-pack must be distinct. 
2. The number of parameters of an operator must be one or two. 
3. Global variables must not appear in routine bodies. 
4. No routine-identifier may appear in more than one routine 
declaration. 
5. Constant parameters must not appear in any context of the 
routine body requiring an L-value. 
A procedure is called by prefixing its identifier to a list of 
actual parameter expressions; operators are applied in infix fashion. 
In both cases the actuals are evaluated in strict left to right order, 
before activating the routine with the values returned by them as 
effective actual parameters. l-values must be returned for variable 
parameters, and strict type-checking is enforced (see §2.2.8). It is 
important to note that the effect of a routine call is not defined if 
two (or more) actual parameter expressions return the same l-value. 
call = routine-identifier"(" expression 
{"," expression} 11 )". 
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2.2.6 Programs 
A program is an unlabelled block. A program is regarded as 
being implicitly situated in an enclosing block containing declarations 
of standard operators, procedures and variables. 
2.2.7 Notation 
We make use of the following syntactic variables when 
discussing EZ features: 
v variable 
x variable, or formal variable parameter 
c constant, or formal constant parameter 
e term or quantifier-free formula of L1 (primitive 
expression) 
b quantifier-free formula of L1 (primitive Boolean 
expression) 
1 label 
op routine-identifier of an operator 
pr routine-identifier of a procedure 
r routine-identifier of an operator or procedure 
E unit, or serial 
B Boolean expression 
A bar (as in v) forms a list of syntactic variables; indexing 
is used to create further syntactic variables. Furthermore, we employ: 
D routine-declaration(s) 
new v - variable-declaration(s) 
2.2.8 Type-checking and Related Requirements 
In order to clarify the type-checking and related tests 
applied to EZ programs, we associate two properties with EZ units, 
serials and routines - type and kind. These properties are defined below 
by a structural recursion, and the legality checks expressed in terms of 
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them. An ordering is defined on the range of kind, viz. 
~ < R < L < exit . c~ and exit can also be used as the type of an expression.) 
Some auxiliary functions are used to handle routines: 
T' 
' 
if r is declared as an l-T' 
.:- outT(r) or r-T' routine, = 
~, if r is declared to be a ~ -:vo id 
routine. 
L, if V is a formal variable parameter 
formalK(r,v) of r, = 
R, if V is a formal constant parameter 
of r. 
L, if r is declared as an l.-T' routine, 
outK(r) = R, if r is declared as an r-T' routine, 
~, if r is declared as a void routine. 
The definitions, and the legality checks, now proceed by 
cases (a) to (o). 
(a) C. 
type: {
Boolean, if 
sort of c, 
kind: R. 
(b) V. 
type: 
if 
{
Boolean, 
sort of v, 
kind: L. 
( c) op. 
(i) negation. 
c is a propositional constant, 
otherwise. 
v is a Boolean variable, 
otherwise. 
type: 
kind: 
Boolean + Boolean. 
R + R. 
(c) (ii) 
type: 
kind: 
(iii) 
type: 
kind: 
(iv) 
type: 
kind: 
1-ary predicate on sort T1 . 
T 1 + Boolean. 
R + R. 
1-ary function from sort T1 to sort T. 
R + R. 
defined unary operator, with formal parameter 
v 1 :T1 and routine-body E. 
T 1 + outT(op). 
forrnalK(op,v 1) + outK(op) . 
Checks: T = outT(op) i= J_ ::> type(E) = T, 
(v) 
type: 
kind: 
K = outK(op) i= J_ ::> kind (E) ~ K. 
conjunction, disjunction, implication, equivalence. 
(Boolean x Boolean)+ Boolean. 
(R X R) + R. 
(vi) 2-ary predicate on sorts T 1, T2 . 
type: 
kind: 
(vii) 
type: 
kind: 
(viii) 
type: 
(T 1 x T2) + Boolean. 
(R x R) + R. 
2-ary function from sorts T1, T2 to sort T. 
(Tl x T2) + T. 
(R x R) + R. 
defined binary operator, with formal parameters 
v 1:T1 , v 2 :T2 , body E . 
(T 1 x T2) + outT(op). 
kind : (f ormalK~op, v 1) 
Checks: see (iv). 
X outK(op). 
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(d) op E, with type(op) = T1 + T, kind(op) = Kl + K. 
type: T. 
kind: K. 
Checks: type(E) 
= Tl' kind(E) > K . 
= 1 
(e) El op E2, with type(op)= (Tl X T ) + T kind(op) = (K1 xK2)+K. 2 ' 
type: T. 
kind: K. 
Checks: type (E.) = T. (i = 1,2), kind(E.) > K. (i = 1,2). 
1 1 1 = 1 
(f) E1 := E2 . 
type: type(E1). 
kind: L. 
(g) if B then E1 else E2 fi. 
(h) 
(i) 
type: 
kind: 
Checks: 
El ;E2. 
type: 
kind: 
Checks: 
type(E 1), 
type(E
2
), 
if type(E 1) = type(E 2 ) or type(E2 ) = exit, 
if type(E 1) = exit, 
1-, otherwise. 
{
t~~' if type= exit or type= 1-, 
m1n1mt.m1 (kind(E 1), kind(E2)), otherwise. 
type(B) = Boolean. 
type (E
2
) 
kind(E2 ) 
type(E1) :/= exit. 
begin new v; D; E end, or bracketed form (either with possibly 
no declarations) 
type: 
kind: 
type(E). 
kind(E). 
(j) leave 1 with E. 
type: exit. 
kind: exit. 
Checks: type(E) I exit. 
(k) l:E, where the exits from 1 
1 $ i $ n}, n ~ 0. 
in E are {"leave 1 with 
type: 
kind: 
type(E), if type(E.) = type(E) for 1 
l 
T, if type(E) = exit and n ~ 1 
type (E.) = T for 1 $ i $ 
l 
.1, otherwise. 
type, if type = exit or type = .1, 
ninimum(kind(E), ... ,kind(E.), ... ), 
l 
and 
n, 
$ i $ 
if type ( E . ) = type ( E) for 1 $ i $ n, 
l 
minimum( ... ,kind(E.), ... ), otherwise. 
l 
(1) if B then E fi. 
type: .l. 
kind: .1. 
Checks: type(B) = Boolean. 
(m) while B do E od. 
(n) 
type: .1. 
kind: .l. 
Checks: type(B) = Boolean, type(E) I exit. 
Procedure 
type: 
pr with formals 
' 
v.:T. (i=l, ... ,n), body E. 
l l 
(T1 x ... x Tn)-+ outT(pr). 
n, 
E. II I 
l . 
kind: .Cf ormalK(pr, v 1) ':< ••• x 
Checks: see (iv), of case (c). 
f ormalK(pr, vn))-+ out K (pr). 
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(o) pr(E , ... ,E ), with type(pr)=(T 1 x .•• XT )-+T, 1 n n 
kind (pr) = (K1 -x ••• .>< Kn) -+ K. 
type: T. 
kind: K. 
Checks: type(Ei) = Ti (i=l, ... ,n), kind(Ei) ~ Ki (i=l, ... ,n). 
Some comments on the above are in order. The basic 
philosophy of our type-checking is the familiar insiste nce that programs 
be consistent with respect to the declared (simple) types of variables 
i.e. that assignments always deliver values of the appropriate type to 
the destination variables . The allied checks on kind simply ensure that 
destinations of assignments are l-values and not r-values. 
The more interesting cases in the definition involve exits. 
An El unit or serial E gets the type exit only if execution of E 
necessarily ends in an exit from a block enclosing E. Notes: 
(h) The check ensures E2 is reachable; otherwise E1 would 
suffice. 
(j) If type(E) were equal to exit, then leave 1 with E would 
be equivalent to just E. 
(k) The first clause in the definition of type gives that type 
(1:E) = type(E) if no exits from 1 exist in E. If there 
are exits from 1 in E, namely {"leave 1 with E. II I 
l 
i=l, .. ,n}, then each E. must have the same type if l:E 
l 
is to get a type other than l.. Note that 
type(" 1: ( ... ; leave 1 with O )' l) = integer, as expected. 
(m) If type(E) were equal to exit, then while B do E od 
would be equivalent to if B then E fi. 
(o) It is useless to have the type of an actual parameter equal 
to exit. 
Type and kind checks are regarded as purely syntactic 
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constraints, which programs dealt with by the program logic are assumed 
to obey. Hence, in the sequel, the syntactic variables and constructions 
in §2.2.7 (Notation) are understood to range over objects obeying these 
constraints. This is not to say, however, that the effect of such 
program segments is well-defined. For example, 
begin new x· 
' 
X end :- 1 
is well-typed if x is of type "integer", but semantically undefined 
because the destination variable x is local to its defining block. 
Finally, it should be noted that our decision to regard type 
checking as a purely syntactic constraint represents a strong require-
ment, because "intuitively" meaningful constructions such as 
if b then x else p fi : - if b then 1 else true fi, 
-
where b is primitive and x, p have types "integer", "Boolean" 
respectively, are ruled out; however it is not clear that any worth-
while constructions are lost (but note that ALGOL 68 does · allow 
if b then x else skip f i : = 1 ) • 
2.3 THE PROGRAM LOGIC D[El,~ 
In this section we present a Hoare-style logic for proving 
theorems about the input/output effect of El program fragments. Our 
intention is to present axioms and rules of inference which describe 
the semantics of El, and to give plausible informal arguments for 
their correctness. The resulting logic is intended to be a convenient 
subject for metatheoretic reasoning, and not necessarily to be oriented 
towards practical program verification. Derived logics for the latter 
pursuit are presented in §4. 
We commence with a rigorous definition of the underlying 
assertion language 
2.3.1 The Assertion Language L+ ~~~~~~~~~~---"C--2-
A Hoare-style program logic is built on a subsidiary theory 
which provides theorems about the states of computation of programs in 
the progrannning language und.er consideration .. For El 1 we take the 
language of this subsidiary theory to be a predicate calculus language 
+ L2. 
The assertion language is an extension of a first-order 
language L2 ~ which itself is an extension of the language L1 on 
which El is based (our terminology follows Schoenfield 1967), The 
additional non-logical symbols of L2 are provided to boost the 
descriptive power of L1 . The symbols involved in the extension of 
to are introduced solely to describe the values returned by 
evaluating expressions. They are as follows. 
(i) A 1-ary predicate symbol 
s 
st 
-r 
for each sort s of individual variable in L1 . 
(ii) A 0-ary predicate symbol (propositional constant) 
(iii) 
stBoolean (b) 
---r 
for each quantifier-free formula b in L1 . 
A 0-ary predicate symbol 
s 
st (x) 
l 
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for each sort s and individual variable x of 
sort s in L1 . 
(iv) · A 0-ary predicate symbol 
Boolean (p) 
stl 
for each propositional variable p in L1 . 
In the sequel , the type superscripts are dropped, and are 
understood to be supplied by context. The intended interpretation of 
stl(v) , where v is an individual or propositional variable, is that 
an expression of El has (just) stacked (returned) the l-value v. 
The intended interpretation of st (e), 
-r 
where e is a term or 
quantifier-free fonnula of L1 ~ is that an expression of El has 
stacked the r-value e . 
The device of using "structured" symbols is employed for 
the following technical reasons . 
(a) The symbols st (b) 
--r 
are necessary because a ( 1-ary) 
predicate over the formulae is nonsensical. 
(b) The symbols stl(v) are needed for a similar reason 
when v is a propositional variable. 
(c) Equality axioms together with a 1-ary predicate 
stl would give rise to loathesome theorems such as 
which would ruin the intended interpretation . 
. (d) A formula such as stl(x+l) is nonsensical under 
the intended interpretation. 
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The point of this technical manoeuvring is that a Hoare-style 
semantics for an expression language with both l - and r-values can 
be given which uses a strict, classical first-order assertion language. 
The reader who is uncomfortable with "structured" formal symbols is 
reassured that they fulfill all the requirements laid down by Kleene 
(1964), in that 
we are able to recognize each formal symbol as the 
same in each of its recurrences, and as distinct from 
the other formal symbols. 
In any case, some alternative treatments (or viewpoints) are outlined 
in Appendix A. The reader who is not interested in the technical 
details will find that they are completely transparent in proofs of 
correctness, and that the intended interpretation can be safely 
followed. That is st 
--r 
and can naively be regarded as 1-ary 
predicates. 
2.3.2 Documentation Assertions 
We introduce the following notation. 
P,Q,R,S (possibly subscripted) range over the well-
formed formulae (wffs) of L2 . 
p,q,r,s (possibly subscripted) range over the terms 
and quantifier-free formulae of L
2
. 
n 
VF. 
J J 
denotes the disjunction 
The index n 
may be omitted if it is arbitrary or clear 
from context . 
A docwnentation assertion is a wff of having one of 
two possible forms, 
(i) p. 
(ii) VP. "st(p.), 
J - J 
J 
or "stt" 
--r 
* * * * 
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where "st" uniformly stands for 
for some type t of El . 
P, Q, R, S (possibly subscripted) range over documentation 
assertions. The first form of documentation assertion is used to 
describe the effect of statements, or of expressions which do not return 
a value which is used. The second form is used to describe the effect 
of value-returning expressions; its general form is a disjunction to 
cater for conditional stacking of values. 
It is convenient to extend our notions of type and kind to 
documentation assertions. 
* 
* f' if p is of form (i)' above, type(P ) = * t, if p is of form (ii) above with 
"st" having type superscript t. 
* .l if p is of form (i), above, 
* L, if p is of form (ii) above with 
* kind(P ) = "st" having kind subscript l , 
* R, if p is of form (ii) above with 
"st" having kind subscript r. 
A variable v * is said to be *-free in P if either 
* (i) P is of the form P, and v occurs free in 
P, or 
* (ii) P is of the form VP. /\ st(p.), and v occurs 
. J - J 
J 
free in P., or v occurs in p., for some j. 
J J 
11 f II • d h • ree is use ere in its classical sense; the concept of *-free is 
a technical adaptation to our special use of the st-symbols in 
2.3 . 3 Sentences and Rules 1n D 
The basic object in the program logic D is the sentence 
* P{E}Q, 
where E is a unit (or serial) of El. This is to be interpreted 
as meaning that whenever P is true immediately before execution of 
* 
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E, Q will hold if and when E terminates . This is the usual Hoare~ 
style assertion of partial correctness of E with respect to the 
* precondition P and postcondition Q. Notice that no provision is 
made for st-formulas to occur in preconditions . The reason is that 
values of expressions are available only when those expressions are 
explicit components of other expressions, There is one other kind of 
sentence in + D - wff --.of L2 • 
Theorems are deduced from axioms (or, more precisely 1 
instances of axiom schemas) and other theorems by rules of inference. 
The symbol 11t- \' is used for deducibility., An axiom schema and/or 
rule of inference is provided for each type of unit of El. Only 
constants and variables are characterized solely by axiom schemas.. The 
remaining units (and the serial) are constructed from other units, and 
so have accompanying rules which enable sentences about the constructed 
unit (conclusions) to be deduced from sentences about the component 
units (premises) . Such a rule is written with premises above and 
conclusion below a horizontal dividing line. Some rules have premises 
which are subsidiary deductions, or which are purely logical (i.e. 
unrelated to programs) in character, The latter are always assertions 
of (butnot necessarily documentation assertions). D employ s a 
theory T to obtain proofs of these purely logical assertions. 
Before proceeding to the axioms and rules 1 we need some more 
notation: 
a 
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* P [e/v] denotes substitution of e for all *-free 
occurrences of v in P. This generalises to multiple simultaneous 
substitution, written P [~/v]. The problem of variables in e becoming 
bound is understood to be avoided by a preliminary systematic change of 
bound variables of P. 
2.3.4 Axioms for st-formulae 
Two axiom schemas are required to properly characterize the 
st-formulae of Coercion. enables variables CZ-values) to stand 
for r-values. Equality handles equivalence of primitive Boolean 
expressions, by mimicking the standard equality axioms for the 1-ary 
predicates s st 
-r 
Note that problem (c) referred to in §2.3.1 is 
avoided by not providing a similar axiom schema for stz· 
Coercion: 
Equality: 
We can now specify the subsidiary theory T of D. 
Suppose we have a first-order theory T2 corresponding to L 2 • Then 
we choose T to be the minimal first-order theory containing 
all instances of the Coercion and Equality schemas which is an 
extension of Thus the naive 1-ary predicates 
have no special non-logical properties. 
2.3.5 General Proof Rules 
t 
stz and 
t 
st 
---r 
Logical machinery is needed in D to link the sentences of 
D (which concern program fragments) and the (purely logical) 
assertions of L; . The axiom schema Inheritance makes all the theorems 
of T available in D for this purpose. The rule of Consequence 
enables strengthening of preconditions or weakening of postconditions 
with respect to implication in T. 
Inheritance: 
Consequence: 
All theorems of T . 
p :> Q 
* Q {E} R 
* * R => S 
P {E} S * 
Our final general rule was proposed by Floyd (1967), and 
has been largely neglected since. This rule, which we call Weakening, 
allows simultaneous weakening of the precondition and postcondition of 
a sentence by existential quantification. 
Weakening: 
where 
and 
p {E} Q * 
* 3:xP {E} 3:xQ 
for Boolean x , axP denotes 
P [true/x] V P [false/x], 
X does not occur globally in 
or in a sub-formula st ( q . ) of 
- J 
E 
.,. 
"' Q . 
The special case for Boolean x ensures that existentially 
quantified assertions are first-order. The rule is not valid if x 
can occur globally in E· 
' 
a counterexample is 
x = l{y:=x+l} y = 2 I- 3:x(x=l) {y:=x+l} 3:x(y=2) . 
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This proviso corrects an error in Floyd's version of the rule. The third 
* restriction on x ensures that 3:xQ can be cast in one of the forms 
* of documentation assertions 3:xQ if Q is Q, V. .3:xQ. I\ st(q.) j J - J 
* if Q is V Q. "st(q.). Weakening is used to effectively introduce 
. J - J 
J 
Skolem constants, and to derive useful rules for proving program 
correctness - see ~3 . 7 (Lemma l}, 4.4 and 4.5.1. 
2.3.6 Proof Rules for Formulas 
The ultimate components of El formulas are constants, 
variables, operators and routine calls. The general Unary Operator 
and Binary Operator rules allow a sentence with given pre- and 
post-condition to be deduced provided the postcondi~ion holds after 
applying the operator to every possible primitive operand (pair) 
stacked by evaluating the given operand(s). Each particular operator 
has a specific rule for its application to primitive operands. The 
Constant and Variable axiom schemas simply state that the effect of 
evaluating a constant or variable is just to stack the appropriate 
value. 
Unary Operator: 
Binary Operator: P{E1 }VQ. A st(q.) . J - J 
J 
Q.{E2 }v~. A st(r.k) for all j J k .Jk - J 
* R.k{q. opr.k}s for all j,k 
J J J 
provided that if E1 must stack an r-value, 
then no variable occuring in a 
in E2 as an Z-value. 
Primitive Unary 
Operator: 
q. 
J 
can appear 
where is a constant or variable. 
Primitive Binary 
Operator: P{e1 op e 2 }P A ~(e1 op e 2 ) 
where e. is a constant or variable (i=l,2). 
l 
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Constant: 
Variable: 
P{c}P /\ st (c) 
---r 
P{v}P /\ ~z(v) 
Rules for defined operators applied to primitive operands 
are postponed till §2.3.8. Note that the ·proviso on the Binary 
Operator rule ensures that an expression denoting an r-value stacked 
by the first operand cannot be altered by the second operand. In 
§2.3.8 we see that the Unary Operator and Binary Operator rules are 
just special cases of the rule Parameters for general routine calls. 
Advantage is taken of this fact in the metatheoretic analyses of §3. 
2. 3. 7 Proof Rules for Units 
2.3. 7.1 Proof Rules for Expressions 
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Assignment is semantically indistinguishable from a binary 
operator, and its axiomatic treatment reflects this property. The 
Assignment rule is just a specialisation of the general Binary Operator 
rule; the axiom of Simple Assignment is a straightforward adaptation of 
Hoare's original axiom to incorporate the stacking of an Z-value. 
Assignment: 
Simple 
Assignment: 
p { E 1 } V Q . /\ ~z ( q . ) 
j . J J 
Q.{E2 }v R.k/\ st (r.k) for all j J kJ ---r J 
* R.k{q.:=r.k}s for all j,k 
J J J 
P[e/v] {v:=e}P /\ ~z(v) 
The Conditional rule holds no surprises - a postcondition 
holds just in case it holds after executing the unit appropriate to 
each possible value stacked by the selecting expression. 
Conditional: P{B}V Q. /\ st (q.) 
. J --r J 
J * Q./\q.{E1}R for all j J J 
* Q. I\ -,q. {E2 }R for all j J J 
P{if B then El * else E2 fi}R 
The effect of a block is captured by two rules - Block and 
Serial. The Block rule accounts for the new level of nomenclature 
introduced by a block, by requiring the pre- and post-conditions 
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of the corresponding sentence to hold of the block's serial when 
variables declared in the block are replaced in them by dummy variables. 
It is known (Apt and de Bakker 1977) that this treatment corresponds 
to dynamic scoping of variables, and thus must be abandoned if globals 
are allowed to occur in routine bodies. Axiom sets introduced by 
variable declarations are not explicitly acknowledged; routine 
declarations are treated in §2 .3.8. The Serial rule corresponds to 
Hoare's rule of composition. 
Block: 
- * P{begin new v; D; .E end}Q 
where x is a list of distinct variables none of 
* which occur *-free in P or Q, or occur in E . 
(If v is empty no substitutions are performed; 
also, begin and end may be replaced by brackets.) 
Serial: 
where E1 is a unit and E2 a serial (although 
as Hoare (1969) notes, the composition can be of 
arbitrary serials). 
* Note that the use of Q rather than Q shows that any value stacked 
C 
by E1 is discarded. 
Consider now a labelled block (with exits). A given post-
condition will hold if it holds after executing the unit component of 
an exit, or if it holds after normal block exit. Allowing for every 
possible exit, and assuming false as the postcondition of a success-
ful : exit, we get the Exit rule. 
Exit: 
2.3.7.2 
* P.{E.}R for all i 
l l 
P. {leave Z with E.} false 
l -- l 
* P{Z:E}R 
* for all it- P{E}R 
where i ranges over all the exits from Z in E. 
Rules for the routine call expression are given in §2.3.8. 
Rules for Statements 
The If-then rule can be regarded as a specialization of the 
Conditional rule to the case where E2 is the "do-nothing" unit 
(such as ALGOL 68's skip). 
If- then: P{B}V Q. /\ st (q.) 
. J ---r J 
J 
Q. /\ qj {E1 }R for all j J 
Q. I\ ,q. :::::> R for all j 
J J 
P{if B then E fi }R 
The Loop rule requires the precondition P to be invariant 
with respect to successive execution of both components of the loop. 
However, it is not P which holds on completion, but rather the 
"inner" invariant which results from executing the Boolean test 
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expression with P as precondition, and which we know to stack a true 
value on termination. 
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Loop: P{B}V Q. /\ st (q.) 
. J ---r J J 
Q. 
J " qj {E1 }P for all j 
Q. I\ ., q. ::) R for all j 
J J 
P{while B do El od}R 
The postconditions of the conclusions of the above two rules 
are ·restricted to have no st-formulas, because these statements cannot 
stack any values. 
2.3 .8 Routines 
Routines are axiomatized with the help of three further 
rules. The first, the Parameters rule, just accounts for the left to 
right evaluation of actual parameters prior to execution of the routine 
body with formals corresponding to the values stacked in this step. It 
is an extension of the general Operator rules, which handle the 
parameters of "defined-operator" routines in their present forms. 
Parameters: P {E1 }V Q. /\ st ( q. ) 
. J1 - J1 
J 1 . 
. 
Q. . . {E~+1 }v Q. . . " st(q. . . . ) J1J2 · .. ] · 1 . J1J2·· .J ·+1 - J1J2·· .Ji+l 
l Ji+l l 
for all , j 1,j 2 , ... ,jn-l 
* Q. . . {pr(q. ,q .. , ... ,q. . . )} R 
J1J2···Jn J1 J1J2 J1J2···Jn 
provided that if E. must return an r-value, then no 
l 
q. . . contains a variable used as an Z-value in 
J1J2· .. Ji 
s 
In its most general form (encompassing the general Operator rules), 
pr(E1,E2 , .•. ,En) denotes a call of a routine (procedure or operator) 
with actual parameters (or operands) E1 , E2 , ... ,En in that order. 
The other main proof rule for routines provides theorems 
corresponding to the last group of premises in the Parameters (or 
general Operator) rule. That is, it deals with routine calls where 
the actual parameters are primitive expressions. Our Routine Call 
rule is very similar to the proof rule for Euclid procedures given by 
Guttag, Horning and London (1978), but is simpler not only because 
El routines may not "import" global variables, but also because our 
rule makes no special provision for denoting the initial values of 
variable parameters (for an explanation of why it need not do this, 
see §4.6.1.2.). 
Routine Call: 
- - -- *- - -- *- -(P[x1 ,e1/v,c] /\ (Q [xi,e1/v,c] :)R1 [xi/x1] )), 
P0 {r(x1&e 1)}R~J :·. I- P{E}Q* 
P :) CP[i,e;;,~ /\ cq*[x',e;;,~:) R*[x'/xl )) 
1 
where r is a routine with variable formal parameters 
v, constant formal parameters c and body E, and 
r (x & e) denotes a call or operator application with 
corresponding actual variable parameters x and 
actual constant parameters C (~imilarly_for - r(x 1& e1)), 
provided x and 
none of which occurs 
* 
are lists of distinct variables, 
* *-free in P or Q unless in 
v, and kind(Q) = outK(r). 
The first premise of the Routine Call rule is a subsidiary 
deduction which allows the conclusion of the rule to be used for 
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E 
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recursive applications of r in the routine body E, this conclusion 
being generalized with respect to the desired postcondition and actual 
parameters . That is , the assumptions of this premise are to be under-
- * stood as schemas on x 1 , e 1 , R1 and P0 . The implications involving 
P
0 
and P 1 are used to ensure that the corresponding sentences are 
of the cor rect form - having preconditions in L2 . Note that the 
* kind restriction on Q forces similar requirements on the kind of 
* * R and R1 . 
Our final rule for routines is provided to handle calls 
where the actual variable parameters are not distinct. Premises of 
this kind can occur with conditional parameters. 
False Call : false {r(x&e)}R* 
where the variables in x are not all distinct . 
2 . 3. 8 Not es on the Present ati on of D 
Certain restrictions on El programs have been made in order 
not to complicate the program logic D in inessential (for our 
purposes) ways . For example , routine declarations are properly 
associated with the routine-identifiers occurring in calls or 
operator applications, because no routine-identifier can be used in 
more than one routine declaration in an El program, and the routine-
identifiers are not symbols of L 1 . Such restrictions can be removed 
by adopting a more sophisticated treatment of declarations, such as 
that worked out by Fokkinga (1978). 
• 
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CHAPTER 3 
SOUNDNESS AND COMPLETENESS OF THE PROGRAM LOGIC 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
A Hoare-style program logic, offered as a definition of the 
semantics of a programming language, is radically removed from any 
intuitive notions of what constitutes the meaning of (the programs of) 
that programming language, at least in so far as such notions are 
operational in kind. Indeed, this property is the strength of the 
axiomatic approach, because it liberates the prograrrnner from the 
shackles of machines and implementations. 
But it is an easy enterprise to construct a formal system; 
it is a much more difficult task to have that system capture the 
intuitive objects of interest. Accordingly, it is of the utmost 
importance to demonstrate that a given program logic is consistent 
with respect to some alternative kind(s) of formal semantics, which 
should be as far removed as possible from the axiomatic style of 
definition. 
One such alternative is denotational (or mathematical) 
semantics, developed by Strachey and Scott (1971). This approach 
defines the meaning of a program to be a (math ematical) function on an 
"abstract store". Donahue (1976) shows (or, according to Apt (1978), 
unsuccessfully attempts to show) that a program logic for a certain 
subset of Pascal is consist ent with respe ct to a d eno t ational 
definition of the semantics. Expression-oriented languages present no 
great extra difficulties to the d enotational approach, and quite 
complicated examples of these lang uages have been successfully treated 
• 
(Milne 1972, Milne and Strachey 1976). Kaufl (1978) has given a 
denotational semantics for the sublanguage of El presented in 
(Pritcha~d 1977), using an abstract stack to hold intermediate values 
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of expressions. Relative to this semantics, he has outlined proofs of 
the consistency of some of the axioms and rules, namely those for 
Constant, Variable, Primitive Unary Operator, Primitive Binary Operator, 
Simple Assignment, Assignment, Serial and Block. 
Alternatives to axiomatic semantics can be viewed as models 
(in the sense of formal logic) of the corresponding program logics. 
This view has proved fruitful in that it has suggested another property 
of program logics for investigation - completeness. In a seminal paper, 
Cook (1978) has given an operational model of a simple Algol-like 
language via an abstract interpreter, and used this to show the 
consistency and completeness (in a special sense) of a program logic 
for the language. 
The notion of completeness is important because it represents 
the only formal notion of "adequacy" yet put forward for program logics. 
In this chapter we tackle the questions of whether analagous proofs 
of consistency and completeness can be given for our logic of El 
programs. Both questions are answered in the affirmative. 
3.2 A COOK'S TOUR 
Cook examines a simple, statement-oriented Algol-like 
language Al. The primitive components of expressions of Al are 
taken from a first-order language Ll . An extension L2 of Ll is 
used for the assertion language of the logic C [T] of Al programs, 
where T is the theory for L2. 
An interpretive model M[I] is constructed relative to an 
interpretation I of L2 • M employs a function Comp (A, s) which 
assigns to a program A and state s a sequence <s 1 ,s 2 , .. .> 
representing the successive states of computation when A is 
executed starting from the initial state s. An assertion P{A}Q is 
true in M [1] , written M [I] p P{A}Q, provided that for all states 
s such that P is true in s, if s' is the final state (if any) 
of Comp(A,s), then Q is true in s'. 
Cook proves the following two theorems. C[T] ~ P{A}Q 
denotes provability of P{A}Q in C[T]. 
Soundness: If T is a sound deductive system for 
L2 relative to I., 
and C [T] ... P{A}Q , 
then M [1] lzs P{A}Q . 
Completeness: If T is a semantically complete proof 
system for L2 relative to I, and L2 
is E:2:CPressive relative to L1 
and M [1] F- P{A}Q , 
then C [T] .._ P{A}Q • 
and I, 
Roughly speaking, the requirement that L2 be expressive means that it 
should be capable of expressing loop invariants. This and the other 
new notions mentioned above are formally detailed in §3.8. 
3.3 PROOF STRATEGY 
Instead of constructing an interpretive model for EZ , and 
then attempting to adapt Cook's reasoning to our program logic D , 
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we instead choose to use a technique often used in formal logic -
coding. Besides (hopefully) enabling more transparent proofs, our 
method is designed to facilitate comparisons between the program logics 
of the two styles of progrannning language. 
The method is as follows. A mapping S from El (serials) 
to Al (statement sequences) is given. The mapping employs a ntm1ber 
of new variables: 
(i) {T 1 ,T 2 , ... } These are "temporary variables" used to 
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hold intermediate values of expressions and as new variables 
in blocks. 
(ii) {at I t is a type of El} . at is used to hold the 
(iii) 
r-values of expressions of type t. The type super-
script is dropped when it is clear from context. 
{a . I V is a variable of El or a T.} 
V l 
These 
"labelled variables", of type Boolean, are used as a 
technical device to handle the l-values returned by 
expressions. For convenience, we assume that 
variables "carry" their types with them. Alternatively, 
we could use a labelled variable 
t of El. 
t 
a 
V 
for each type 
The new variables used by S are chosen so as not to occur in 
L1 ~ the language determining the primitive expressions of El (this 
prevents confusion between El variables and the new variables). 
Accordingly, the corresponding language for Al= S(El) is La 1 ' where 
the a superscript denotes extension by the new variables. Similarly, 
where the assertion language is obtained from an extension 
of the assertion language of C is Suppose T is a 
first-order theory for L2 giving a subsidiary theory T+ £or D. 
Then the subsidiary theory for C is the minimal extension Ta for 
a 
L2 • 
Notation: in the context of E and S[~, P,Q, ... 
still denote assertions of L2 ; only in 
• 
the context of general program segments A 
of AZ do P,Q ••. denote general assertions 
in the assertion language of C . Also, for 
i = {x.} , ~ = {v.} , A[i/~] denotes simul-
1 l 
taneous substitution of x. for each global 
l 
occurrence of V. in A. V must be a list 
l 
of distinct variables. If A is S [E] , then 
the substitution also takes place on the sub-
---------------------------------------------
~criEts_of __ ay_variables i.e. 
implicit. 
[a I a ] 
X. V. 
l l 
is 
To prove soundness, we firstly show (in §3 .6) that 
D [T+] f- P{E}Q only if C [Ta] t- P{S [E] }Q. 
Cook's soundness theorem then gives 
D [T+] t- P{E}Q only if M [I] F P{S[E] }Q. 
where I is the interpretation of This represents a soundness 
result relative to the model of EZ induced by S. Soundness 
relative to an a priori model M' [I] of EZ then follows by showing 
M [I] t= P{S [E] }Q only if M' [I] F P{E}Q. 
A proof of this and its converse is outlined in §3.8 for a~ inter-
pretive model M'. The structure of the soundness proof is shown in 
figure 3.1 below. 
D [T+] 
(§3.6) 
C [Ta] r P{E}Q .... P{S [E] } Q 
l 1 (Cook: Soundness) 
M' [I] ~ P{E}Q M[I] t= P{S [E] }Q 
(§3.8) 
Figure 3.1: Soundness ·.of D 
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C 
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The proof of completeness is just the converse of the above, 
represented by figure 3 . 2 below. Our requirements are exactly the 
same as those of Cook , namely that T be semantically complete for 
L2 and that L2 be expressive relative to L1 and AZ. 
D [T+] 
(§3 . 7) 
C [Ta] t- P{E}Q t- P{S [E] }Q 
l r (Cook: Completeness) 
M' [I] F P{E}Q M[I] F P{S [E] }Q 
(§3.8) 
Fi~ure 3.2: Completeness of D 
The range of S is actually a sublanguage of Cook's 
AZ, as S makes no use of procedures and essentially no use of 
declarations . Our proofs are thus relativized to a very simple 
language AZ, the soundness and completeness of whose program logic 
is quite apparent . The penalty for this is that we don't make full 
use of Cook ' s results , which makes for rather long proofs. We use 
a minor variant of Cook ' s program logic, to allow for Boolean variables, 
non-Boolean variables of more than one sort, and free use of statement 
sequences . This logic is given in Appendix B, along with some useful 
derived rules. If necessary, the technique of coding into Cook's 
original logic can be used to establish the consistency and completeness 
of our variant . Since the reasoning employed in §§3.6 and 3.7 (the 
proofs proper) is rather novel, all metatheoretic claims about C, D 
and S are factored out as lemmas. 
3.4 THE TRANSLATION OF S 
We treat here (and in the sequel) a sublanguage of El - that 
obtained by forbidding recursion and omitting exits. The resulting 
language corresponds in features to Cook's Al, permitting a fair 
comparison of the two styles of language with respect to these 
metatheoretic properties. Exits could well have been included, but 
cause more irritating messy cases than they are worth. Recursion is 
definitely a complicating factor, but the evidence of this chapter 
together with Apt's (1978) work on adding recursion to Al suggests 
that no special complications would arise due to the expression-
language setting. 
We now proceed to define the syntactic transformation S 
inductively on the structure of its argument. S should be thought of 
as having an implicit component which processes declarations to match 
routine-identifiers with their declarations. We omit this detail for 
simplicity of presentation (indeed, such details are left implicit in 
D itself). L,IT (possibly subscripted) denote possibly empty Al 
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statement sequences; f denotes L minus all assignments to labelled 
variables (the o's). 
V 
S [c] = a : = c 
S[v] =a:= v; a := true 
V 
S [op El] = CALL [op, S [E1]] 
S[if B then E1 else E2 fi] = 
S[B]; if o then S[E1] else S [E 2] fi 
s [begin new V; D; E end] = s [E] Fr /v] 
S [if B then E f i] = S [B] ; if O then S [E] f i 
• 
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S[while B do E od] = S[B] ; while a do S[E]; S[B] od 
The auxiliary syntactic transformations ASS and CALL are 
defined as follows: 
ASS[E'; a:=v; 
ASS[E'; if a 
E' • 
' 
a :=true E] = E'- E· V : = o; a := v; a . - true 
'.V ' ' ' 
. 
V 
then II 1 else rr2 fi ' E] = 
if a then ASS[II 1 ,E] else ASS[II2 , E] fi 
a:= r x
1
, if r is a unary o_perator of L1., 
a : = x 
1 
r x
2
, if r is a binary operator of L1., 
S [E] [x/~] , if r is defined with formal 
parameters v = v 1 ,v2 , ... ,vn and body E. 
CALL [ r , x 1 , ... , x . 1 , E .••• , E ] = i- i n 
Ii ; T i : = a; CALL [ r , x 1 , . . . , xi_ 1 , T i , E i + 1 , . . . , En] , 
E· 
' 
if r E L1 or r 
is defined and v. is a 
]_ 
constant parameter, 
if r is defined and v. is a variable 
]_ 
parameter, and 
E = E • a · = v · a : = true, i ' . ' y 
if a then CALL [r,x 1 , .. . ,xi-l' TI 1 , Ei+l ' .. ·, En] 
else CALL [r,x 1 , ... ,xi-l' II 2 , Ei+l ' ... , En] fi, 
if r is defined and v. is a variable 
l 
parameter, and 
E = E· i ' if a then rrl else rr2 fi. 
g 
s. 
We now offer some clarifying remarks on the definition of 
(i) ASS and CALL must be shown to be well,-defined, by 
showing that the cases in their respective definitions 
are exhaustive. This follows from fact 3 in §3,5, 
(ii) The temporary variables T introduced by S when 
(iii) 
processing a block are chosen to be variables not 
appearing elsewhere in the transformed program, 
The a-variables and temporary variables introduced 
by S carry appropriate types which should be obvious 
from context. It is straightforward to then check 
that S [E] is always a well-typed program of C. 
3. 5 SOME PROPERTIES OF S 
The proofs of soundness and completeness make use of the 
following facts about S. These facts can all be established by 
shallow but tedious inductions, and we give outlines only of these 
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arguments. "t- " abbrev1· ates "C [T0 ] I- " Al P (~) . so, we use v to denote 
a 
an assertion of 
Fact 1: 
in which the only new variable is o . 
t- P{S[e] }Q(o) if and only if 
a 
}-
0 
P { a : = e} Q ( o) . 
This expresses the fact that the effect of S[e] is just to assign the 
value of e to the o variable of the appropriate type (ignoring 
assignments to other new variables). The proof is by induction on the 
number of operators in e. 
Fact 2: t- P{S [E] }Q (o) if and only if 
a 
t- P{S [E] }Q(o) • 
a 
s 
This expresses the fact that assignments to labelled variables in 
S[E] do not effect unlabelled variables. The proof is by induction 
on the length of S[E] . 
Fact 3: If kind(E) = L, then S[E] takes one of two forms: 
(i) I· a := v; a . - true , . 
V 
-
(ii) E· , if a then II 1 else II2 fi 
where II. is S [E .] for some E. with 
l l l 
kind(E.) = L (i=l,2); 
l 
where E has no occurrence of a labelled variable. 
This can be shown by induction on the length of S[E] . 
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Before stating the last fact, we define a transformation (.)
0 
mapping an assertion * p of into an assertion 
* The definition proceeds by cases on P. 
p = df P. 
a 
(i) 
(ii) (V p. st (p.)) df V p. I\ = I\ 
J J 
----r J 0 j J 
df V p. I\ = I\ 
a - p .. 
J 
a = " a (V p. stz(p.)) p. 
j J - J 0 j J J p. J 
(iii) 
* The type of a is uniformly chosen to be type(P ). 
understood for "a= p." when a is Boolean. 
J 
Fact 4: Suppose * t- P(a){S[E]}Q 
a a 
* * 
* p 
a 
-
-
-
of 
true. 
"a - P." is 
J 
where type ( Q ) = .1 or type ( Q ) = type (E) 
* < 
and kind(Q ) = kind(E). 
Then there is an assertion P' such that 
a T J- P (a) :) P' and * t-:: P' {S [E] } Q • 
a a 
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This really expresses two properties of S. The first is that the L 2 
effect of S[E] does not depend on the value of any new variable. This 
* corresponds to the statement above when Q has no st-formulae. 
The second property is that S[E] 
kind(E) > R, 
must assign a value to 
Therefore the initial value of even this 
type(E) 
a if 
variable. (in P(a)) is. unimportant. Both properties are easy (but 
tedious) to establish by induction on the length of S[E]. N.B. this 
fact is used to justify similar claims about CALLs. 
3.6 SOUNDNESS 
We prove a stronger result than that previewed in §3.3, in 
order to have a sufficiently strong inductive hypothesis. 
Theorem If 
then C[Ta] I- P{S[E]}Q*. 
a 
We need 2 lemmas. The first is a simple property of D itself; 
the second relates to the auxiliary mapping CALL used by S . 
Lemma 1: + * * If D[T] t- P{E}Q and type(Q) # ~, 
then either D [T+] t- P{E} false 
* * 
or type(E) = type(Q) and kind(E); kind(Q ). 
This lemma expresses the fact that D respects the type and kind pro-
perties of El programs. The caveat relating to a possible false 
postcondition can be dispensed with if the rule of Consequence is 
appropriately modified . The proof is an easy induction on the length 
* 
of proof of P{E}Q. 
C 
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Lemma 2: Suppose r is an operator of L1 or a defined routine 
hf 1 Th f l <.< wit orma parameters v 1,v2 , ... ,vn. en or = 1 = n, 
if ~a P {S [E.]} (VR. A st(r.))
0 l . J - J 
J * 
and ~a R. {CALL [r,x
1
, ... ,x. 1 ,S[r .] ,S[E.+1], ... ,S[E]] }Q0 for all j, J 1- J 1 n 
* then r,:
0
P{CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. l' S[E .] , ••• , S[E ]] }Q 1- 1 n a 
assuming the CALLs arise in applying S to El expressions 
and 
Proof: 
(a) 
1ben 
kind (V R. /\ st (r.)) = 
R, if r E L1 , 
. J - J 
J 
Suppose r E L 1 
formalK(r,v.), otherwise. 
l 
or v. is a constant parameter. 
l 
CALL [r, x 1 , ... , x. l, S [r.] , S [E. +l] , ... , S [E ] ] is 1- J 1 n 
Fix j. 
S[r .] ; T. := a; CALL [r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,-r. ,S[E.+l], ... ,S[E]]. J 1 1- 1 1 n 
So * r0 R {a·=r ·-r ·=a· CALL[--r.-]}Q j · j' i. ' 1 a 
by facts 1 and 2, giving 
Hence V R AO 
. j 
J 
* = r. { T.: =a; CALL[-T. -]}Q by the V-rule 
(see Appendix B). 
Now 
But 
is 
So 
by composition. 
J 1 1 a 
t- P{S[E.]} VR. A a= r. 
a 1 . J J 
J 
by fact 2 . 
CALL [ r, x l' ... , x. l 'S [E . ] , ... , S [E ] ] 
1- 1 n 
S [E.] ; T. : - a; CALL [- T. - ] 
l l l 
* P{CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,S[E.] , ... , S [E ]] }Q 1- 1 n a 
C 
(b) Now suppose V. 
l 
is a variable parameter. 
We use induction on the conditional structure of S[E.], using 
l 
fact 3 throughout. 
Base: S[E.] is E; a := v, a :- true. l V 
We have P { L; a: = v; a : = true } (V R . " st 7 ( rJ. ) )0 • V . J l, 
J 
So ~ P{E}R. J for some j 
for which r. is 
J 
v, since has no 
labelled variables (or~ P{E} false, in which case the result is 
trivial). 
Hence * t- P{E; CALL[-S[v]-] }Q by composition, 
a a 
and the result follows since CALL[-S[v]-] is just CALL[ -v-]. 
Step: S [E .] 
l 
is E· 
' 
if 0 then rrl else rr2 fi. 
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By applying facts 3 and 4, there must be an assertion P1 (a) such that 
t- P{E}P1 (a), r- Pl [true/a] {IT 1} (V R. /\ st 7 (r.)) , a a . J -l, J a 
J 
P 1 [false/a] {IT2 } (V R. " ~Z (rJ.)) 0 • j J 
So on inductive hypothesis, 
* 
~a P1 [true/a] {CALL[- IT 1 -] }Q0 and similarly for IT2 • 
* So ~ P 
1 
(a) /\ a {CALL [ - rr 1 -] }Q0 by consequence (similarly for IT 2). 
Hence t-: 
a 
P{E; if a then CALL [-IT -] 1 else * CALL [-IT2-] fi}Q - a 
by conditional and composition. 
We now proceed with the Soundn.e.ss proof proper. "r" 
abbreviates "D [T+]..-". 
s 
Proof (of Soundness): 
* We use induction on the length of proof of P{E}Q. 
* Suppose firstly that the last step in the proof of P{E}Q was an 
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instance of an axiom schema of D. We proceed by cases on the axioms. 
l _ (Constant) . 
We are given r- P{c}P A st (c) 
~ 
t-
0 
P{o : =c}P A a= c 
by assignment and consequence . 
2 (Variable) . 
We are given r- P{ v }P A stz (v). 
l-
a 
P{a : = v; a : = true} P A a = v A a 
V V 
by assignment (twice) and consequence . 
3 (Primitive Unary Oper ator) . 
We a r e given t- P{ op e}P A st (ope), 
----r 
or variable . By fact 1 , we need only show 
where 
t-
0 
P{o : = op e}P A a = ope . 
This follows from assignment and consequence. 
4 (Primitive Binary Operator). 
Similar. 
5 (Simple Assignment) . 
We are given t- P [e/v] { v: = e }P A stz (v). 
Now S[v:=e] is S [e] ; V : = 0; o : = v; a 
V 
true 
e is a constant 
·- true. 
By three applications of assignment, and consequence, we need only show 
~ P [e/v] {S [e] } P [o/v] . 
s 
By Facts 1 and 2, we need only show 
~ P [e/v] {a:= e} P [a/v], 
and this is an instance of assignment. 
6 (False Call) 
- - * We are given .,._ false {r (x & e) }Q 
-
where the variables in x are not all distinct. 
Then false { s [r (x & e)] }Q* since 
a 
C I- false {A} false 
is a theorem schema of C , and false => Q: is a theorem of Ta. 
This completes the cases of axioms . We now suppose that the 
.,_ 
last step in the proof of P{E}QA was a rule application; we again 
proceed by cases. 
7 (Consequence) 
Let the last step be 
p => P' * P'{E}R * * R => Q 
* On inductive hypothesis, we have t-;. P'{S[E] }Ra. P => P' must be a 
theorem in 
* If R ::> false 
* * hence R ::> Qa a 
proceed by cases 
( 7. 1) Suppose 
and we are 
(7.2) Suppose 
it remains to show that 
T+ * holds in then Ra 
' 
also. So we suppose this 
.,_ 
A 
on the form of R . 
* * 
::> 
* R 
a 
false 
is not 
R is R. Then Q must have 
done since R => Q also holds in 
* * R is VR./\st (r.). If Q 
J J ---r J 
is also a theorem. 
holds in Ta 
' 
and 
the case, and 
no st-formulae, 
Ta. 
is Q, V R. ::> Q 
j J 
56. 
Ta * * holds in and hence R => Q. Otherwise Q is r Qk " str(qk) a 
* * st (.) and R ::> Q must hold, because every move applicable to 
a a -r 
d 
in T+ also applies to a= (.) 
logical property is Equality for 
. Ta in (since the only non-
Boolean) 
st . 
--r 
* 
57. 
(7.3) * Suppose R is VR. /\ st,(r.). j J -& J If Q has no stz-formulae, 
* the argument of (7.2) above applies 
holds in T+. Otherwise we have 
since R => V R /\ st (r.) j j ~ J 
} Rj /\ stz (r j) => r Qk /\ stz (qk). 
We assume without loss of generality that no R => false. j 
Then So for some k, 
r. and R. :::> Qk. So 
J J 
I Qk I\ a /\ 0 -= qk --qk 
8 (Weakening) . 
Let the last step be 
R. I\ 
J 
true. 
a = r. 
J 
Hence 
* P'{E}R 
I\ a 
* rj 
R :::> 
a 
I * 
3: xP' { E}:3:xR 
where x does not occur globally irt E. 
On inductive hypothesis we have 
* P' {S [E] }R • 
a 
But x cannot occur in S[E], so 
* 3:xP' {S [E] }3:xR 
a 
-
-
-
true :::> 
* Q . 
a 
* by the 3:-rule (see Appendix B). So we are done since 3:xR is a 
just * (3:xR ) . 
a 
9 (Unary Operator). 
Fix j. 
is 
This case is a special case of Parameters. We give the proof 
since it is very simple. Let the last step be 
P{E1 }VR. /\ st(r.) j J - J 
* R. { op r. } Q for all j 
J J 
< 
On inductive hypothesis, 
rcr P{S[E1] }(V R. /\ st(r .)) j J - J a 
* and t-a R. {CALL [op , S [r .] ] }Q for all j . J J a 
So 
._a * P{CALL[op,S[E1]] }Q0 
by lemma 2, as required. 
10 (Binary Operator). 
This is also a special case of Parameters. We give a proof, as 
it illustrates the general argument of Parameters. Let the last step 
be 
P{E 1}VR. Ast(r.) j J J R.{E2 }v S.k /\ st(s.k) for all j J k J - J 
* S.k{r.ops.k}Q forall j,k 
J J J 
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(10.1) Suppose op E L1 or is defined with a constant first parameter. 
On inductive hypothesis, 
Now unless f- S. k{ r. op s. k } false for all j, k (for which the 
J J J 
result holds pathologically), * type(Q ) = type(r. ops .k) or 
J J 
* 
.J.. 
" type(Q) = J. and kind(Q) :::; kind(r. op sjk), by lemma 1. J 
So by facts 1 and 2, and assignment, 
* 1-a sjk /\ Tl = r.{CALL[op, Tl' S[s.k]] }Q for all j 'k J J a 
since fact 4 guarantees that a= r. 
J 
is not necessary in the 
preconditions. 
Now on inductive hypothesis, fixing J, 
1-:
0 
R. {S[E2]} (V s.k /\ st(s .k)) . J k J - J a 
But 
g 
by the frame fact (see Appendix B), since no variable in 
can be altered. So 
r. 
J 
. 1-a r. I\ st(s.k)) J - J a 
by the /\-rule (see Appendix B). 
Hence 
by lennna 2. 
So 
by assignment. 
Hence R. {S [r.] ; Tl 
J J 
* : - a; CALL [op, Tl, S [E2]]}Qa 
by f~cts 1 and 2. 
But P{S[E 1] }VR. /\ a= r. . J J J 
on inductive hypothesis, 
so 
by lemma 2, as required. 
(10.2) Suppose op is defined with a variable first parameter. 
On inductive hypothesis, for each j, 
R.{S[E2]} (V s.k A st(s.k)) 
J k J - J a 
and * S .k{CALL [op, S [r .] , S [s .k]] }Q for all k. 
J J J a 
* R. {CALL [op, r., S [E2]] }Q J J a So 
by lemma 2. 
But also on inductive hypothesis 
t-
0 
P{S[E 1]} (VR. /\ stz(r.)) . j J - J a 
So * P{CALL [op, S [E 1], S [E 2]] }Q0 
by lemma 2, as required, since CALL [- S [r.] - ] J 
CALL [-r .-] . 
J 
is just 
59. 
g 
11 (Assignment) 
An assignment E1 := E2 can be treated as the application of 
an operator ass defined by 
Z : .t operator ass(var v:t; c:t) = v :- c. 
To see this, we expand 
I . 
' 
I; a : = v; o : - true , 
V 
6 0. 
I . 
' 
if o then CALL [ass, rr1 , S [E2] ] else CALL [ass, 11 2 , S [E2]] f i , 
is I . 
' 
if o then 111 else 112 f i , 
which can be shown equivalent to S[E1 :=E2] by induction on the 
conditional structure of S [E 1] (modulo use of the temporary T 2 ). 
Because the proof rule for assignment also reflects this property, the 
argument in (10.2) above suffices. 
12 (Conditional) 
Let the last step be 
P{B}VR. ti. st (r.) j J --r J 
P{if B then E1 else E2 f i}Q * 
On inductive hypothesis, 
P{S [B] }V R. 
" a 
-
r. ' t-0 
-
-j J J 
J.. 
t-0 R. I\ r.{S[E1] }Q" for all J J 0 
and * 
.... 0 R . 11. . , r. {s [E2] } Q for all J J 0 
So by the V-rule , 
and 
j ' 
j . 
a 
and by fact 2, 
1- P{S [B] }V R. 
" a 
-
- r. - . 
a j J J 
(V R. I\ a - r.) I\ a V R. - :::::> -j J J j J Now 
(V R. I\ a - r.) I\ ,a V R. A - :::::> -j J J j J and 
So t-a P{S [B] ; if a then S [E1] else 
by consequence, conditional and composition. 
13 (Block). 
Let the last step be 
P{begin new v; D; E * end}Q 
I\ r. 
J 
,r. . 
J 
* 
S[E) fi} Qa 
where x is a list of distinct variables, none of which occurs *-free 
* in P,Q or_in E. So on inductive hypothesis 
p [x/v] {s [EJ }Q * [x/v] , 
a 
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since * - -(Q [x/v] ) 
0 
is * - -Q [x/v] 
a 
(recall that substituiion takes place on 
the labels of labelled variables). 
Now by substitution (see Appendix B), 
P[x/vJ {s[~[i/vJ }q*[x/~ 
a 
-for T not appearing elsewhere. 
But 
by the frame fact, 
So by the A-rule, 
since 
v = x {s [EJ Cr /vJ } v = x 
X 'V do not occur in s [E] [T /v] 
t-a P[x/v] /\ V = X {S[E] [T/v]}Q:[x/v] /\ V = x, 
whence P{S [E] [T /v] }Q * a 
by consequence, after using the ~-rule to remove the variables in x. 
< 
14 (Serial). 
Let the last step be 
-
On inductive hypothesis, 
and 
By fact 2, 
So 
by composition. 
15 (If-then). 
Let the last step be 
P{B}VR. A st (r.) j J -r J 
On inductive hypothesis, 
and 
So by fact 2, 
t- P{S[B]}VR. 
0 j J 
r. 
J 
A 0 
Hence 
by the v-rule. 
P{if B then El fi}Q 
P{S[B] }VR. Ao= r. j J J 
R. A r.{S[E1] }Q for all j. J J 
and R. A r. {S [E 1] }Q J J 
V R. A rJ. {S [E 1] }Q j J 
6 2. 
::::> Q for all j 
for all j 
s 
6 3 . 
Now (V R. 
" 
a --
- r.) " a ::> V R. 
" 
r. j J J j J J 
and (V R. 
" 
a - r.) ".,a ::> V R. /\ -, r. -
-j J J j J J 
.::> Q . 
So t-0 P{S [B] ; if a then S [E1] fi}Q 
by consequence, if-then and composition. 
16 (Loop). 
Let the last step be 
P{B}V R. " st (r.) j J -r 3 ,r ::> Q for all j j 
P{while B do E1 od} Q 
On inductive hypothesis, 
~a P{S [B] }V R. " a 
- r. -
-
" j J J 
So by fact 2, 
... a P{S[B]}VR. " a 
-
- r. - . 
j J J 
Also on inductive hypothesis, 
R. /\r.{S[E]}P for all j. 
J J 
So by the v-rule, and fact 2, 
~o V R " r. {S [E] } P • j j J 
Now (V R. /\ a = r.) " 0 ::> V R. " r., and (V R. " a = r.) " -i o ::> Q, so j J J j J J j J J 
~a y R. "a = r. {while a do S [E] ; S [B] od}Q 
J J J 
by consequence, composition and while. 
So P{S [B] ; while o do S [E] ; S [B] od}Q 
by composition. 
s 
64 . 
17 (Parameters) 
Let the last step be 
. 
R. . {E.+l} /.~~---Ji 1 V R. . /\ st(r. . ) ji+l J1···Ji+l - J1·· ·Ji+l for all 
R. . {E }V R. . /\ st(r. . ) for all j 1 , .•. ,jn-l J1· ··Jn-1 n jn J1· ··Jn - J1···Jn 
On inductive hypothesis, 
P{S[E1] }(V R. /\ st(r. )) . . J - J 0 J 1 1 1 
So by lemma 2, we need only prove 
* R. {CALL[pr,S[r.] ,S[E2] , •.• ,S[E ]] }Q for all j 1 . J1 Jl n o 
If the first parameter of pr is constant (or pr E L1 ), this means 
proving 
* . t-0 R. {S[r. ] ;Tl:= O; CALL [pr, T1,S[E2], ... ,S[E ]]}q0 for all j 1 , J 1 J 1 n 
whence by facts 1 and 2 it suffices to show 
(a) for all 
since CALL [ -] is independent of o by fact 4. 
But if the first param.eter of pr is variable, we must instead show 
(b) * R . { CALL [pr, r . , S [E2] , ... , S [E ] ] } Q Jl J1 n o for all 
Now on inductive hypothesis, 
If the first parameter is constant, we also have 
s 
T 1 = r. {S [E2]} T 1 = r. for all j 1 , J 1 J 1 
because of the proviso on the Parameters rule. So in this case, 
for all j 1 
by the /\-rule. 
We can now apply lemma 2 again, reducing the required results to 
(a) t-cr * R. . " Tl = r. {CALL [pr,T 1 ,S[r .. ] ,S[E3], ••• ,S[E ]]}Q J1J2 Jl J1J2 n a 
for all j 1 ,j 2 or 
(b) . * R .. {CALL[pr,r. ,S[r . . · ] _, ,S[E3], ... ,S[E ]]}Q J1J2 J1 J1J2 . n a 
for all 
This reduction process can be repeated to process all S [E .] , using 
l 
the fact that T. = r. . remains an invariant for S[E.], j > i, 
i J1···Ji J 
when the i'th parameter is constant. 
Ultimately, our goal becomes showing 
* ,\ A T. = r. . {CALL[pr,x1 , ... ,x 1 ,S[r. . ]] }Q iEI l J1···Ji n- J1···Jn a 
for all j 1 , ... ,jn' where I c {1,2, ... ,n-l} is the set of constant 
parameter positions (other than the last), and 
X. = 
l 
df 
T., if i E I, 
l 
r. . , otherwise . 
J 1 ... Ji 
But on inductive hypothesis, fixing j 1 , ... ,jn, 
i.e. 
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* t- R. . { ... ; S[r. . ] ; T. :=cr; ... ;CALL[pr,x1 , ... ,x 1 ,S[r. . ]]}Q a J 1 · · · J n J 1 · · · J ~ ik n - Jl · · · J n a 
where xi is as defined above, and I= {ik}& 
d 
66 . 
Now by repeatedly applying facts 1 and 2, we get 
R. . { ••• ;T. :=r. . ; ... ; 
J 1 · · · J n 1..k J 1 · · · J ik 
since by fact 4, CALL[ - ] doesn't depend on the o's. 
(We use lennna 1 to satisfy the type and kind requirements of fact 4, on 
the assumption that at least one postcondition of a member of the last 
-
group of premises of Parameters does not imply false; otherwise the 
result holds pathologically.) 
But now we have 
A A 
i EI 
T = r. . {CALL[pr,x 1, ... ,x 1 S[r. . ]] }Q* i J1···Ji n-; J1···Jn ° 
as required. 
18 (Routine Call) 
Let the last step (in the absence of recursion) be 
P{r(x & e) }Q* 
where r is a routine with variable and constant formal parameters v 
and c respectively and body E, and x is a list of distinct 
* variables, none of which occurs *-free in P1 or R, unless it is in 
v. So on inductive hypothesis, 
Now a ; ... ; 
where e = { e. 11 ~ i ~ m} 
l 
. (here we use 
with the i'th constant parameter). 
T. 
l 
S [e ] ; 
m 
T 
m 
a ; s [E] [x' T /v' c] 
for t he temporary a s sociated 
By appealing to facts 1 and 2 repeatedly, we need only prove 
< 
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By the substitution rule, 
Also, by the frame fact, 
since the only El variables altered by s [E] [x, T /v' c] are in x, and 
no temporaries in T can be altered. 
So by the A -rule, 
P1 [x,1)v,c:1 "cR*[x',T/v,c:1:) q*[i'/xl){s[El [x,T/v,cl} 0 0 
* - - - - * - - - - * - -R
0 
[x, T /v, c] " (R [x' , T /v, c] -=> Q [x' /x] ) . 
0 0 
Hence by consequence, 
Now by m applications .of assignment and composition, 
..... P1 [x,e/v,cl " cR*[i' ,e/v,cl:) q*[x'/xl) 0 0 0 
{Tl : = el ; ..• ; T : = e ; S [E] [x, T / v, c] } Q * . 
m m · a 
But - - - - * - - - -P :) P1 [x,e/v,c] " (R0 [x' ,e/v,c] :::> 
* - -Q
0 
[x' /x] ) , 
so the required result follows by consequence. 
3.7 COMPLETENESS 
We again prove a stronger result than needed (though not quite 
the converse of the Soundness theorem) in order to have a sufficiently 
strong inductive hypothesis. 
Theorem If C [Ta ] ~ P {S [E ]}Q * 
* 0 * 
and type(Q) = ~ or type(Q) = type(E) 
* and kind ( Q ) ~ kind (E) , 
then D [T+] t- P{E}Q* 
provided T is a semantically complete proof system 
for L2 and L2 is expressive relative to Al [L1] and I . 
s 
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Note that there is an implicit semantic proviso that no call 
with non-distinct variable parameters can occur. The main provisos of 
the theorem are used only in lemma 1 below; the definitions of the 
concepts "semantically complete" and "expressive" are in §3.8.2. We 
need two lemmas. The first provides a very useful technical device, 
mainly used to convert a general postcondition Q(O) to a post-
condition of the form Q' Ao= q'. The second relates to CALL, and 
is approximately the converse of lemma 2 of the Soundness theorem. 
Lemma 1: Let A be a statement sequence of AZ[L
1
], and x' 
a variable not in A. Let T be a semantically 
complete proof system for Ll , and L2 be 
expressive relative to AZ [L1 ] and I . Then there 
is a formula p in L2 such that 3:x'P is a 
theorem of T and C [T] t- P {A} x = X' • 
If x does not occur in A, x = x' will do for P by the frame 
fact . Otherwise, the proof depends crucially on the expressiveness 
of L2 . The proof is accordingly postponed until §3 . 8, where such 
model-theoretic notions are discussed in detail. 
Lemma 2: Suppose r is an operator of L1 or a defined 
routine with formal parameters and that 
* P{CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,S[E.] , .. . ,S[E ]] }Q i- i n o 
for some i (1 ~ i ~ n), where the CALL arises from an 
EZ expression r(-), and x 1 , ... ,xi-l are distinct 
* variables. Suppose also that type(Q) =~or 
* * type(Q) = type(r(-)) and kind(Q) ~ kind(r(-)). 
Then (a) If r E L1 or vi is a constant parameter, 
there is a formula R(T.) such that 
and 
l 
P{S[E.] }R[o/T.] 
l l 
* R{CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,T.,S[E.+l] , ... S[E ]] }Q. i- i i n o 
C 
Proof: 
(a) 
(b) If v. is a variable parameter, 
l 
there are formulae R. and variables r. 
J J 
such that 
P {S [E.] } (V R. /\ st z ( r.)) 
i j J - J a 
and 
* f- R.{CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,r.,S[E.+l] , .. . ,S[E ]] }Q a J i- J i n a 
for all j. 
Furthermore, we have R. 
J 
as false if r. 
J 
occurs in 
Suppose V, 
l 
is a constant parameter. Then 
* t- P{S[E.]; T. := 0; CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. l' T., S[E.+l] , •. . ,S[E ]] }Q • a i i i- i i n a 
Then by fact 4 there is an assertion R(T.) such that 
l 
p{S[E.]; T. := a} R(T.) 
l l -l 
and 
since CALL[-] doesn't depend on a . 
So P{S[E.] }R[o/T.] 
l l 
by assignment, giving also 
P{S[E.] }R[O/T.] 
l l 
by fact 2. 
(b) Suppose V, 
l 
is a variable parameter. We use induction on 
the conditional structure of S[E.] • 
l 
Base: 
Then we have 
S [E.] 
l 
is L ; a.- v; a :- true. 
V 
* P{E; CALL[r,x1 , ... ,x. 1 ,v,S[E.+l] , ... ,S[E ]] }Q • i- i n a 
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< 
So by fact 4 there is an assertion R such that 
and 
Hence 
t- P{L}R 
a 
* R{CALL [- v -] }Q • 
a 
p { L ; a : = v ; av : = true} ( R /\ st z ( v) ) a 
by ?Ssignment, as required. Note that R ~ false if v occurs in 
x
1
, ... ,xi-l' by our restriction on actual variable parameters. 
Step: S [E .] 
l 
is 
Then we have 
L" 
' 
if a then I\ 
* 
else CALL [-IT 2- ] fi }~ . 
fi. 
By using facts 3 and 4, there must be an assertion P1(a) such that 
and * · P 1 [false/a] {CALL [-~2-] }Q0 • 
So on inductive hypothesis (using fact 3), there are assertions Rlj 
and variables 
and 
such that 
P 1 [true/a] {I\}C~ R1j /\ .§..!.z_(r 1j)) 0 J . 
* R1 .{CALL[-r1 .-]}Q for all j, J J a 
and assertions R2k and variables 
such that 
and 
Hence 
t- P{L ·, if o then a 
Pl [ false/a] {IT2 }(r R2k /\ ~z (r 2k)) a 
* R2k {CALLf- r 2k-] }Qa for all k. 
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by consequence, conditional and composition , which completes the proof. 
< 
We now proceed with the Completeness proof proper. 
Proof (of Completeness): 
We use induction on df n(E) = length of E + E 
iE I 
n(E.) 
l 
where {r. Ii E I} is the set of routines called (or applied) in E 
l 
and r. 
l 
is declared with body E .• 
l 
n(E) is well-defined because of 
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the absence of recursion. Note that if E' is a sub-expression of E, 
then n(E') < n(E). Also, if E is a call or application of a 
routine declared with body E', then n(E') < n(E). The proof proceeds 
by cases on E. 
( 1) C. 
We are given 
So 
by assignment . 
* 
* P{a := c}Q
0 
* P :::, Q
0 
[c/a] 
If Q
0 
is Q, we have P:::, Q, giving 
by Constant and Consequence. 
Otherwise is VQ. /\O=q. 
j J J 
P{c}Q 
and we have p:::,VQ. j J 
So P " st (c) :::, 
-r 
VQ." c = q." st (c) 
. J J -r 
(by equality if 
Hence 
st 
-r 
J 
:::, VQ." st (q.) j J -r J 
is Boolean). 
I- P{c}Q * 
by Constant and Consequence. 
(2) 7-J. 
We are given 
* t- P {a:= v· a := true}Q . a ' v a 
I\ C = q .. 
J 
< 
* So P ::::, Q [true, v/o , a] 
0 V 
by assignment. 
* Consider the possible forms of Q
0 
• 
* (a) Q
0 
is Q. So P::::, Q, giving 
P{v}Q 
by Variable and Consequence. 
* (b) Q is 
a 
(V Q. /\ st ( q.)) 
0 
• j J ---r J So P ::::, V Q. /\ v = q. , j J J 
PA st (v) ::::, VQ. /\ st (q.). 
---r j J ---r J 
Hence * f- P{v}Q 
by Variable, Coercion and Consequence. 
* (c) Qa is (V Q. I\ stz(q.)) So either p::::, false, j J - J a 
and q. is V for some j . In either case 
J 
p{v}Q * I-
by Variable and Consequence. 
(3) op E1 , where op is from L1 . 
* We are given t- P{CALL [op,S [E 1]] }Q0 • a 
So by lemma 2, there is an assertion R(-r 1) such that 
t-0 P{S [E 1]} R [o/T 1] 
* and t- R{CALL[op,Tl] }Qo. 
a 
Now 
~a Pl {S [El] } o = al 
giving 
or p ::::, Q. 
J 
where is a variable of L1 'not occurring elsewhere and 3: a 1 P 1 
holds, by lemma 1, using fact 4 to choose a precondition P1 in L1 . 
So by the /\-rule and conseqµence, 
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d 
whence 
on inductive hypothesis. 
Now 
So 
py assignment. 
Hence since does not appear elsewhere. 
By Primitive Unary Operator, 
So 
by Consequence, whence again by Consequence 
Hence 
by Unary Operator . 
Finally , 
by Weakening with a 1 . 
* t- P{op El }Q 
(4) E1 op E2 , where op is from L1 . 
We are given 
Applying lemma 2, we get an assertion R1 (T 1 ) such that 
and 
Applying lemma 2 to the latter, we get R2 (T 2 ) such that 
and 
So by substitution, writing T for T 1 , T 2 , 
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< 
Now CALL [op, Tl, T 2] is a : = Tl op T 2 , so 
by assignment, giving 
* R2 [o(r] => Qa [a1 op a2Ja]. 
1 2 p2 From lemma 1, we get assertions P
1
, P 1 , 2 such that 
P~{S[E.]} a= a. (i=l,2) 
l l l 
and 
where holds (i=l,2). (P 2 is the intermediate assertion 2 
obtained by applying lemma 1 to S [El] ; S [E 2] ) . 
So by the A-rule, and consequence, 
A a = a 1 
and 
So by inductive hypothesis and Primitive Binary Operator, using 
Binary Operator, we get 
Finally, t-
by Consequence and Weakening with respect to a 1 and 
Note that the major portions of the arguments in (3) and 
(4) above are repeated in more general form for defined routines in 
part (11) . 
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We are given 
But we have noted before (in case 11 of the soundness theorem) that 
ASS [S [E1] ,S [E2]] is just CALL [ass ,S [E 1] ,S [E2]] where the binary 
operator "ass" is defined by 
Z: .t operator ass(var v:t; c: t) = Y := c. 
So the argument for routines in case (11) applies, giving 
The proof of this can easily be adapted to yield 
(6) if B then El else E2 fi. 
We are given 
* t- P{S[B]; if a then S [ E1] else S [ E2 ] fi}Q . a - a 
So by fact 4 there is an assertion P 1 (a) such that 
t-a p{S[B]} Pl (a) , 
J. 
t-a P 1 [true/a] {s[E1] JQ; , 
and 
But P 1 (a) => P 1 [true/a] " a = true v P 1 [false/a] " a - false, 
so by fact 2 and consequence 
p{S [B] } P 
1 
[true/a] -" a true v 
Hence on inductive hypothesis, 
t- P{B} P 1 [true/a] " ~ (true) v P 1 [false/a] " ~ (false) . 
But also on inductive hypothesis 
and t-
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C 
Now * false{E. }Q 
1 
(since C r false{A}Q, and using the inductive hypothesis). 
So ,- * P{ if B then E1 else E2 fi}Q 
by Conditional and Consequence. 
(7) El; E2 . 
* We are given ,-a P{S [E1] ;S [E2] }Q0 
So there is an assertion pl (in Ll by fact 4)' such that 
and 
So 
by fact 2 and the inductive hypothesis. 
But 
also on inductive hypothesis. 
So t-
by Composition. 
-(8) begin new V ; D ; E 1 end . 
We are given 
So by substitution, 
J. 
t-
0 
P [v, v, (r, vJ {s [E 1J (r /vJ [v, v, fr, vJ } Q~ rv, v, /T, vJ 
i.e. - - * - -P [v' /v] {s [E 1]} Q0 [v' /v] 
since no variable in T can appear in P 
So l-
on inductive hypothesis. 
* or Q a . 
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Hence I- P{begin - * new v ; D ; E 1 end } Q 
by the Block rule. 
(9) if .B then El fi. 
We are given 
* 1--a P{S [B] ; if a then S [E 1] fi}Q . - - a 
So by fact 4 there is an assertion P 1 (a) such that 
p{S[B]} P1 (a), 
and 
Using consequence, fact 2 and the inductive hypothesis, we get 
I- P{B} P1 [true/a]" str(true) v P1 [false/a]" str(false) , 
and 
But I- * false{E 1}Q 
* and false :) Q , so by the If-then rule 
* 
._ P{if B then El fi}Q , 
* * 
since also P 1 [false/a] :) Q since type (Q ) = 1- • 
(10) while B do El od. 
We are given 
ra P{S [B] ; while a do S [E 1] ;S [B] od}Q . 
So by fact 4 there is an assertion P 1 (a) such that 
'a- P{S [B] } Pl (a) 
and P 1 (a) { while a do S [E1] ; S [B] od}Q . 
So there is an invariant assertion P2 (a) such that 
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s 
where P 1 (a) => P 2 (a) and P 2 [false/a] :) Q • 
Continuing, there is an assertion p3 such that 
r-a P 2 [ true/a] {S[E1]}P3 
and t- P3{S[B]} P2 (a). a 
Hence t-a P 2 [true/a] {S [E1] } p3 V p 
by consequence and fact 2, and 
ra P3 v P{S[B]} P2 [true/a] A a - true v P2 [false/a] A a - false 
by consequence and the V-rule. 
So on inductive hypothesis we have 
and 
t- P
3 
v P {B} P2 [true/a] A str(true) v P2 [false/a] A str(false). 
So P 3 v P{while B do E1 od} P 2 [false/a] 
by the Loop rule, since t- false {E1} P 3 v P 
But p ::, p V p 3 and P2 [false/a] =>Q, so 
t- P{ while B do E1 od} Q 
by Consequence. 
We are given 
* P{CALL[r, S[E1] , ... , S[E ]] }Q . , n a 
Let r be declared with formals v 1 ,v2 , ... ,vn and body E'. 
By lemma 2, 
(a) If is a constant parameter, there is an assertion R1(T 1) 
such that 
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(b) 
and 
So 
t-
a 
by assignment and composition, where the variable a
1 
does not 
occur elsewhere. So 
by facts 1 and 2. 
i.e. 
If is a variable parameter, there are assertions 
variables r. such that 
J1 
and 
* R. {CALL[r,r. ,S[E2] , ••• ,S[E ]] }Q for all jl. J1 Jl n a 
and 
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In either case, lemma 2 can be reapplied to the new CALL theorems. By 
repeating this process until all S [E.] 
l 
have been treated, the 
following collection of theorems results. Note that lemma 2 cannot 
be reapplied if the variable parameters of a CALL are not distinct. 
But in this case the required results hold trivially since the 
corresponding precondition is false, which propagates through the 
remaining S [E.] 
l 
So we have 
for i=l,2, . . . ,n: 
if v. is a constant parameter, 
l 
if v. is a variable parameter, 
l 
' 
d 
and 
is a. 
l 
if v. is a constant parameter, and 
l 
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R. . is just P when i = 1. (For particular instances of the 
J1···Ji-l 
argument thus far, refer back to cases (3) and (4), for opE1 and 
E1 op E2 respectively, where op is from L1 .) Now fix j 1 ,j 2 , ... .,jn; 
we write RJ 
We have 
where 
for and r. 
l 
for 
Now if the variables in r are not distinct, RJ is false. So 
t- RJ{ r(r)}Q* 
by False Call. Otherwise, we proceed as follows. 
Let be that subsequence of V containing 
is not in r . Then by the substitution rule, 
So t-
on inductive hypothesis. 
Let 
V. 
l 
just in case 
df r., if v. is a constant parameter, l l 
where y. = 
l 
r~, if v. is a variable parameter, 
l l 
and be that subsequence of 
is a variable parameter. 
By Routine Call, 
r containing r. 
l 
just in case 
v. 
l 
V. 
l 
d 
i.e. 
if 
But 
I\ 
so t-
by Consequence, whence by Weakening with each variable in 
- * f- RJ { r ( r) } Q • 
v' 0 we get 
Now by lemma 1, with A chosen as S[E1] ; ... ;S[Ei], we can "push 
back" the assertion a= a., obtaining intermediate assertions 
l 
i i i P 1 , P 2 , ••• , P 1 such that 
and 
P~{S [E.] }P~+l for j = 1,2, ... ,i - 1 
J J J 
P~{S [E.]} a = 
l l a. · ' . l · 
where 3: cr i Pt holds. We do this for each i such that 
constant parameter; fact 4 guarantees that the assertions 
contain any new variables. 
is a 
don't 
By using the /\-rule, our previous collection of theorems can now be 
transformed into the following. 
where and v. 
J 
is a constant parameter}. 
By firstly applying the inductive hypothesis to convert these theorems 
into their corresponding D theorems, and then using the Parameters 
rule, we obtain 
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Finally, by Weakening with a j for all j E J(l), 
as required. 
3.8 THE INTERPRETIVE MODELS 
In this section we examine in more detail the model-theoretic 
notions used in our treatment of soundness and completeness. We begin 
by describing that part of Cook's (1978) interpretive model M 
corresponding to the sublanguage Al used by S . This is followed 
by definitions of the properties of T and L 2 required in the 
completeness theorem, and a proof of that theorem's lemma one. Lastly, 
an a priori model M' is given for El and a proof is outlined that 
M' is equivalent in a certain sense to the model of El induced by 
S and M. 
3.8. 1 The Model M of Al 
Let L1 be the language determining the expressions of Al., 
and L2 the assertion language of the logic C of Al programs. 
An interpretive model M = M[I] is determined by an interpretation I 
of L2 . I= < Dl,D2,···, i\,P2 , ••• , 1\,r2 , ... , T, F ) where 
Dl,D2, ... are non-empty disjoint domains, one for each sort of L 2-' 
- - (functions {T, F}) Pl,P2, ·· · are the predicates into on the D. l 
interpreting the predicate symbols of L2 , and £1 ,r2 , ... are the 
functions on the Di interpreting the function symbols of L2 • All 
the predicates and functions are total. Truth in I is defined in the 
usual way. Of course, the propositional constant true is true in I 
(I(true) = T), and false is false in I . 
< 
There is an infinite set of registers R = {x
1
,x
2
, ... }. 
A state of M[I] is a total map s : R ~ (D 1 u D2 u ... u{T,F}). 
· A variable assignment is a 1-1 partial map 
o: {variables of L2 } ~ R with a finite domain. We say s(o(.)) 
respects types if for all v such that o(v) is defined, 
V is a propositional variable, 
S(o(v))E 
I {T, F} , if 
l Di , where D. 
l 
corresponds to the sort of v, otherwise. 
Suppose P is a formula of L2 with free variables 
is a state and o is a variable assignment to {y1 , ... ,yk} such 
that s(o(.)) respects types. Then 
P(s,o) = 
and if t is a term with free variables then 
t(s,o) = 
s 
Note that in the above two definitions, s ( o (y.)) 
l 
should strictly be 
replaced by a constant c. where I[c.] = s(o(y.)). 
l l l 
We now define the function Comp(A,s,o) which assigns to a 
statement sequence A of Al [L1] , state s and variable assignment 
o, the finite or infinite sequences of states ( s 1 ,s 2 , ... ) 
determined by the computation. c1 ~ c2 is the concatenation of the 
sequences cl and c2 if cl is finite, and cl if cl is 
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infinite. We take cases on A. For Comp to be defined, s(o(.)) must 
respect types and o must be defined for all variables in A. 
Out(A,s,o) is the last state if any of Comp(A,s,o), and is otherwise 
undefined. 
d 
( _t) df ( _t A Comp A1 ; A2 , s, u = Comp A1 , s, u) Comp (A2 , Out (A1 , s, c5) , o) . 
Comp (x : = e, s, o) = df (s ') , where s' (X.) = 
l 
s (X.) , if o (x) I X. , 
l l 
e(s,o), if o(x) = X .• 
l 
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(s) "'comp(A1 ,s,c5),if b(s,cS) =T, 
Comp(if b then A1 else A2 fi,s,o) = df ~ (s) "'Comp(A2 ,s,o), if b(s,o) = F. 
df Comp (if b then A1 fi, s, o) = 
· (S) A Comp(Al,s,~)' if b(s,o) = T, 
df Comp(while b do A1 od, s, o) = 
( s) ' , otherwise. 
Comp(A1 ,s,o)"' Comp(while b do A1 od, Out(A1 ,s,c5),o), 
if b(s,cS) = T, 
( s) , otherwise. 
This completes the definition of Comp for all the features of Cook's 
Al used by S 
types, so does 
It is easy to show that if s(o(.)) respects 
s.(o(.)) for each s. in Comp(A,s,o). 
l l 
3.8.2 Some Model-Theoretic Properties 
A formula p of L2 is true in I (or in M) iff the 
closure of p lS true in I. A formula P{A}Q is true in M, 
denoted Mt= P{A}Q, iff for all states ' s,s ' if P(s,o) is true 
in M and s ' = Out(A,s,o), then Q(s 1 ,o) is true in M, where 0 
is any assignment to the free variables of P,Q and the variables of 
A for which s(o(.)) respects types. Cook shows that this definition 
of truth is independent of cS . 
< 
A deductive system T is used by C to provide L
2 
formulas whose closures are true in I . T is sound relative to I 
if f the universal closure of every formula deducible in T is true 
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in I. For the purposes of the completeness theorem, a theory T 
for L2 which is semantically complete relative to I is used. This 
means that a formula P is provable in T iff its universal closure 
is true in I. Of course, by Godel's Incompleteness Theorem, such a 
T incorporating number theory can not be axiomatic. 
In order to formulate the notion of expressiveness, we need 
the notion of post relations. Let PE L2 and A be a statement 
sequence of Al [L1] , where x = (x1 ,x2 , ••. ,xn) is a list of all 
variables occurring either free in P or in A. Then the post 
relation corresponding to P and A is the relation Q(x 1 ,x2 , ... ,xn) 
on D s ( 1) x ... x D s (n) , where is the domain of I D s (i) 
Q(d1,···,dn) 
interpreting 
the type of x., 
l 
such that 
state s and variable assignment 
is true iff there is a 
cS to with s(cS(.)) 
respecting types and d. = s'(cS(x.)), where 
l l 
s' = Out(A,s,cS) and 
-P(s,cS) is true. The formula Q in L2 expresses Q iff Q has _ 
free variables and 
for all d.ED(.)' i=l, ... ,n. 
l s l 
We let post(P,A) denote a 
particular formula of L2 which expresses the post relation 
corresponding to P and A. 
L2 is expressive relative to Al[L1] and I iff for 
every formula P in L2 and statement sequence A of Al[L1] 
there is a formula Q in L
2 
which expresses the post relation 
corresponding to P and A. Cook (1978) also requires"=" to be in 
L1 and to receive its standard interpretation in I; since we are 
< 
following Schoenfield (1967) this is automatically the case. 
3.8.3 
proof . 
A Proof of Lemma One for Completeness 
We are now able to prove lemma one of the Completeness 
Let A be a statement sequence of Al[L1], and X x' ' 
be variables of Ll such that x' is not in A. Let T be a 
semantically complete proof system for L2 , and L2 be expressive 
relative to Al [L1] and I. We assume X occurs in A. 
We have to exhibit a formula P E L 2 such that T t- 3:x 'P 
and C[T] ~ P{A}x = x' . 
Put Q = post (x = x' A x 1 = xi A • • • xn = x~, A) where 
x , x 1 , ... ,xn are the variables occurring in A. So Q is 
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Q(x,x1 , . . . , xn,x ' , xi, ... ,x~). Consider Q' = Q(x' ,xi, ... ,x~,x,x1 , ... ,xn) 
. b . f - -, f f -, i . e . su st1tute x , x ,x,x or x ,x,x ,x in Q. We show 
(i) M t= Q' {A}x = x ' A x = x' 1 1 I\ ••• I\ X = x' n n 
(ii) MI= -, ax' 3:xi . . . 3:x~ Q'{A}R for any R E L 2 • 
Proof of (i) 
Suppose for states s s' 
' ' 
Q' (s,cS) is true in M and 
s ' = Out(A,s,cS), where s(cS(.)) respects types in A. 
Let s(cS(x)) = a, 
s(cS(x~)) =a~. 
l l 
s ( cS (x. ) ) = a. , 
l l 
s(cS(x')) = a', 
Now Q'(s,cS) is true in M, so I(Q(a',a1, ... ,a~,a,al' ... ,an)) 
is true . So by the definition of Q, 
is the post relation corresponding to X = x' /\ X 1 
/\ x = x' and A. 
n n 
d 
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-So by the definition of Q, there is a state s* with 
s** = Out(A,s*,o) and s**(o(x')) = a, s** ( o (x ~)) = a .. 
l l 
So s*(o(x')) = a, s*(o(x~)) = a., since A does not alter 
l l 
X
' ' ' ,xl, ... ,xn. But we also know that X = x' Ax =x'A AX =x' 1 1 · · · n n 
(s*,o) So s*(o(x)) = a, s* ( o (x.)) = a .. 
l l 
So is true. 
s'(o(x)) = s**(o(x)) = a' 
' 
s'(o(x.)) = _s**(o(x.)) = a' 
l l i 
s and s* agree on the variables of A. 
Hence X = x' 
required. 
Proof of (ii) 
= xi_ A ••• A X = x' 
n n 
(s',o) is true, as 
since 
Suppose, 3x' 3xi··· 3x~ Q'(s,o) is true. Let s(o(x)) = a, 
s(o(xi)) = ai. So -i3x' 3xi ... 3x~ Q(x',xi,···,x~,a,a1 , ... ,an)' 
-
where Q is as above. Suppose, for reductio ,. that A 
terminates when started in state s, assignment o. Then it 
terminates when started in a state s* , assignment o, where 
s*(o(x')) = a, s*(o(x~)) =a., since these variables don't 
l l 
occur in A. This is a contradiction. Hence R(s',o) for 
any R and s' = Out(A,s,o), vacuously. 
We now claim that P can be chosen as 
3 X i . . . 3 X ~ Q ' V -, 3:x ' 3 X _i'- . . 3 X ~ Q ' . 
For by (i), (ii), and Cook's completeness theorem for Al , 
1- Q' {A}x = x'Ax =x'A 1 1 Ax =x' n n and ._, 3x '3xi ... 3x~ Q' {A}x = x' . 
So t- 3xi ... 3x~ Q' {A} x = x' by the 3-rule and consequence. · 
< 
Hence by the v-rule, 
I- P{A} X = X' • 
Also , ax'P is just an instance of excluded middle. This completes 
the proof of lemma one of the Completeness theorem. 
The Completeness theorem appeals to lemma one when the 
programming language is a Al[L1l, and the program logic C uses a 
subsidiary theory for But the provisos in the statement 
of the theorem relate only to L1~ L2 and T. To justify use of 
lemma one here , we need only note that if T is a semantically 
complete proof system for L 2 , then Ta is a semantically complete 
proof system for and that if is expressive relative to 
Al [L) and I then L2° is expressive relative to Al [L~] and I. 
3.8.4 The Induced Model Ms of El 
We have thus far shown that 
D [T+] 1- P{E}Q iff M [I] I= P{S [E] }Q , 
provided for the "if" direction that T is semantically complete for 
L2 and L2 is expressive relative to Al[L1] and I (and no calls 
are made with non-distinct variable parameters). This represents a 
soundness and completeness result for El relative to a model MS, 
where 
MS [I] t= P{E}Q df M [I] I= P{S [E] }Q • = 
This is more or less satisfactory according as to how "natural" the 
translation S is felt to be, provided of course that M [I] is 
acceptable as a model of Al . 
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In any case, in order to get an exact analog of Cook's results 
for (the full) Al, an a priori interpretive model M' is required. 
We provide such a model below. Soundness and completeness of El 
with respect to M' follows by proving that 
M' [I] F P{E}Q iff M[I] t= P{S[E] }Q. 
We give an outline of a proof only - the full proof is tedious but 
shallow because M' is "isomorphic" to the model M3 obtained by 
applying Comp to S[E] . 
3.8.5 A Model M' of El 
M\ like M~ is based on an interpretation I of L2 
M' also employs a function Comp, but having an extra argument TI to 
associate routine identifiers with their declarations. A routine 
assignment is a partial map 
TI: {routine identifiers}+ {routine-declarations}. 
TI ensures that routine calls are handled correctly, and Comp(E,s,o,TI) 
is not defined unless TI assigns an appropriate declaration to each 
routine identifier of E which has no declaration in E. Comp is 
otherwise similar to its namesake in M Out(E,s,o,n) gives the 
last state if any in Comp(E,s,o,TI). s and o are the same as in M. 
M' has one other main component, a function Val(E,s,o,TI) to 
"compute" the value of E. This value belongs to the union of the 
domains D1 ,D2 ,... of I , {T, F}, R and {.1} . These represent 
r-values of the sorts of L1~ Boolean r-values, l-values and the 
undefined value, respectively. Coercion (from an l-value to an r-value) 
is handled by a function RVal such that 
g 
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Val(E,s,cS,n), if Val(E,s,cS,n) i R., 
RVal(E,s,cS;rr) = 
Out(E,s,cS,n) (Val(E,s,cS,n)), if Val(E,s,cS, n ) ER. 
We define Comp(E,s,cS,n) and Val(E,s,cS,n) below by cases on 
E. A is used for the empty sequence of states, and cS-l for the 
inv_erse of the variable assignment cS . If r is a defined routine, 
1T (r) is taken to have formals v1., ... .,vn and body E'. Also, we 
make use of an auxiliary function Arg when handling routines. It 
is defined as follows. 
c, where c is a (new) constant such that I ( c) = 
Arg(r,i,E,s,cS,n) = 
RVal(E,s,cS,n), if r E L 1 or 
as a constant parameter in 
v. is declared 
l 
n(r), 
-1 
cS (Val(E,s,cS,n)), if v. 
l 
is declared as a 
variable parameter in n(r). 
The idea is that a call (or application) of r with E as the i'th 
actual parameter (or operand) should be equivalent to a call with 
Arg(r,i,E,s,cS,n) as the i'th parameter. For Arg to be well defined, 
RVal must not be ~ in the first case, and Val must belong to 
the domain of cS in the second. The type and kind restrictions on an 
El serial E ensure that this is indeed the case . 
The definitions follow directly. "Comp -+- . " stands for 
"C ( c5 ) df II omp E , s , , 1T = . . . , where E is the particular El serial dealt 
with in that case of the definitions. A similar convention is used 
for Val(E,s,cS,n). 
( 1) C. 
Comp -+- ( s ) . 
Val -+- I(c) . 
• 
(2) V. 
Comp + ( s). 
Val + o(v). 
(3) op El, where op E Lr 
Comp+ Comp(E
1
,s,o,n). 
Val +I(op Arg(op,l,E1 ,s,o,TI)). 
(4) E
1 
op E2 , where op E L1 • 
Comp+ Comp((E1 ;E2),s,o,n). 
Val +I(Arg(op,l,E
1
,s,o,TI) op Arg(op,2,(E1 ;E2),s,o,n)). 
Comp+ Comp((El;E2),s,o,n)A(s~ 
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Out((E1 ;E2),s,o, n)(Xi), if Xi f Val(E 1 ,s,o,n), 
where s' (X.) = 
l 
Val+ Val(E1 ,s,o,n). 
(6) if B then E1 else E2 fi. 
Comp (El' Out (B, s, O, TI) , O, TI ) , if Rval (B, s, o, TI) = T, 
Comp+ Comp(B,s,o,n)A 
Val+ 
Comp(E2, Out(B,s,o, n) ,o,TI), otherwise. · 
Val((B;E1),s,o,n), if RVal(B,s,o,n) = T, 
Val((B;E2),s,o, n ), otherwise. 
Comp+ Comp(El,s,o, n ) A Comp(E2, Out(El,s,o,TI),o,TI). 
Val + Val(E2 , Out(E1 ,s,o, n), o , TI) . 
(8) begin new v; D; E1 end (and the bracketed form). 
Comp+ (s) A Comp(El,s,o', TI '), 
92. 
Val-+ 
RVal(E 1,s,o',n'), if Val(E 1,s,o',n') =Xj for some j > k, 
Val(E1,s,o',n'), otherwise, 
o (x), if x is not in v , 
where o' (x) = 
~+i' if xis vi, where Xk is the highest 
indexed register in the range of o , 
1T(r), if t is not declared in D, 
and TI' (r) = the declaration of r in D, otherwise. 
(9) if B then E1 fi. 
Comp(E1 , Out(B,s,o,n),o,1L), if RVal(B,s,o,n)=T, 
Comp-+ Comp(B,s,o,n)A 
Val-+ 
A, otherwise. 
Val((B;E 1),s,o,n), if RVal(B,s,o,n) = T, 
J. , otherwise. 
(10) while B do E1 od. 
Comp((E1; while B do El od),Dut(B,s,o,n),o,n), 
Comp-+ Comp(B,s,0,1T)A if RVal(B,s,o,1T) = T, 
A, otherwise. 
Val -+ J. • 
(11) r(E1 ,E2 , ... ,En)' rE1 , E1 rE2 , where r is a defined routine. 
Comp-+ Comp((E 1 ;E2 ; ... ;En),s,0, 1T ) A 
Comp ( E ' [ . . . , Ar g ( r , i , (El ; . . . ; E . ) , s , o , 1T) , ... / ... , v . , ... ] , 
l l 
Out ( ( E l ; E 2 ; . . . ; En) , s , o , 1T) , o , 1T) • 
Va 1 -+ Va 1 ( E ' [. .. , Ar g ( r , i , (El ; ... ; E . ) , s , o , 1T) , . . . / ... , v . , ... ] , 
l l 
Notes (a) 
Out ( ( E l ; E 2 ; . . . ; En) , s , o , 1T) , o , 1T) . 
Comp(E,s,o,n) and Val(E,s, o , n) are understood to 
be undefined unless 
(i) o is defined for all global variables of E, 
(ii) s(o(.)) respects t ypes , and . 
-
(a) ( iii) 1T is defined for all undeclared routine 
identifiers in E. 
(b) We have made frequent use of composition to write 
Comp(E2 , Out(E1 ,s,o,n),o,n) as 
Comp((E 1 ;E 2),s,o,n), and similarly with Val. 
(c) We have defined a "generous" model M' 
' 
preferring 
to free the semantics as much as possible from 
syntactic constraints. Thus, for instance, Val 
need not be ~ for an if-then statement. 
It remains to define truth in M'. Truth for documentation 
9 3 . 
assertions without st-formulae is as in M For general documentation 
* assertions, we say Q (s,o) is true in M' with d iff 
* (i) Q(s,o) is true in M' 
' 
if Q is Q ; 
(ii) Q.(s,o) 
J 
is true in M' and 
d ' if d 4 R ' 
q.(s,o) = 
J 
s (d)' if d E R ' 
* for some j ' if Q is VQ." st (q.) . j J -r J ' 
Q.(s,o) is true in M' and o(q.) = d ' for some j ' J J (iii) 
* if Q is V Q. 
" 
stz(q.). 
. J 
- J J 
* Truth for program assertions can now be def ined as follows. M' [I ] t= P {E}Q 
iff for all states ' s,s ' if P(s,o) is true in M' and 
* s' = Out(E,s,o,n) and d = Val(E,s, o , n ), then Q (s', o ) is true in 
M' with d, where o is an assignment to the *-free variables of 
* P, Q and the global variables of E for which s( o (.)) respe cts 
types. It is assumed that 1T assigns the proper declarations to all 
undeclared routine identifiers in E. 
< 
3.8.6. The Equivalence of M3 and M' 
We wish to show that 
M' [I] t= P{E}Q if f M [I] t= P{S [E] }Q . · 
We can do this by proving the more general result that 
* M' [I] t= P{E}Q * if f M [I] t= P{S [E] }Q 
a 
* * provided type(Q) = ~ or type(Q) = type(E) 
* and kind(Q ) ~ kind(E) . 
The proviso handles the small differences between the models - for 
example, 
P{if b then v fi} P /\ b /\ stz. (v) 
is true in M 1 [I] if P ::i b . But 
so 
S[if b then v fi] = S[b]; if a then S[v] fi 
= S [b] ; if a then o : = v f i , 
P{S [if b then v f i] } P /\ b /\ a = v /\ a - true 
V 
cannot be true in M [I]., because we can choose an initial state s 
and variable assignment o for which P(s,o) is true but 
s ( o (a ) ) = F, (if P is not equivalent to false). 
V 
The general result above follows from the truth of the 
following statement. 
S · s and n for a model M' [I] uppose we are given s 1 ,u1 
of EZ. [L1]., 
a Al [L1 ] . 
and and for a model M[I] of 
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-
Let V be a set of L1 variables including all global 
variables of an El serial E, and si = Out(E,s 1 ,o 1 ,TI), 
If o
1
,o
2 
are defined for all variables in V, 
vu{new variables in S[E]} respectively, 
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T, if kind(E) =Land o1 (v) = Val(E, s 1 , o1 , TI) , 
st(o (er))= 
2 · 2 v s 2 (o 2 (ov)), if kind(E) =L and 
o1 (v) :/= Val(E,s1 ,o 1 ,TI), 
provided s' or s' exists (as the existence of one implies 1 2 
the existence of the other), and . 
TI is used by S ~in transforming E. 
This result can be proven by an induction on the structure of E· 
' 
the 
proof is tedious but straightforward and will not be given here. To 
see that this implies the general equivalence between M and MS' 
{vlv * E}. put V = occurs *-free in p or Q or globally in Then, 
for the "if" direction, choose s2,o2 such that P(s 2 ,o2 ) is true 
in M, and use the assumption and the above result to show that 
For the "only if" direction, choose 
such that is true in M' ., and use the assumption and 
* the above result to show that Q (si ,o 1) is true in M' with 
Val(E,s 1 ,o 1 ,TI). Note in this case that s 2 ,o 2 can be selected such 
that a 
V 
for which is defined. 
---
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3.9 PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 
theorems. 
Theorem 1 
Proof: 
Theorem 2 
Proof: 
Theorem 3 
Proof: 
Theorem 4 
Proof: 
The soundness and completeness results depend on the following 
§ 3. 6. 
§3.7. 
If 
then 
If 
then 
C [Ta] r P{S [E] }Q*. 
a 
* r P{S [E] }Q , 
a 
* J- P{E}Q , 
provided T is semantically complete for L2 ~ 
L2 is expressive relative to Al[L1] and I~ 
* * 
and type(Q) = ~ or type(Q) = type(E) and 
* kind(Q) $ kind(E). 
C [T0 ] r * If P{S [E] }Q 
a 
* then M [I] t= P{S [E] }Q , 
a 
provided T is sound relative to I. 
Cook (1978). 
* If M [I] t= P{S [E] }Q 
a 
then C [Ta] I- P{S [E] }Q *, 
a 
provided T is semantically complete for L2 
and L2 is expressive relative to Al [L1] and 
Cook (1978). 
I. 
........... 
Theorem 5 M[I] * t= P{ S[E] }Q iff 
a 
M'[I] * t= P{E}Q 1 
* * provided type(Q) = J. or type(Q ) = type(E) and 
* kind(Q) 5 kind(E). 
Proof: §3.8.6 (outline only). 
Putting all these results together, we obtain the following 
results. 
Soundness Theorem 
Completeness 
If D [T+] * I- P{E}Q 
then MS [I] * t= P{E}Q 
and M' [I] * F P{E}Q, 
provided T is sound relative to I., and 
* * type(Q) = j_ or type(Q) = type(E) and 
* kind(Q ) $ kind (E). 
Theorem 
If MS [I] I= P{E}Q * 
M' [I] * or J= P{E}Q 
D [T+] * then ~ P{E}Q, 
provided T is semantically complete for 
L2 is expressive 
* 
and type(Q) = J. 
* kind(Q) 5 kind(E). 
relative to Al[L1] and 
* or type(Q) = type(E) 
L2., 
I., 
and 
The provisos on these theorems that relate to type and kind 
are prima facie disturbing; let us consider them more closely. The 
most important thing that needs to be said here is that the theorems 
in their present form are sufficiently strong for confidence to be 
justifiably placed in the adequacy of the program logic. The reason 
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is that the contexts in which E can occur in a program are determined 
by type(E) and kind(E). And for any permissible context, the 
9 8 . 
* 
relevant proof rule requires the postcondition Q of a p remise 
* P{E}Q to have the appropriate type and kind. And now the Soundness 
* 
and Completeness theorems come into play to guarantee that P{E}Q is 
a theorem if and only if it is true in the models. In other words, the 
correctness claims about E that are of interest to us are exactly 
those satisfying the type and kind restrictions. 
Nevertheless, it is at least of some technical interest to 
look further at these particular provisos. We would expect the 
Soundness theorem to still hold if they were dropped; indeed this is the 
case . Our proof method fails for M' (it already works for M8 ) 
because of our inability to conclude truth in M' from truth in MS 
generally . For example, an assertion * P{S[E] }Q may well be true in 
a 
* M[l] where E is a terminating loop and kind(Q) = R. But such an 
assertion cannot be true in M' [I] which specifies Val to be J. • 
Even worse is the following situation. Suppose M
8 
t= P{E}Q . 
because 
M3 t= P{E}Q /\ ~(true) v Q /\ st (false) --r 
a - true v a - false 
Then 
is true in M(for a of type Boolean). We can see that MS is only an 
approximation, albeit a useful one, to the intended semantics of El· ., 
its main limiting feature is its use of a special variable a to hold 
the value of an expression. We shall see in §§5.4.2 and 5.5 that 
similar problems occur with program logics whose treatment of expression-
oriented language features is based on the device of a special variable. 
It would be nice if the type and kind requirements hold 
whenever D[T+] ~ P{E}Q*, as this would suffice for the type and kind 
provisos to be dropped from the Soundness Theorem. This is "almost" the 
case; it is blocked by the ability to use premises of the form 
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* false~ Q in the Consequence rule (which enables the deduction of 
theorems such as 
P{if true then x else 1 fi} PA stz(x) ). 
But in this exceptional situation it is easy to see that truth in M' 
follows from truth in M8~ thereby justifying the stronger version of 
the Soundness theorem. Alternatively, we could "tighten up" the rule 
of Consequence, at the cost of complicating the Exit rule somewhat. 
Because of the examples adduced above, it is clear that the 
type and kind provisos must be present in the Completeness theorem 
to keep a tight rein on M8 • 
. 1 f h II 1 11 They are a so necessary or t e natura 
model M' that we have given here, although appropriate restrictions 
could simply be built into an alternative version of M' to enable the 
provisos to be lifted. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DERIVED RULES FOR PROGRAM VERIFICATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The program logic D presented in §2 is meant to serve as a 
non-operational formal definition of the semantics of El. The 
metatheoretic examination of D in §3 has assured us that it 
correctly and fully captures the semantics of El with respect to the 
partial correctness assertions which truly hold. However, this is not 
to say that D as it stands is a suitable vehicle for the practical 
enterprise of program verification. 
Indeed, even a cursory examination of D reveals a property 
of the proof rules which is clearly undesirable in the context of 
program verification. Consider, for example, the Binary Operator 
rule. Its purpose is to license theorems of the form · 
How does it do this? The first premise of the rule deals with E1 ; 
it is 
P{E1 }YQ. /\ st(q.). J J - J 
But instead of one premise to then deal with E2 , there are as many 
premises as there are disjuncts in the postcondition of the first 
premise. A premise from this group has the form 
Q.{E2 }VR.k /\ st(r.k). J k J - J 
Finally, the final group has a premise 
10 1. 
for each choice of j and k. This can clearly lead to an exponential 
number of cases to examine. 
This chapter examines the problem of adapting D to the task 
of program verification. It transpires that in many cases there are 
-
simple but powerful derived rules which greatly facilitate the proving 
of program correctness. The resulting derived logic provides some 
measure of the inherent "intellectual manageability" of expression-
oriented languages. 
4.2 NOTATION 
are 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
* The three possible forms of a documentationassertion Q 
Q, where Q E L2 (i.e. is a 
VQ. /\ st (q.), where Qj E L2 j J --r J 
or quantifier-free formula of 
y Q. /\ st 7 (q.), where QJ. EL2 J J ~& J 
variable of L 2 • 
wff of L2). 
and q, is a term 
J 
L2. 
and q. 
J 
is a 
-The latter two forms are defined by finite lists Q = Q1 ,Q2 , ... and 
of assertions and values respectively, together with an 
appropriate token st. We write such a form as 
sentence 
Then 
-Q&~(q). 
It is convenient to generalise this notation, to allow a 
pred with *-free variable x to replace the "st" token. 
Q & pred(q) 
---
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stands for 
VQ. /\ pred[q./x]. 
. J J J 
- -Sorts etc. must be chosen so that Q & pred(q) is a well-formed 
formula of In case pred has more than one *-free variable, 
lambda notation will be used to determine the variable for substitution. 
-
Thus . if pred is Ax . x > y, 
Q & pred(q) is 
VQ.A q. >y. 
. J J J 
4.3 DERIVED RULES FOR UNITS INVOLVING TESTS 
Consider the Conditional rule: 
P{B}VQ. A st (q.) j J ~ J 
* Q. I\ qj {E1 }R for all j J 
* Q. I\ 1qj{E2 }R for all J j 
P{if B then E1 * else E2 fi}R 
We can now write the first premise as 
Suppose 
P{B}Q & st (q). 
~ 
* t- VQ. A qJ.{E1 }R • j J 
* Then, for any j, t- Q. /\ q,{E 1 }R since Q. /\ q. => VQ. /\ q, J J J J j J J 
* (by Consequence). Similarly, if t- V Q. /\ -, q. {E2}R then j J J 
* ~ Qj /\ ~qj {E2 }R for all j. We have now found a derived Conditional 
rule. It can be presented using our new notationL since VQ. /\ q. j J. J 
is 
just 
Ab.b 
and V Q . /\ , q . 
. J J 
is Q & not(q), where Q & id(q), 
and not is 
d-Conditional: 
J 
Ab . ,b • 
P{B} Q & st (·q-) 
-r 
- - * Q & id(q){E1}R 
- * Q & not(q) {E2 }R 
P{if B then El * else E2 fi}R 
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id is 
Suppose a program logic D' is formed by replacing Conditional 
with d-Conditional in D. Then D' is sound and complete. For sound-
ness, we need only observe that d-Conditional is a derived rule of D, 
so that any theorem proved with its aid can be proved in D. For 
completeness, assume the conditions and provisos of the Completeness 
Theorem. So 
Now 
* M' F P{E}Q • 
* D ~ P{E}Q since D is complete. 
* Consider the last application of Conditional in the proof of P{E}Q: 
P1{B}VQ. /\ st (q.) j J -:---r J 
* Q./\q.{E 1}R for all j J J 
* Q. /\-,q.{E2 }R for all j J J 
Now 
So 
* Now if type(R) f L, then 
* type(R) = type(if B then 
* and kind(R ) < 
= 
kind(if B then 
~ kind(E.), i = 
l 
El else 
El else 
1, 2 . 
* else E
2 
fi}R 
by the v-rule. 
E2 fi) = type(E1 ) 
E2 fi) 
= type(E 2) 
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* (We are assuming here that P 1 { if B then E1 else E2 f i }R is the 
last line of the proof, or is used as the premise of a rule other than 
Consequence. There is no loss of generality here, as otherwise we need 
* not prove P 1 {if B then E1 else E2 fi}R , but rather the conclusions 
of the appropriate uses of Consequence.) 
So by Completeness 
Similarly 
But we now have proofs of the premises of d-Conditional, and if these 
proofs are in D' 
' 
we have 
* * D' r P1 {if B then E1 else E2 fi}R , and hence D' t-- P{E}Q . 
Otherwise, we repeat the same process on the premises. This process 
must terminate since the size of the program component is strictly 
decreasing . Hence D' is complete. 
Similar reasoning leads to derived forms of the If-then and 
Loop rules, with Soundness and Completeness being preserved. 
d-If-then: P{B}Q & st (q) 
-r 
Q & id(q){E1}R 
Q & not(q) :) R 
P{if B then El fi}R 
d-Loop: P{B}Q /\ st (q) 
-r 
Q & id(q){E1 }P 
-Q & not(q) :) R 
P{while B do E1 od}R 
-
4.4 WEAKENING AND r-VALUES 
Consider a postcondition 
Because of equality for 
VQ." a = q. "st (q.). j J 1 J --r J 
st , 
--r 
this is equivalent to 
VQ. /\ 0 1 = q. /\ st (01), j J J --r 
which is further equivalent to 
(V Q. " 0 1 = q.) " st ( 0 1) • j J J --r 
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But now there is only one st-disjunct in this formula, so if it occurs 
as the postcondition of the first premise of Binary Operator, for exampl e, 
the second group of premises reduces to only one. Clearly this effect, 
if propagated, would remove the apparent need for an exponential number 
of premises in rules whose components return r-values. 
We would therefore like to "induce" the above situation for a 
general premise 
P{E1 }v Q." st (q.) • . J --r J J 
Now consider lemma 1 of the Completeness proof (p. 68). If provides an 
L2 formula P1 such that 
the conditions on theorem 2 ( §3.9) hold. But then, .~y that theorem, 
we have t- P1{E1}~(a1), since a does not occur in P1 . But it 
is clearly the case that ~ 
again by theorem 2 we have 
I-
giving 
t-
P " Pl {El} \: QJ. /\ a l = qJ. /\ st ( q . ) , 
J --r J 
q. I\ st (q.), 
J --r J 
q.) "st ( 0 1) J --r b y Consequen ce . 
s o 
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To illustrate how this technique can be used to shorten proofs, 
consider an application of Binary Operator where both operands return 
r-values. 
P{E1 }v Q." st (q .) j J --r J 
* R .k{q. op r .k}S for all j, k 
J J J 
By using our lemma as above we get P1 ,P2 ,P; such that 
and 
Since we are dealing with premises, the provisos on type and kind 
required by theorem 2 are met. So by using theorem 1 (§3.9) on the 
premises, and the A-rule, we get 
and therefore 
t-
Similarly, we get 
Now by the frame rule, 
because of the restriction on q. required by the Binary Operator rule. 
J 
So by the /\-rule 
So by the V-rule 
Now by theorem 2, 
t-
Finally, consider the last group of premises. We have 
* R. k{S [ q . op r . k ]} S 
J J J 0 
by theorem 1, for each j,k. 
So 
giving 
by the v-rule. 
Similarly, 
So by the v-rule 
Hence by theorem 2, 
for all j . 
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Now Binary Operator can be applied to give 
Finally by Weakening with a 1 and we have 
We have shown that the original proof with possibly a large 
number of premises for Binary Operator can be replaced with a proof 
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using Binary Operator with the minimum number of premises, viz. three, 
and two applications of Weakening. There are a number of ways of 
exploiting this result. One outcome is that the Binary Operator rule 
reduces when kind(op) =(Rx R) + K to 
P{El}Q "~r(el) 
Q{ E 2} R " _st r ( e 2) 
* R{ e
1 
op e
2
} S 
Alternatively, we can formulate a derived rule using the extended 
notation: 
d-Binary Operator: P{E1 }Q & ~(q) 
Q & ~(ol)(q){E2}R&~(r) 
R & ~Co2) Cr) {a1 op a2 } s 
* 
where ~ is Ax. Ay. x = y provided a 1 , a2 do not 
* appear elsewhere (including S ). 
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* Note that if S does include a1 or but not in a st-formula, 
then Weakening can be applied to give 
as the third premise , which satisfies the proviso. 
The same technique is clearly applicable to any premise for 
a component of kind R. For Assignment, the second group of premises 
involves st, and we get 
----r 
d-As s ignmen t: P{ El }Q & g_z (q) 
Q.{E2}R. & st (r.) . for all j 
J J ~ J 
- * R. & eq(a1)(r.){q. :=a1}s for all J J - J J 
provided a 1 does not appear elsewhere. 
Similar economies are available whenever an r-value is expected - this 
can happen with Unary Operator, Binary Operator and Parameters. 
4.5 EXAMPLES OF CORRECTNESS PROOFS 
At this stage it is appropriate to examine some actual proofs 
of correctness. we give three examples, each illustrating different 
aspects of the verification process. In order to relieve some of the 
tedium associated with formal proofs, we make use of two derived rules. 
Primitive Expression: 
P{e}P /\ st (e) 
~ 
Iterated Composition: 
P . { E . } P . +l , i = 1 , 2 , • • • , n - 1 
1 1 1 
. 
. . . ' 
* E }P l 
n n+ 
* * 
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Also, it is convenient to omit instances of P ~ P in applications 
of Consequence, and to omit trivial applications of Block. 
4.5.1 Example 1 
The first example is due to Kaufl (1978), who advanced it as 
a purported demonstration of incompleteness for the system advanced 
informally in (Pritchard 1977). We prove a general result, of which 
Kaufl's example is an instance. 
The problem is to show that the assignment 
y : = ( new h ; h : = x ; x : = y ; h) 
interchanges the values of x and y. We do this indirectly by proving 
P {y := (new h; h:=x; x :=y; h) } P[y , x / x ,y]. 
Lines in the proof are numbered for use in displaying later d eductions . 
h' and x' are variables not appearing in P. 
Proof: 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
p AX= x'{y} p AX= X1 A Stz ( y ) 
p [h' /h] A X = X' { h : = X} p [h' , h /h, X ] A h = X' 
P[h',h/h,x] Ah=x' {x := y} P[h',h, x /h, x , y] 
Ah= x' 
Variable 
Simpl e Assignment 
Simple Assignment 
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4. P[h',h,x/h,x,y] /\h=x'{h} P[h',h,x/h,x,y] /\h=x' Primitive 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
p [ h t /h] /\ X = X t i h : = X; X : = y; h} p [ h t , h , X / h , X , y] 
/\ h = x' /\ st (h) 
-r 
P[h',h,x/h,x,y] /\h=x' /\ st (h) :::iP(h',x',x/h,x,y] 
----r 
/\ st (x') 
---r 
P[h'/h] /\x=x' {h :=x; x :=y; h} P[h' ,x' ,x/h,x,y] 
/\ st (x') 
----r 
P " x = x' { (new h; h : = x ; x : = y; h)} P [x', x/x, y] 
/\ st (x') 
----r 
Expression 
Iterated Com-
position (2,3,4) 
Consequence (5,6) 
Block (7) 
9. P[x',x/x,y] {y:=x'} P[y,x/x,y] Simple Assignment 
10. P/\x=x' {y := (new h; h :=x; x := y; h)} P[y,x/x,y] Assignment (1,8,9) 
11. 3:x'(P/\x=x'){y := (newh;h :=x; x :=y; h)} Weakening (10) 
3:x'P [y,x/x,y] 
12. P :::i 3:x'(P/\x=x') 
13. 3:x'P [y,x/x,y] :::i P [y,x/x,y] 
14. P{y := (new h; h :=x;x :=y; h)} P[y,x/x,y] 
Logic (T) 
Logic (T) 
Consequence 
(12,11,13) 
Note that this result cannot be proven without recourse to 
Weakening, because the Block rule is blocked by the appearance of h in 
st (h) in the postcondition of line 5. 
-r 
4.5.2 Example 2 
Our second example deals with a (hopefully) more typical 
expression language program, which calculates the integral square root 
x of a non-negative integer a. Use is made of an operator plus ab, 
defined by 
l-integer operator plus ab (var a : integer; b : integer) = a:= a+ b. 
The program E is as follows. 
X : - Q ; 
y := z :- 1 ; 
while y ~ a do 
x plus ab 1 ; 
y plus ab ( z plus ab 2) 
od 
We firstly show that 
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t- P [x + e/x] {x plus ab e } P " stz (x) .•..•.... Plus ab 
for any assertion P, variable x and term e. 
Proof: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
a+ b = a' + b { a : = a+ b} a = a' + b " s tl ( a) 
a= a• :::i a+b = a' +b 
a =a• {a : = a+ b} a= a' + b /\ stz. (a) 
P [x + e/x] /\ x =a' :::i x =a' /\ (x' = a' + e /\ st (x •) 
-l 
:::i P[x'/x] /\ stl(x')) 
P[x+e/x] "x=a' {x plus ab e} P/\stz(x) 
3:a'(P[x+e/x] /\x=a'){x plus ab e} 3:a'(P) 
/\ (stz(x)) 
p [ X + e / X] :::, :'[a ' ( p [ X +. e / X] /\ X = a ' ) 
3:a'(P) /\ st z (x) :::i P /\ stz(x) 
P[ x + e/x] {x plus ab e} P /\ st :z. (x) 
Note that we could not start with 
P[a+b/a] {a:=a+b } P" stz (a), 
Simple Assignment 
Logic (T) 
Consequence (2,1) 
Routine Call (3,4) 
Weakening (5) 
Logic (T) 
Logic (T ) 
Consequence (7,6,8) 
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because the Routine call rule requires that, for x plus ab e, x may 
not occur freely in P unless it is a, and this is not necessarily 
the case. 
We now proceed to the program proper, and prove 
a = a' A a ~ 0 {E} a= a' 2 2 A a ~ 0 A x $ a A a < ( x+ l ) . 
The proof uses the following invariant P for the while-loop: 
Proof: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
P(a,x,y,z) a=a'Aa~O A 2 2 x $ a -A y = (x+ l) A z = 2x + 1. 
a=a'A a~O{x:=O} a=a'A a ~ OAx=O 
a=a•A a ~OAx=O{y} a=a'A a ~ OAx=O 
I\ ~i (y) 
a=a' A a ~O A x=O {z := l} a=a'A a~O Ax= 0 
A Z = 1 /\ stz (z) 
a=a• A a ~ O A x=OAz ~ 1 {y:=z} a=a' A a~O 
A X = Q /\ Z = 1 /\ y = 1 
a=a' A a~O A x=O {y:=z :=l} a=a' A a~O 
A X = Q /\ Z = 1 A y = 1 
a=a' A a~O {x :=O; y:= z :=l} a=a' A a~O 
A X = Q /\ Z = l /\ y = 1 
a=a' A a ~ O A x=O A z=l A y=l::) P(a,x,y,z) 
a=a' A a ~ O {x:.=O;y:=z:=D P(a,x,y,z) 
P(a,x,y,z) {y$a} P(a,x,y,z) A st (y$a) 
---r 
P(a,x,y,z) A y $ a {x plus ab 1} P(a,x-1,y,z) 
A y $ a 
P(a,x-1,y,z) A y $ a {y} P(a,x-1,y,z) A y $ a 
A stz(y) 
Simple Assignment, 
Consequence 
Variable 
Simple Assignment, 
Consequence 
Simple Assignment, 
Consequence 
Assignment (2,3,4) 
Composition (1,-5) 
Logic (T) 
Consequence (6,7) 
Primitive Express -
ion 
Plus ab, Consequence 
Variable 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 . 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
P(a,x-1,y,z) " y Sa {z plusab 2} P(a ,x-l, y ,z-2) 
/\ y S a " st ( z) 
-r 
P(a,x-1,y, z-2) /\ y S a {y plus ab z} 
P(a,x-l,y-z,z-2) /\ y-zSa 
P(a,x-i,y,z) " y S a { y pl4s ab (z plus ab 2)} 
P(a,x-l,y-z,z-2) /\ y-zSa 
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Plus ab, Conse-
quence 
Plus ab, Conse-
quence 
Binary Operator 
(11,12,13) 
P(a,x,y,z) /\ y S a {xplus ab l; -yplus ab(z plus ab 2)} Composition 
P(a,x-l ,y-z,z-2) /\ y - z S a 
P(a,x-l,y-z,z-2) /\ y- z s a => P(a,x,y,z) 
P(a,x,y,z) /\ y Sa {x plus ab l; y plus ab (z plus ab 2)} 
P(a,x,y,z) 
2 P(a,x,y,z) /\ , (ysa) => a=a' /\ a~O /\ x Sa 
" a < (x+l) 2 
P(a,x,y,z) {while ysa do x plusab l; 
(10,14) 
Logic (T) 
Consequence 
(15, 16) 
Logic (T) 
Loop (9,17,18) 
y plus ab (z plus ab 2) od} 
a = a' /\ a ~ 0 /\ x 2 s a /\ a < (x+ 1) 2 
2 2 
a=a' /\ a~O {E} a=a' /\ a ~ O /\ x Sa Aa<(x+l) Composition 
(8,19) 
Some lines of the above proof expand to several lines, because 
Consequence (and Logic) are employed as well as the main deduction. These 
can be avoided by two derived rules (with optional st-conjuncts): 
Forward Assignment: 
(Floyd 196 7) 
P {x : = e} '.1x' (P [x' /x] /\ x = e [x' /x] ) /\ st (x) 
Forward Plus ab : 
P{x plus ab e} 3:x' (P [x' /x] /\ x' = x - e [x' /x] ) /\ st (x) 
These rules have simple forms when x does not occur in e, the 
postconditions becoming P /\ x = e /\ st (x) and P [x - e/x] /\ st (x) 
respectively. 
--
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4.5.3 Example 3 
The third example concerns a program segment which uses 
conditional expressions to illustrate the use of the general form of 
L; documentation assertions. We prove the following claim: 
a> - 1 v y f. 0 {if(a plus ab l)> 0 then x else y fi := if y> 0 then y else -y fi} 
( a> 0 " x = I y I ) v ( a ~ 0 " y > 0) 
IYI denotes the absolute value of y. 
Proof: 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
a>-1 v y:/=O { (a plus ab 1) } (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) " st (a) 
-r 
a-1 > -1 v y:/=O {O} (a-1> -1 v y:/=O) "st (O) 
--r 
a-1 > -1 v y:/=O {a> O} (a-1 ~>-l v y:/=O) "st (a> 0) 
--'I' 
a> -1 v y:/=O { (a plus ab 1) > O} (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) 
" st (a >O) 
-r 
Forward Plus ab 
Primitive 
Expression 
Primitive 
Expression 
Binary Operator 
(1,2,3) 
5 . (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) A : a=:,_O {x} (a-1 >- l v y:/=O) A ~>0 " stz. (x) Variable 
6. (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) ",(a>O) {y} (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) 
" , (a> 0) " stz.(y) 
Variable 
7. a>-1 v yf.O {if(aplusab l)>O then x elseyfi} Conditional (4 
Consequence (5), 
(a-1 > -1 v yf.O) " a > 0 A stz. (x) 
8. 
v (a-1> -1 v y:/=O) A , (a > 0) " stz (y) 
(a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) "a> 0 {y> o} (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) 
" a > 0 " st (y >O) 
--r 
Consequence (6)) 
Primitive 
Expression 
9. (a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) " a> 0 A y > 0 {y} (a-1 > -1 v y f.O) Primitive 
10. 
" a > 0 " y >O" st (y) 
-r 
(a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) " a >O " -, (y>O) {-y} 
(a-1 > -1 v y:/=O) " a> 0 " , (y >O) " st (-y) 
-r 
Expression 
Primitive 
Expression 
-
11. 
. 12. 
-13 . . 
14. :+ 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
(a-1 > -1 v y/0) { if y>O then y else -y f i} 
(a-1 > -1 v y/0) " a>O " y>O " st (y) v 
--r 
(a-1 > -1 v y/0) "a>O " 1(y>O) " st (-y) 
---r 
(a-1 > -1 v y/0) " a>O " y>O " st (y) 
--r 
v (a-1 >-1 v y/0) " a>O ",(y>O) " st (-y) 
--r 
:::, a>O" st (lyl) 
-r 
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Conditional (8, 
Consequence (9), 
Consequence ( 10)). 
(a-1>-l v y/0) "a>O 
a>O " st ( I y I ) 
-r 
{if y> 0 then y else -y fi} Consequence ( 11, 
12) 
(a-1 >-l v y/0) ",(a>O) {if y>O then y else -y fi} · As for 8. :+ 13. 
a$0 " y =I o " st C Iy I) 
--r 
a> O{x:=lyl} a>O " x = lyl 
a$ 0 " y-=/- 0 {y:=Jyl} a$0 " y>O 
a>-1 v y =IO {if(a plus ab 1) > 0 then x else y fi := 
if y > 0 then y else -y fi} (a>O "x= I y I) 
v (a$0 "y>O) 
Forward Assign-
ment 
Primitive Assign-
ment, Conseq-
uence 
Assignment 
(7,13,19, 
Consequence (20), 
Consequence (21)) 
A word is due about the implicit use of Consequence in lines 
7., 11. and 22. of the proof. We treat Conditional; other rules are 
similar. Suppose we have subproofs of 
and 
Then we can conclude 
* * 
P{B}Q & st (q), 
--r 
..,_ 
Q &id(q){E 1}R~ 
- - * Q & not(q) {E 2 }R2 
provided R1 v R2 is an allowed assertion (i.e. 
* * R1 and R2 have the 
same forms). To see this, just note that the required premises follow 
* * * by Consequence since Ri :::, R1 v R2 , i = 1, 2. 
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4.6 11 AUTOMATIC 11 PROGRAM VERIFICATION 
It is reassuring to know (thanks to the Completeness Theorem) 
that we can prove any valid correctness claim . But this is to speak 
loosely. What we know is that there exists a proof of the desired 
claim; it is still necessary to find it. We might add parenthetically 
here that we are only too aware of a prior difficulty - that of knowing 
what correctness claim to make. But such considerations are beyond 
the scope of the present study. 
Well, then, how were the example proofs constructed? Can 
much of those (and any other) constructions be automated? What are the 
general principles involved? Classical program logics, that is, those 
relating to statement-oriented languages, do enable semi-automatic 
syntax-driven proofs of correctness. Two approaches have been used. 
The first is called "backward substitution", a good example of which is 
the Stanford system (Luckham 1977). The idea is that a desired 
postcondition is "pushed back" by the proof rules in a top-down 
fashion, to give "weakest" sufficient preconditions. The verification 
conditions, the purely logical lemmas on which the proof depends, are 
then obtained (by Consequence) from the corresponding documentation 
assertions. 
The other approach is called "forward accumulation", and 
is in some senses the dual of the backward approach. The idea here 
is to proceed from the given precondition in a bottom-up fashion, 
essentially symbolically executing the program. Here the verification 
conditions arise via Consequence when the generated "strongest" 
postconditions meet the given documentation assertions. (see (King 1975)). 
In the remainder of this chapter the above approaches are 
examined with respect to El . In each case , we firstly examine the 
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examples of §4.5, and then seek to find suitable rules for an automatic 
verification system. 
4.6.1 Backward Substitution vs. The Examples 
4.6.1.1 Example 1 
This example essentially uses backward substitution, with 
one notable hitch - the "trick" of starting with x = x' and using 
Weakening to satisfy the restrictions of Block. The Assignment rule 
is the one immediately applicable,but its "last" group of premises, 
is of little help, because although we know that we have is y, q. 
J 
no such knowledge of the r jk . 
The clue we need is furnished by d-Assignment (§4.4) - the 
can be chosen to be 
we get 
before {y : = 0 1} 
on renaming h 
before {h}: 
before {x : = y} 
before {h : = x} : 
on renaming h' 
At this stage, we have 
Proceeding backwards through this rule 
P (01 ,x/x,y] 
. 
' 
P[o1 ,x,h'/x,y,h], from Block; 
P (0
1
,x,h '/x,y ,h] A h = 0 1 , since 
we must have ~(01) ; 
P[o
1
/x] Ax= 0 1 , from Block. 
-
and 
P[o1 ,x/x,y] {y :=o1} P[y,x/x,y]. 
Finally, before {y} we get 
Now by Weakening (since o 1 was introduced), we get the "weakest" 
precondition 
giving rise to the verification condition 
Since this is a theorem the proof is complete. 
4.6.1.2 Example 2 
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In the first part of §4.5.2 we obtained a derived rule for 
the defined operator plus ab . The rule was ideally suited to back-
ward substitution. Such rules can be obtained from a derived version of 
Routine Call which allows variable parameters to be "given" initial 
values. The rule is (in its non-recursive form) 
* 
V = ;, /\ P{E}Q 
.J.. * - -P :) (P [x,e/;,c] /\ (Q" [~' ,~,~/;,c,;'] :) R [x' /x] )) 1 
- - * P1{r(x & e)}R 
where r has variable and constant formals v and c 
respectl·vely and body E no vari·able i·n ;, may appear 
' ' 
* 
anywhere other than in Q, and the provisos of 
Routine Call apply. 
This rule is modelled on the Euclid rule (Guttag. et. al. 
1978). The derivation goes as follows. 
1. -- v=v'" * P{E}Q 
2. P1 :) CP[x,e/v,cJ "cq*[x',e,x/v,c,v'J:) R*[x'/xJ )) 
3 . p 
1 
" x = ; , :) c x = v , " p [ x, e; v, cJ " 
* - - - - * - -(Q [x', e/v, c] :) R [x' /x] ) ) 
assumption 
assumption 
Logic (2) 
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- - - - * 4 . P 1 " x =v' { r ( x & e) } R Routine Call ( 1, 3) 
- - - - - * 5. 3: v' (P 1 " x = v') { r (x & e) } R Weakening (4) 
6. Pl :) :av' (Pl " x = v') Logic 
Consequence 
(6,5) 
As an alternative to obtaining a derived rule for plus ab, given 
a = a ' { a : = a +b } a = a ' + b " s t l (a) , 
the above derived routine call rule can be reapplied to each instance 
of plus ab in the proof. 
Now consider the program proper. There is no barrier to a 
mechanical proof by backward substitution, except possibly the Loop 
rule. If the given invariant for the d-Loop rule is 
-Q & st (q), 
---y 
there is no problem, because we can proceed as follows. Let R be 
the (current) postcondition. Generate the VCl : 
Q & not(q) :J R. 
Push Q & st (q) back through B to get the "weakest" precondition 
-r 
P, and generate the precondition P' corresponding to P and E1 . 
Then VC2 is 
-Q & id(q) => p' . 
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But suppose we are instead given P as invariant. Then we 
- -
can get P' as before, and take Q & st (q) 
---r 
to be 
P' I\ st (true) v R /\ st (false). 
---r ---r 
Check: Q & not(q) :::, R holds; 
To get the VC, push 
VC as 
Q & st (q) 
--=r 
back through B to get 
p :::, Q' • 
Q' ' giving 
It is not difficult to see that these two approaches are "equivalent", 
but it is nevertheless reassuring that, as with statement-oriented 
languages, only P is required. 
With either approach, there is no difficulty obtaining a proof 
of example 2 by backward substitution (given, of course, a loop 
invariant!) 
4.6.1.3 Example· 3 
This example presents the first real barrier to backward 
substitution. Fo~ we are dealing with an Assignment, and need to 
know the possible values "stacked" by the destination comp on en t before 
backward substitution can proceed. For this example, these are the 
variable names x and y. It is clear (hopefully) that for this 
language, the set of possible Z-values for this and similar situations 
can be automatically found . (But suppose arrays are included? We 
indicate in Appendix Chow they can be handled. More significant 
-
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aliasing would prove very difficult here (e.g. ref ref variables in 
ALGOL 68), but this problem is not limited to expression-oriented 
languages). 
So, given that the choices for q. 
J 
in the last group of premises 
for Assignment are x and y, we can proceed as follows. 
Case 1 : x . Proceeding backwards with the desired postcondition, we 
get 
before {x :=~1}: (a>O "01 = lyl) v (a$0 "y>O); 
Pushing this back through {if y>O then y else -y fi}: 
before {y} : 
before {-y} : 
before {y>O} : 
( (a>O A 0 1 = I y I) v (a$0 "y>O)) "01 = y, since we 
must have ~(01); 
( (a>O "0 = I y I) v (a$0 "y>O)) " (0 =y "y>O 1 1 
v 01= -y /\ ,(y>O)). 
This simplifies to 0 1 = I y I " (a$0 :) y>O), with s tz (x) implicit. 
Pushing this back through the destination gives 
before {x} : 
before {y} : 
before {a>O} : 
before {o} 
0
1 
= lyl "(a$0 :) y>O) ; 
false, since stz (x) is required. 
0 = ly I " (a$0 :) y>O) " a> 0, since st (true) 1 -r--
was implicit; 
0 = ly I "(a$0 :) y >O) " a >O, since- st (O) was 1 ~ 
implicit; 
before {a plus ab l}: 0 1 = ly I" (a+ 1$0 :) y >O) "a+ 1 > 0. 
This simplifies to 0 1 = IYI "a+ 1 > 0. 
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Case 2: y. The process here is similar. We present only the major 
steps. 
before {y :=o1} : (a>O Ax= ]CI_i_J) v(a~O Ao1>0). 
before {l. f y >O h 1 f. } ] ] t en y e se -y ~ : o 1 = y " 
/\ (a>O => x = J y]) , with s tz. (y) 
before {if (a plus ab 1) > 0 then x else y fi}: 
(a~O => y/0) 
implicit. 
o 1=1y]A(a+l~O =>y/0) /\ (a+l>O =>x=]yJ) /\ ,(a+l>O). 
This simplifies to o 1 = ]yl /\ (a+l ~ O) Ay 'f 0. 
After taking the disjunct of the respective preconditions, and Weakening 
with we get 
3:o 1 (o 1 = I y I A (a+ l>O v (a+ 1 ~ O /\ y/0))) . 
This is indeed implied by a> -1 v y 'f O, thus completing the proof. 
4.6.2 Backward Verification Rules 
We now give rules which essentially define the process of 
generating VCs by backward substitution. These rules are designed to 
find the weakest precondition corresponding to a given (desired) 
postcondition. The premises of the rules are set out in levels. The 
overall desired postcondition is "pushed back" through the last level, 
giving precon.ditLonswhich define the postconditions to be used at the 
last level. The precondition produced by the first level premise 
' defines the weakest precondition for the rule itself. VCs are 
generated when weakest preconditions "clash" with user-provided 
assertions at loops and at the start of the program. Such assertions P 
will be written 
assert P. 
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As discussed in §4.6.1.3, we need to know the set VARS(E) 
of all Z.-values possibly "stacked" by expressions E with kind(E) = L. 
VARS is defined by induction on the structure of E as follows. 
The definitions use an auxiliary function I. Suppose r is a defined 
routine with formal parameters v 1 , ... ,vn and body E'. Then 
I (r) = {ill$i$n and formalK(r,v.)=L and v.EVARS(E')}. 
l l 
Recursion in this definition can be handled by building a binary implication 
relation on pairs (i,r) (representing iEI(r)) and taking the transitive 
closure . 
VARS(v) = {v} 
= 
!VARS(E 1), if 1 E I(op), l ¢, otherwise. 
u 
VARS ( E l op E 2 ) = i E I (op) VARS ( E i) . 
VARS (El; E2 ) = VARS (E 2 ) • 
VARS(begin new v; D; E end) = VARS(E) - {vlv is in v}. 
= . IU( ) VARS (E.) . 
l E pr l 
We now list the rules for generating verification conditions 
by backward substitution. Variables o which are (temporarily) 
i 
-
introduced are chosen so as not to appear elsewhere. A list R 
appearing as a precondition denotes V R. (with false unders toad if j J ' 
the list is empty). 
VBl (Unary Operator) P{E 1}Q & ~(q) 
* Q. {op q ·. }R for all j 
J J 
* ~o P {op El } R 
-where if kind(op) K -+ K = then a = q = 01 and 1 
st is st , if Kl = R· a=¢ , q =· VARS (E ) and 
--r ' 1 
st is stz., if Kl = L. 
VB2 (Binary Operator) 
Q.{E2}R. & st2(r.) for all j 
J J - J 
* R.k{q. opr.k}S for all j,k 
J J J 
3:aP{E1 op E }S;', 2 
where if kind(op) = K 1 X K 2 -+ K then 
{°l' if Kl = R, q = VARS(E1), if Kl = L, 
{°2' if K2 = R, r. = VARS (E 2), J if K2 = L, 
k' if K. = R, is 
~' 
l 
st. if K. L, -i = 
l 
- {a. I K. R}. a = = 
l l 
VB3 (Primitive Expression) 
R{e}R 
R & eq(e)Cr) {e}R & st Cr) 
--r 
-
where R. is in R iff r. is v. 
l V l 
VB4 (Assignment) P{El}~ & gl (;) 
Q.{E2 }R. J J /\ str(o1) 
* R {v :=o }S j j 1 for all 
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VBS (Simple Assignment) 
I- R [e/v] {v := e}R 
(R" eq (v) (r)) [e/v] { V : = e} R & st (r) 
---r 
t- R [e/v]{v:=e} R & St-:7(r) 
V - ·& 
-
with R as above. 
V 
VB6 (Conditional) 
VB7 (Block) 
P{B} Q1 "~(true) v Q2 A ~(false) 
* Q.{E.}R i = 1,2 
l l 
* P{if B then E1 else E2 fi}R 
* - -P{E
1
} R [o/v] 
* ( V; P) [.;/o] {begin new v; D; E end}R 
VB8 (Iterated Composition) 
VB9 (If-then) 
VBlO (Loop) 
. 
. 
. 
p. {E.} p ·+1 
l l l 
. 
. 
. * 
P {E }R 
n n 
1,2, ... ,n-l 
P{B} Q " st (true) v R A st (false) 
~r ---r 
P{if B then El fi}R 
VC: p :::, p' 
P'{B} QA st (true) v RA st (false) 
~r --r 
P{assert P; while B do E 1 od}R 
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VBll (Parameters) 
Q. . {E ·+1} 
J1···J· l l ~ 
for all 
. 
Q. . {E }
0 Q. . /\st(q. . ) for all j 1 , ... ,jn-l J 1 · · · J n-1 n J 1 · · · J n-1 - J 1 · · · J n-1 
p 
s 
* Q. . {pr(q. ,q. , ... q. . )}R forall j 1 , ... ,jn J1·· ·Jn Ji Jl j 2 J1· ··Jn 
where 
* 
. . . ' E )}R 
n 
if pr has formals 
then = {
o., if formalK(pr,v.) = 
l l 
VARS(E.), otherwise. 
l 
R ' 
VB12 (Routine Call) 
---- *- - -- *- -P [ x 1, e / v , c] => ( Q [xi , e 1 / v , c] => R 1 [xi / x 1] ) , 
distinct variables and 
false, otherwise, 
- - - - * - - - - * - -
if x 1 is a list of 
* kind(Q ) ~ outK(r), 
P[x,e/v,c] => (Q [x',e/v,c] => R [x'/x]), if xis a list of 
* distinct variables and kind(Q ) ~ outK(r), 
false, otherwise. 
.J.. 
P {r (x & e) }R" 
s 
where r is a routine with variable and constant formals 
v and c respectively and body E, no variable 
* occurs *-free in P or Q , and 
the assumptions in the premise represent a schema 
as in the Routine Call rule in §2 .3. 7 . 
-
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VB13 (Verification Condition) 
vc: p :> Q 
P {assert P}Q 
4.6.3 Notes on the Backward Verification Rules 
The program logic DB defined by the collection of backward 
verification rules can be shown to be sound and complete by simply 
demonstrating that each rule in DB can be derived in D (Soundness) 
and vice-versa (Completeness). This is the method originally employed 
by Igarashi _ et.al. (1975). 
The rule VB12 for Routine Calls is presented in a form due to 
Morris (1971). Guttag et.al. (1978) note that this rule actually 
"generates" a weaker precondition than does their rule (since the form 
P =>(Q => R) is used instead of P /\ (Q => R))., but that Morris's rule can 
nevertheless be derived by a suitable choice of pre- · and post-conditions. 
The "premise" involving p 
s 
is intended to suggest that p 
s 
would 
* * be automa ticalJ_y obtained by eliminating st-formulae from P => (Q => R ) , 
and hence is not associated with a verification condition. We could 
have opted to use the other form of rule, at the cost of existentially 
quantifying p 
s 
* but not in R . 
with each variable occurring *-free in * p or Q 
plus ab 
An example may clarify these issues. Consider the routine 
* defined in example 2 ( § 4. 5. 2) . Suppose we chaos e Q of 
VB12 to be 
* Q: v = v' + c /\ stl(v) 
---
* By using VBS to pass Q back through 
E: V : = V + C 
we find that P is 
P: V + C = V' + C • 
* Now choose the pas tcondi tion R of the call x plus ab e to be 
* R : R /\ stz (x) . 
Then VB12 generates 
And now 
P - (v+c=v'+c) [x,e/v,c] => 
s 
(v=v'+c /\ stz(v)) [x' ,e/v,c] => (R /\ stz.Cx)) [x'/x] 
- x + e = v' + e :::> 
(x' =v' +e /\ stz.Cx') :::> R[x' /x] /\ stz.Cx')) 
- x = v' :::> (x' = v ' + e :::> R [x' / x] ) 
- x ' = x + e :::> R [ x ' / x] 
- R [x + e/x] 
* P {x plusab e}R 
s 
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is exactly the derived rule for plus ab that we obtained in §4.5.2! 
There are some differences between the transcripts of 
verification of our three examples by the DB rules, and those given 
in §4 .6.1. The most frequent are those relating to the introduction 
and (existential) elimination of a -variables. For instance, in 
example 3 (§4.6.1.3) the rule VB2 for Binary Operators requires the 
introduction of o' 1 and o' 2 
for the values of the operands of 
( a p 1 us ab 1) > 0 . 
Yet we "knew" these to be a and O respectively in §4.6.1.3. 
Fortunately , such proliferation of a-variables can be 
controlled. Consider the example at hand. We are pushing the 
assertion 
* s : 
back through 
= lyl A (a~O::) y>O) A st (true) 
-r 
( a pl us ab 1) > 0 . 
V 
Now VB2 firstly requires a move through {a' > a'} 1 2 
Ast (false) 
---r 
giying 
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R: a 1 = IYI A (a~O ::) y>O) "oi > a2 - true v ... "a1 > a2 - false. 
R "~(a;) is then pushed back through {O} to give 
Q: true V • • • AO' > a' -1 2 false) " a 2 = 0. 
But since a ' 2 plays no further part until its eventual elimination, the 
equality axioms permit immediate weakening of Q to 
Q: (o1 = IYI "(a~O::) y>O) "oi > 0 v ... 1',(o1>0)). 
So whenever an introduced variable a. occurs in an assertion of the 
l 
form P" a. = e, that assertion can (and should) be replaced with 
l 
Further implementation economies are possible. It frequently 
happens that several assertions need to be pushed back through the same 
expression. In such cases, a symbolic (at the metalanguage level) 
weakest precondition can be computed and the appropriate instantiations 
made in turn. Consider example 3 again. The two assertions 
both have to be pushed back through 
{if y>O then y else -y fi} . 
But the symbolic precondition for an arbitrary postcondition 
* R: RA ~(a1) as given by VB6 is 
RA a1 = y A y>O v a1 = -y A ,(y>O). 
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Consideration of this fact suggests that some gains in the efficiency 
of verification are much more readily available in an expression-oriented 
context than in a statement-oriented context. This runs counter to the 
accepted view. 
4.6.4 Fon,.1ard Accumulation vs. The Examples 
4.6.4.1 Example 1 
This example presents a problem to the forward accumulation 
approach. We start with 
P{y}P Ag_z(y), 
and must then obtain a postcondition Q & st (q) 
-r 
from the Block rule. 
So P[h'/h] is used as the precondition of 
{h : = x; X : = y; h}. 
Using the Forward Assignment axiom ( §4 .5.2), we obtain the postcondition 
3:x '(P[h'/h] [x'/x] A h=x' A x=y)/\ st (h). 
---r 
The Block rule requires a postcondition with no *-free 
occurrence of h, but the appearance of h in st (h) 
--r 
prevents 
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an application of Weakening. One way to proceed (informally) is to 
introduce a Skolem constant (function) h for h, 
s 
giving the post-
condition 
3:x' (P [h' /h] [x' / x] /\ h = x' /\ x = y) /\ st (h ) • 
s --r s 
Now the Block rule is applicable, giving 
3:x ' (P [x' /x] /\ h = x' /\ x = y) /\ st (h ) , 
s ----r s 
which after the assignment {y : = h } 
s 
becomes 
* Q : 3:y ' ax' (P [x _' /x] [y' /y] " h = x' /\ x = y' " y = h ) "st.., (y). 
s s ~& 
Thus the verification condition is 
* Q :) P[y,x/x,y] 
which is a theorem for each choice of P. 
The introduction of h
8 
can be justified by an appeal to 
lemma one of the completeness proof (§3.7), as it corresponds to the 
introduction of a conjunct h _ = h' (x y) 
s s ' 
into the precondition P. 
~~en this is eliminated by Weakening at the outermost level, the 
* 3:h Q which still implies P[y,x/x,y] . 
s 
postcondition becomes So 
in the process of generating verification conditions by forward 
accumulation, such introduced constants can be "carried along" ·until 
they are no longer needed. 
There is another way to view h 
s 
as an auxiliary variable. 
This is a variable which appears in a program segment only in assign-
ments to itself (or, more generally, in assignments x := e where x 
belongs to a set of auxiliary variables). This device was invented 
I 
I 
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by Clint (1973) to help in correctness proofs (of coroutines) via the 
following rule. 
P{E' }Q * 
P{E}Q * 
where E' is E augmented by assignments to auxiliary 
variables, provided no auxiliary variable occurs *-free 
* in P or Q . 
Here h is the auxiliary variable a·nd E' is 
s 
y:=(newh;h:=x;x:=y;h :=h;h). 
s 
This enables us to prove the desired assertion by using h 
s 
as the 
result stacked by the block. 
4.6.4.2 Example 2 
The proof of ( the main program of) example· 2 was informally 
found by a process of forward accumulation. In §4.5.2 it was remarked 
that many applications of Consequence were needed because the axiom 
for the operator plusab was designed for backward substitution rather 
than forward accumulation. To obtain a more suitable formulation, we 
can use the following general rule. 
V = V1 /\ * P{E}Q 
* - - - - - - - - * 3:x' (R[x' /~] /\ (P [x' ,e [x' /~] /~,~] ::, Q [x' ,x,e [x' /x] /v' ,v,c] )) ::, Q1 
R{r(x & e)}Q: 
where r has variable and constant formals v and 
c respectively, and body E, variables in v' may only 
* appear in Q (but not in its st-formulas), and the 
provisos of Routine Call apply. 
This rule can be derived from the rule VB12 of §4 .6.2. 
Let us apply the rule to our operator plus ab. Here v 
* 
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is a, C is b' E is a : =a+ b' p is true' Q is a = a' + b /\ s tz (a) 
and R is P. We get 
* 
* P{x plus ab e}Q1 
where Q1 - ax'(P[x'/x] /\(true:) x=x'+e[x'/x] /\ stz(x))) 
ax' (P [x' /x] /\ x' = X - e [x' /x]) /\ stz (x) 
We have thus obtained the Forward Plus ab axiom schema which can be 
used in proving_ - example 2. 
The loop is handled most easily if P is given as the 
invariant. Then, using the d-Loop rule, we proceed from the generated 
postcondition P' as follows. Firstly, form the verification condition 
P' :) p. Then pass p through {B} -to get Q & ~(q). This enables 
- -Q &id(q)_ toheused with {El}, giving the postcondition R, say. Then 
R:) P is another verification condition. Finally, the postcondition 
of the loop is just Qc/not(q). I~, on the other hand, Q & st(q) is 
given as the invariant, we must go to a little more trouble, essentially 
by using P v R as the initial precondition. In either case example 2 
proceeds smoothly. 
4.6.4.3 Example 3 
This example presents no difficulty to the forward 
accumulation approach. There is no need to use the VARS function, 
because Z-values potentially returned by an expression are accumulated 
naturally in the process of forward accumulation. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.L 
4.6.5 Forward Verification Rules 
The following rules define the process of generating 
verification conditions by forward accumulation. They are designed 
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to produce the strongest postcondition corresponding to a (desired) 
precondition. The premises of the rules are set out in levels as for 
the backward rules. Unlike the latter, however, there is no need for 
the auxiliary function VARS. This suggests that forward accumulation 
is the more natural verification process for expression languages which 
allow Z-values to be manipulated, and that programs involving such 
manipulations are understood most readily by a mental act of symbolic 
execution. 
Several of the rules which follow generate postconditionswhich 
may not strictly be in one of the allowable forms. There are two ways 
in which this can happen. One way (as in VFl) is when a postcondition 
is existentially quantified with some temporary variables~ The 
problem here is that such variables might appear in a st-formula; 
the solution is to use the. eq~ali ty axioms to replace these instances 
where possible, and failing that to introduce Skolem constants for 
replacement. The other way in which illegal postconditions can occur 
is when a number of postconditions appear as disjuncts (as in VF6). 
The problem with this is that the disjuncts might themselves have 
different forms; the solution is to choose the weakest form and use 
coercion if necessary to put all disjuncts in this form. This 
solution can be implemented by using the type and kind properties 
to "drive" the verification process at the level of VF3. Improper 
postconditions occurring in the rules are to be understood as standing 
for their legal transformed forms. 
VFl (Unary Operator) 
where if 
(J = 
-(J = 
P{E1}Q & ~(q) 
* Q ~ {op q ~ }R. for all j 
J J J 
P{op El} aov R~ j J 
kind(op) = Kl -+ K then 
q' = (J and Q' = Q & ~(al) (q) 1 1 1 
q' Q~ ¢, = q and = Q. if Kl J J 
VF2 (Binary Operator) 
P{E1 }Q & ~(q) 
Q~{E2}R. & st (r.) for all j 
J J --r J 
* R~k{q~ op r~k}S.k for all j,k 
J J J J 
where if kind(op) = K x K -+ K 1 2 then 
q ' Q' - & !:-9..(0l) (q) = (J 1 and = Q if 1 1 
q~ = q, and Q~ = Q. if Kl = L ' J J J J 
r~ = (J2 and R~ = R. & eq (a2) (r .) if J J J - J 
if Kl 
= L . 
Kl = R 
K2 = R 
' = rjk and Rjk = Rjk if K2 = L and rjk 
' 
0 = {o .1 K. = R} 
l l 
VF3 (Primitive Expression) 
P{v}P /\ stz (v)' if V is an Z-value, 
P{e}P "st· (e), if e is an r-value, 
-r 
P{e}P, otherwise. 
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= R, 
else 
else 
VF4 (Assignment) P{El }Q & ~l (q) 
Q. {E2} R. & st (r.) for all j 
J J ----r J 
R . & ~ca 1) c r . ) { q . : = a1 } s ~ J J J J 
~VFS (Simple Assignment) 
P{v := ·e}3:v' (P [v' /v] /\ v = e [v' /v]) /\ Q 
st 
where Qst is 
VF6 (Conditional) 
VF7 (Block) 
s tz (v)' if V := e 
st (v), if V := e 
--r 
true, otherwise. 
P{B}Q & st (q) 
---r 
- - * Q & id(q){E1}R1 
- - * Q & not(q) {E
2
}R
2 
is an 
is an 
VF8 (Iterated Composition) 
VF9 (If-then) 
. 
. 
P . {E .} P . +1 } . l .i l l = 
: * . 
P {E } R 
n n 
1,2, ... ,n-l 
P{B}Q & st (q) 
-r 
Q & id(q) {E 1} R 
P{if B then El fi} R v Q & not(q) 
l-value, 
r-value, 
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VFlO (Loop) VC: P' _::) p 
P{B}Q &·st (q) 
---r 
Q & id (q)° {El} R 
VC: R => p 
P ' {assert P; while B do E
1 
od }Q & not (q) 
VFll (Parameters) 
. 
Q ~ . {E }Q. . & st (q. . ) 
J1···Jn-l n J1···Jn-l - J1···Jn-l 
- * Q~ . {pr(q~ , ... ,q~ . )}R. . 
J1···Jn J1 J1 ··· Jn J1·· · Jn 
where if pr has formals 
= 0 . 
l 
and 
for all .. j 1, ... , j . n 
then 
(q. . ) if formalK(pr, v.) = R else 
J1·· · Ji-l i 
and 
o = {a. lformalK(pr,v.) = R} . 
l l 
VF12 (Routine Call) 
.J. 
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- ixiCR1 [xi;~11 "CP[~i,e1 [~i;~111v,cl => Q" [~1 ,e1 [xi!x111v,cl)), 
Rl{r(Xl&el)}Q;] I- P{E}Q* 
Q* = ix ' .(R[x' /x] /\ (P [x' ,~·[x' /x] /v,~] => Q* [x,~[x' / x] /v,~] )) 
s 
R{ r(;~ & ~) }Q* 
s 
4.6.6 
where r is a routine with variable and constant formals 
v and c respectively and body E, no variable 
in x (or i 1 ) occurs *-free in P or Q*, 
R (and R1) must imply false if x is not a list 
of distinct variables and the assumptions in ' the 
premise represent a schema as in the Routine Call 
rule in §2.3 .7. 
VF13 (Verification Condition) 
vc: p ::> Q 
P{assert Q}Q 
Notes on the ForvJard Verification Rules 
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Most of the observations in §4.6.3 relating to the soundness, 
completeness and efficiency of the logic DB of backward verification 
rules carry over to the logic DF of forward verification rules. So 
we confine our notes to the rule VF12 - ·forward Routine Call. 
Consider VF12 applied to the situation in example 2 (§4.5.2). 
If P is chosen to be 
P: v = v' 
* then the Simple Assignment rule VFS gives P {v : = v + c}Q where 
* Q: 3:v"(v"=v' "v = v"+c) "stz. (v) 
- v = v'+c /\ stz.(v) 
Now applying VF12 to the call x plus ab e with R as our precondition 
we obtain the postcondition 
:ax' (R[x' /x] A (v = v' [x' ,e Lx' /x] /v 1 c] ::, 
(v=v' +c A stz(v)) [x,e[x'/x] /v,c] )) 
:3:x'(R[x'/x] A (x' =v'::, x=v' +e[x'/x] A st z (x)) 
:3:x'(R[x ' /x] Ax'= x-e[x'/x]) A stz_(x). 
This corresponds to the Forward Plus ab axiom schema. Compare the 
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derivation with that in §4.6.4.2, where we used a version of the rule 
VF12 which gave symbolic initial values to variable parameters. It can 
be seen that VF12 has no need for this device whatever, as it automatically 
handles this special situation in its normal course of duty. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RELATED AXIOMATIZATIONS 
5. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter we compare and contrast our axiomatizations 
of (the semantics of) El with axiomatizations given in the literature 
for related languages or language features. We commence with a 
discussion of the relationship between the rules of D and corresponding 
rules from the program logics of statement-oriented languages. The 
discussion is in two parts. The first is concerned with similarities, 
and shows that many special proof rules for various statement forms can 
be derived from the rules of D. The many-to-one nature of this 
relationship evidences the conceptual economy of El . The remainder 
of the discussion focuses on the major dissimilarity: that between the 
different treatments of "functions" in the (program logics of the) two 
kinds of language. 
The remainder of the chapter deals with axiomatizations of 
language features which are more closely related to our treatment of 
expression-language features. We firstly survey the small body of work 
dealing with "side-effects", since the axiomatic techniques required are 
much the same as those needed for expression-languages. Finally, we 
examine in some detail the method used by Schwartz in his independent 
axiomatic work on expression-languages. 
5.2 
to El· 
' 
DERIVED RULES FOR SPECIAL STATEMENTS 
Consider the statement-oriented language Al "corresponding" 
it is obtained from El~ roughly speaking, b y r e stricting 
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expressions of EZ which must return values to be primitive 
expressions i.e. terms or quantifier-free formulae of L1 . Let S 
(possibly subscripted) denote a statement or statement-sequence of this 
language. 
Now a multiple assignment (as in ALGOL 60) xi:= x 2 := 
:- x - := e may be deemed a useful feature in AZ., necessitating a 
n 
new proof rule. But by using only the Assignment rule, the Simple 
Assignment axiom, and Consequence, we can show in D that 
J- · p ce/xl {X ·-x ·- ·-x ·-e} P 1 ·- 2·-· · · .- n·-
for any P, where e is e,e, ... ,e, n times. Similarly, if ALGOL 
60 style conditional expressions are to be incorporated in AZ., extra 
logical machinery has to be provided to give t~em meaning. But in D 
the Conditional rule handles such expressions, as well as ALGOL 60's 
conditional statements and all the constructions "in between" these 
extremes. 
D's Loop rule is surprisingly powerful, due to the 
expressive power of the loop in an expression language setting. Proof 
rules for a number of loop forms proposed for statement-oriented 
languages can be derived, in view of the following equivalences: 
(i) The Pascal repeat-loop, 
repeat S until b 
is expressible in EZ as 
while ( S; -, b) do nothing od, 
where "nothing" is a null statement such as ALGOL 68's 
"skip". 
(ii) The "n + ~" loop (Knuth 1974), 
loop s1 while b do s2 repeat 
exists in El as 
As an example, we derive the following proof rule for 
this loop: 
P{loop s1 while b do s2 repeat}Q ",b 
1 . (a) P{S 1}Q 
(b) Q /\ b{S 2 }P 
2 . Q{b}Q /\ st (b) 
-r 
assumptions 
Primitive Expression 
(itself a derived rule) · 
Composition on l(a) and 2. 
4. P{while(S 1 ;b)do s2 od}Q/\..,b Loop on 3 and l(b). 
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Even more complex loop forms, such as the non value-returning form of 
the "while-until" loop proposed by Wise, Friedman, Shapiro and Wand 
(1975) can be expressed without code-duplication in El: 
(iii) 
is equivalent to 
whd.le (S 1 ; if b 1 then s2 ; ,b2 
else false fi) 
do s3 od. 
Consequently, a proof rule can be derived for this loop . As a final 
indication of the power of the loop (rule) of El~ we note that the 
natural expression-language generalisations of the above statement-
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language loop forms still obey the above equivalences. 
Our rules for Routine Call are of general interest to the 
enterprise of constructing Hoare-style logics. The Routine Call rule 
in D is a simpler version of the Euclid rule (Guttag et. al. 1978). 
In §4.6.1.2 we showed that the full Euclid rule (i.e. that which 
proyides for initial values of variable parameters) is really a 
combination of the simpler rule and the rule of Weakening. The 
discussion in §4.6.4 . 1 also sheds further light on the latter rule by 
relating it to the rule for elimination of auxiliary variables. The 
analog of the Euclid rule for forward accumulation presented in 
§4.6.4.2 is of particular interest; we know of no similar rule in the 
literature. 
5.3 ON PROOF RULES FOR FUNCTIONS 
It is interesting to compare the treatment of functions in 
program logics of statement-oriented languages with that implicit in 
our treatment of routines in D[El]. This comparison brings to light 
some crucial differences between the two styles of programming language 
and their axiomatizations. 
Functions have received very little attention from Hoare-
style axiomatizers. They are completely absent in the languages used 
in the major studies of consistency and completeness - we refer to those 
of Cook (1978), Donahue (1976) (who includes them in his sublanguage 
of Pascal, but not in his program logic) and Apt (1978). Also Apt and 
de Bakker (1977) point out that the absence of "function designators 
in expressions" is a "major omission" in their treatment of Pascal 
procedures; they made the omission because of "expected complications 
in the proof theory" otherwise. Also, the major efforts in automatic 
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program verification have (to the author's knowledge) not provided a 
single, unified proof rule for functions. Igarashi, London and 
Luckham (1975) add functions to their Pascal subset after their proof-
theoretic manipulations have been completed, and provide a number of 
special rules for their treatment. We know of no proofs of consistency 
(or completeness) for program logics of statement-oriented languages 
incorporating functions. Yet all the computational and expressive power 
of functions is available in El's routines, which have a simple 
axiomatic treatment in D with guarantees of consistency and complete-
ness. 
Perhaps the major reason for this discrepancy is the fact that 
the standard axiomatic study of functions, that of Clint and Hoare (1972), 
contains what the authors themselves describe as "a serious danger" 
(Ashcroft, Clint & Hoare 1976). Consider a function 
f(x) function S 
where the body S computes a value and assigns it to the identifier 
f. The proof rule is 
P{S}Q 
Vx(P ~ Q[f(x)/f] ). 
But with S chosen as 
begin f ·- O· 
' 
while true do null end , 
for which we can prove 
true {S} false A f = 0, 
the rule licenses the deduction of 
vx(true ~ false A f(x) = O) 
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which is the negation of a tautology! 
It is suggested that the problem can be avoided by a ploy 
involving an "unconventional interpretation for functional notation", 
but this would seem to defeat the enterprise at hand. Ashcroft et.al. 
(1976) in any case concluded that partial correctness program logics 
can :not treat functions successfully. But consider the import of this 
assessment - it would seem to suggest that functions (as found in Pascal) 
are not "intellectually manageable". This conclusion, of course, is 
not drawn, for it is counter to our intuitions (and is at variance with 
the design philosophy of Pascal). The point here is that an unsatis-
factory axiomatization of a language feature does not and cannot 
demonstrate that that feature is not "intellectually manageable", 
because a better axiomatization might be found. Hoare and Wirth (1973) 
realized this: 
The authors are not wholly satisfied with the axioms 
presented for ... procedures and functions. This may 
be due either to inadequacy of the axiomatization or 
to genuine logical complexity of these features of the 
language. 
The point is nicely illustrated by Musser's discovery (reported by 
London et.al (1978)) of a way to fix the above function rule. The 
idea is to require an additional premise which guarantees that the 
conclusion of the rule will not be inconsistent. The premise is 
3:f (P ::) Q) . 
We do not know, however, of a consistency proof for a program logic 
incorporating the resulting rule. 
A further point emerges in comparing proof rules for functions 
in the two styles of language. This is that all the rules for functions 
in statement-oriented languages require that functions have only 
constant parameters. Thus, in Pascal, functions are only partially 
axiomatized, because var parameters of functions are legal -
presumably because they are sometimes useful. Euclid, on the other 
hand, does not allow var parameters for functions. El routines, of 
course, may both deliver values (i.e. act as functions) and take var 
parameters (and thereby change the state by assigning to them). The 
proof rules, moreover, completely deal with all possibilities. 
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The inadequacies outlined above in Hoare-style treatments 
of functions in statement-oriented languages have (in our view) a 
common, underlying cause. This is the attempt to treat functions not 
in the program logic proper, but rather in the subsidiary theory for 
the assertion language. Functions qua routines in D[El] avoid this 
problem altogether, since they are treated as just another kind of 
expression subject to input/output partial correctness assertions. 
The counterexample above illustrates this. In D., we can show 
t- true {(while true do null od; O)} false A st (O) , 
--r 
which via the Routine Call rule leads to 
}- _ true {f(x)} false A st (O). 
-r 
But this is clearly valid under the standard interpretation of program 
assertions . Moreover, it embodies useful information, in that it 
asserts (when interpreted at the metatheoretic level) that f(x) 
always fails to terminate. Such formal demonstrations of non-termination 
of function calls are not possible in the usual treatments of statement-
oriented languages. 
It would appear that improved alternative treatments of 
functions in (the program logics of) statement-oriented languages would 
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have major repercussions, because the relegation of functions to the 
theory of the assertion language is essential to the standard Hoare-
style axiomatization. This is because functions can appear in 
expressions , which by a well-known "pun" are regarded as being in b-oth 
the programming language and the assertion language. Thus for instance, 
the assignment axiom, 
.,_ ·. P [ e/x] {x: =e}P 
requires that facts be available in the underlying theory about 
expressions e containing function applications. We know of no a 
priorijustification for this, save perhaps an appeal to the 
desirability of "abstraction". But this would be confusing levels -
a procedure at programming language level (that addressed by program 
logics) may implement a function at an abstract level (this is conceded 
by Hoare (1972b)). 
There have been some suggestions in the literature of how 
to overcome these problems. They have appeared unde·r the guise of 
handling "side-effects" in expressions. We now proceed to show the 
close relationship between these proposals and our logic D[El]. 
5.4 PROPOSALS FOR TREATING 11 SIDE-EFFECTS 11 
5.4 . 1 Floyd's Proposal 
In his seminal paper "Assigning Meanings to Programs", 
Floyd (1967) proposed a method of treating side effects as part of the 
task of formalizing Algol 60's procedure statements (including 
"functions"). He illustrated the method by treating the following 
example E of an assignment statement allowing embedded assignments 
as sub-expressions: 
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a:= c + (c := c+l) + c . 
Subexpressions (as in El) were to be evaluated from left to right. 
Because of the need to save the value of the leftmost c 
before executing the embedded assignment, Floyd "reluctantly" 
postulated a processor with a pushdown stack S. The method was then 
to firstly recursively translate the extended assignment statement into 
a sequence of ordinary assignments involving the stack S. The 
resulting program was then treated in the usual way. 
Even after the initial translation, the proof of 
P{E} ]a'(a=3c-l A P[a',c-1/a,c]) 
by this method is long and involves complicated documentation 
assertions. The proof below using our rules for El is much simpler. 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
P{a}P A st:l.(a) 
A C = C 
0 
p AC= C {(c:=c+l)} 
0 
P [c-1/ c] A c - 1 = c0 A st (c) -r 
P[c-1/c] Ac 
P [c-1/ c] A C - 1 = c A st (2c-1) 0 -r 
PA c = c {c+(c:=c+l)} 
0 
P[c-1/c] Ac - 1 = co A ~(2c-l) 
P{c+(c:=c+l)} P [c-1/c;] A ..§.!r(2c-l) 
P [c-1/c] {c} P [c-1/c] A st (c) 
-r 
P[c-l/c]{2c-l + c} 
P[c-1/ci A st (3c-l) 
-r 
Variable. 
Constant, Consequence. 
Simple Assignment, 
Consequence, Block. 
Primitive Expression, 
Consequence. 
Binary Operator (2,3,4). 
Weakening . [cc) .{5). 
Constant. 
Primitive Expression, 
Consequence. 
1, 
I 
II 
11 
I 
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9. P{c+(c:=c+l)+c} P[c-1/ci Ast (3c-l) Binary Operator (6,7,8). 
---r 
10. P[c-1/c] {a:=3c-l} ~a' (a=3c-l A Forward Assignment. 
P [a' ,c-1/a,c]) 
11. P{a:=c+(c:=c+l)+c} 
:3:a'(a=3c-l A P[a',c-1/a,c]) 
Assignment (1,9,10). 
It can be seen by comparing the above proof with that given 
by Floyd that D achieves the effect of a pushdown processor with a 
minimal technical apparatus. 
5.4.2 Side Effects v,a a Special Variable 
We know of two other treatments in the literature of side 
effects in statement-oriented languages. The first was due to 
Cunningham and Gilford (1976). Their proposal was for a notational 
extension to Hoare's method, to help axiomatize the semantics of the 
programming language CORAL 66 (Woodward, Wetherall & Gorman 1973), in 
which side effects in expression evaluation are well ·defined. A 
special symbol ¢ was introduced, and the assertion 
P{e}Q(¢) 
interpreted to mean ''if P holds before execution of e, then Q(¢) 
holds if and when e terminates, where ¢ denotes the value of II e . 
In all the examples of the extended notation in action, Q(¢) had the 
form 
Q' /\ ¢ = e' 
' 
which directly corresponds with our 
Q' I\ st (e'). 
-r 
The precise logical status of the symbol ¢ is unclear, because no 
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formalisation of the new notation was given. 
The other treatment of side effects is due to Kowaltowski 
(1977). He also employs a special symbol, o, calling it a 
"distinguished variable". In a correctness assertion for an expression, 
occurrences of o in the postcondition denote the value of that 
expression. Concise axioms and rules are obtained by regarding 
expressions as implicit assignments to o. Thus, for example, the 
axiom for constants is 
Constants: P [c/a] {c}P 
which can be "derived" from the usual assignment rule applied to 
O:= c. The other rules given by Kowaltowski are as follows: 
Variables: 
Unary Operators: 
Binary Operators: 
P[ x/o] {x}P 
P{E} Q [opo/o] 
P{opE}Q 
P{E 1} Q [O/T] 
Q{E2} R [Top0/o] 
where T does not occur elsewhere. 
Assignment Statements: P {E} Q[o/x] 
Conditional 
Statements: 
Iterative 
Statements: 
P{x:=E} Q 
P{B} Q [0/T] 
QA T = true {E1}R 
QA T = false {E2}R 
P{if B then E1 else E2}R 
P{B} Q [o/T] 
QA T = true {S}P 
P{while B do S} QA T = false 
Ii 
,, 
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Since these rules are designed to enable proof construction 
by backward substitution, we will compare them with the corresponding 
rules for El given in §4.6.2. Since Z-values are not allowed, our 
use of the technical device VARS reduces to the trivial case that 
VARS(v) = {v}. It is helpful to start with an example; we consider 
part of Floyd's example, the e~pression being 
c + (c:=c+l). 
Using Kowaltowski's rules, we prove 
P{c+(c:=c+l)} P [c-1/c] /\a= 2c - 1, 
where a does not occur in P. We start by using the Binary 
Operators rule with 
R -p[c-l/c]Ao=2c-l. 
1 
So R
1 
[T+o/o] = P[c-1/c] /\ T +a= 2~ - 1. (The subscripts distinguish 
different rule applications). To find Q1 , we push this back through 
(c:=c+l) using the Assignment rule. So, for Assignment, 
Q
2 
- R
1 
[T+o/o] 
Q
2
[a/c] - P[o-1/c] "T +a= 2a - 1 - P[o-1/c] AT= a - 1. 
Using the obvious derived rule for Primitive Expressions, we push this 
back through c + 1 to give 
P
2 
- Q
2 
[o/c] [c+l/o] - P [c+l-1/c] /\ T = c + 1 - 1 - P /\ T = c. 
Hence 
So 
Finally, pushing this back through c, using the Constants rule, gives 
pl - Ql[O/T] [c/o] - p /\ C = C - P. 
The corresponding theorem in D is 
P{c+(c:=c+l)} P [c-1/c] /\ st (2c-l). 
-r 
We prove this by backward substitution as follows: We use VB2 with 
Using VB3 for 
We now use VB4 
give 
o 1 + o2 ' 
P [c-1/c] /\ st (2c-1). 
~ 
R1 = P [c-1/ c] A 0 + 02 = 2c - 1. 1 
to pass Rl /\ ~ (02) back through (c:=c+l) to 
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Q 
1 
- P [ c+ 1-1 / c] /\ o 
1 
+ o 2 = 2 ( c+ 1) -1 /\ o 2 = c + 1 = P /\ o1 = c /\ o 2 = c + 1. 
Finally, we use VB3 to pass Q1 /\ str(o1) back through c 
to give 
which when existentially quantified with 
:3:oP l - P . 
o 
1 
and o 2 gives 
Clearly, these transcripts are very similar. The major 
difference is that the effect of the substitutions [c/o1] and 
[c+l/o
2
] is obtained in the last step in the second transcript, whereas 
the substitution corresponding to the second of these in the first 
transcript, namely [c+l/o], is done earlier. But can (always) 
be eliminated at the same stage, because it plays no part in the first 
premise of VB2 (see §4.6.3). Thus in a reasonable implementation of 
the VB rules, the transcripts would be quite similar, with the 
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second being slightly more efficient since 
[c+l/o} 
is better than 
[ale] [c+l/o] . 
Kowaltowski's rules can be regarded as specializations of 
(some of) our backward verification rules VBi (in §4.6.2) for the 
case when expressions can return r-values only. Other similarities 
should be apparent also - we deliberately choose the symbols a and 
T. involved in the translation S in §3 to highlight them. Thus 
l 
S[E] corresponds to the implicit translation of E involved in 
Kowaltowski' s intuitive use of a and T as "the two top most 
positions of the stack" to justify his rules. Hence S[E*F] is 
S [E] ; Tl : - o; S [F] ; T 2 : = a; a : = T l * T z 
whereas Kowaltowski gives 
a:- E; T :- a; a:- F; a:- T * a. 
It is easy to modify S to make the correspondance exact. (Note that 
at the lowest level, S [e] is just o := e). 
Two of the rules in VB are simpler than Kowaltowski 's 
counterparts. These are the rules for Conditional and Iterative 
expressions. Consider Kowaltowski's rule for Conditional Statements. 
It contains a substitution involving T whereas our rule does not 
need a corresponding operation. Now a direct translation 
of our rule would yield 
P{B}Q 
Q " a = true {E 1}R 
Q " a = false {E2 }R 
in ·Kowaltowski's system. Similarly, our Loop rule would become 
P{B}Q 
QAcr = true{S}P 
P{while B do S} Q " cr = false 
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Although it is not clear the these rules are invalid, they certainly 
would be expected to cause technical difficulties, because they don't 
reflect the intended interpretation - cr should not appear in pre-
conditions, and the occurrence of a= false in the postcondition of 
the conclusion of the iterative rule above is very misleading. In the 
next section we see how a similar use of special variables has very 
unfortunate consequences. 
5.5 SCHWARTZ'S AXIOMATIZATION OF ALGOL 68 
In this section we examine the only work (other than the 
author 1s) concerned with Hoare-style semantics for expression-oriented 
languages that has appeared in the literature. We refer to the work of 
Schwartz (1977,1978,1979). This was done independently and (roughly) at 
the same time (the respective first expositions appeared in the liter-
ature in 1977; both have been superseded by more detailed Ph.D. theses; 
the authors learnt of each other's work at a fairly late stage in their 
respective developments; there has been minimal cross-fertilization due 
to the different emphases). 
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Schwartz's dominating interest has been in giving a formal 
axiomatic definition of the semantics of ALGOL 68, in the style of 
Hoare and Wirth's work on Pascal. ALGOL 68 is, of course, a very 
complex and sophisticated programming language, so Schwartz has 
concentrated on finding/designing sufficiently powerful descriptive 
techn~ques at the assertion/documentation language level. Nevertheless, 
attention is given (as it must be) to the formal logic(s) operating 
at both the documentation language and programming language levels. 
We now proceed to examine Schwartz's proposals in these areas, 
relating them to our logic D. 
Sentences in Schwartz's basic program logic are partial 
correctness assertions 
R_{E}_g_ 
where E is an expression, and P and _g_ are assertions in a first-
order proof theory. This underlying theory deals with normal program 
variables , plus an infinite indexed set of special variables, 1N. An 
element 1 of 1 occurring in a documentation assertion denotes the i ~ 
value yielded by evaluation of the i-th expression in the program 
under consideration. The "expression" in R_{E}_g_ is actually an 
abstract syntax representation of a (genuine) program expression. Thus 
E itself is a linear representation of an abstract syntax tree, which 
can be regarded as implicitly "tagged" with variables of ~' with 
indices assigned in leftmost bottom-up order~ 
An example taken from (Schwartz 1978) should help clarify 
matters. Consider the program expression 
begin 
d := 0 · 
' 
x := if (d:=d+l) = 4 then 7 else 16 fi 
end. 
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This is represented in assertions by 
compose(assign(d,O), assign(x, if-then-else 
(equal(assign(d, add(d,1)),4),7,16))). 
The corresponding abstract syntax tree with explicit tags is 
assign 
X if-then-else 
/ \~~ 
equal 7 16 /16 ~ l7 ls 
assign 4 
d 
~ ls 
add 
Notice that the basic logic does not handle expressions returning 
Z-values, so that the variables on the left of assignments are not 
regarded as expressions. 
Before giving axioms and rules for a simple language 
fragment (basically El with no routines or Z-values), Schwartz 
' introduces the "expression" 
to signify collateral (i.e. parallel) evaluation of (the expressions 
corresponding to) E
1 
and E2 . Premises relating to such expressions 
are used to handle collaterali ty as found in ALGOL 68 . The details of 
proving such premises are very numerous. We now list some axioms and 
rules given by Schwartz. For ease of description, the1-variable 
corresponding to E in Q (or P) in 
f{E}Q 
is written as 1. If E. is a sub-expression of E, its 
1 
corresponding 1-variable is written 1t. 
i 
The complete set of rules given by Schwartz is as follows: 
Constant: P{c}P /\ 1 = c 
Variable Name: P{x}P /\ 1 = x 
Assignment: R_{E}Q ~/x] 
f{assign(x,~»_g_ /\ l = x 
Binary Function: 
where binop is the function symbol for binop. 
Binary Predicate: 
R_{test(E1,E2 )}Q /\ (lE test lE ~ 1 = true) 1 2 
/\ (~(lE test~) ~ 1 = false) 
1 2 
where test is the predicate symbol for test. 
Conditional: P {B} Q 
Q I\ 1 B = true {E 1} R1 
Q I\ 1. 13 = false{E 2}R2 
= true ~ l = 1 ) 
El 
/\ (JB =false ~ 1 = ~) 
2 
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Loop: R_{B }_g_ 
_Q_ " \ = true{E}P 
P{while-do (B,E)}.Q_" 1B =false" 1 = empty 
Composition: 
Consequence: 
R_{El }_g_ 
_g_{E2 }R 
R => S 
P{E}S 
We offer some comments. Firstly, an assertion 
_Q_A.l=e 
would seem to correspond to our 
Q I\ st (e) 
-r 
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when no ~-variable appears in _g_. Given this, the fact that a premise 
involving collat(E 1 ,E2) cannot be proven unless E2 cannot assign 
to a variable in E1, and Schwartz's reluctance to write the post-
conditions of Binary Predicate and Conditional in a less complex form 
( eg. Q A 1 = lE 
1 
test .lE for the former), these rules are very 
2 
similar to the corresponding rules in D specialized tor-values only. 
Pursuing the comparison reveals the fallowing problems in 
Schwartz's approach, 
(1) 1-variables proliferate indefinitely as they are 
introduced by rules but almost never removed 
(Assignment is an exception.) 
(2) The need for abstract syntax is unclear. 
(3) 1-variables appear in preconditions of premises. 
(4) Correctness assertions can only strictly be framed in 
the context of a complete program, because otherwise 
indices of 1-variables might clash (in Composition, for 
instance). This also precludes multiple uses of 
subproofs. 
(5) The logic operating at the assertion language level 
is unclear. The obvious interpretation yields an 
inconsistent system. 
Because of its overriding importance, we now demonstrate 
point (5) in some detail. Consider the expression E: 
begin x := y; 
while x > 0 do x := x - 1 od 
end. 
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Making minimal assumptions about the underlying logic, we can proceed 
as follows. We omit R => R in Consequence, and use for X in 
X > 0 , for X in X - 1. 
1 . true {y} true /\ :l = y y Variable Name 
2. true /\ -1 = y ::> 1 = y I\ (.1 = 1 vl =1 X) Logic y y y y y 1 
3. true {y} l = y I\ (1 = l V .l =1 ) Consequence (2, 1) y y y y xi 
4. true {assign(x,y)} 1 = y Assignment (3), y Consequence 
I\ (J =xvl =l ) y y xl 
5 . l = y /\ (1 =x v1 =1 ) {collat(x,O) } Collaterality 
y y y xl 
l = y /\ (J = X V l = l ) IU = X /\ l Q = Q 
y y y xl xl 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
.1 = y A Cl = x v .l = 1 ) A J. = x A .10 = 0 y y y xl xl 
::) 1 =yAl =l Al =O y x 1 y 0 
1 = y 
1 y 
y A (1 = X V 1 = 1 ) 
y y xl 
{collat(x,O)} 
= 1 Al = 0 y 0 
l = yA(l =xV.:1 =1 ) {greater(x,O)} 
y y y xl 
.l = y A1 = 1 A 1 = O A Y x 1 y O 
(1 > lo ::) 1 >O = true) A 
x 1 X 
(-, (1 > 1 0) :::, 1 0 = fa 1 s e) x 1 x> 
1 = y Al = 1 A J. = 0 A (1 > l :::, 1 = true) y x 1 y O x 1 0 x>O 
A c~c1 > .1) _::) 1 =false)::) 
x 1 0 x>O 
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Logic 
Consequence 
(5,6) 
Binary 
Predicate (7) 
l = y A 1 = 1 > 0 A .1 = 1 Logic y x>O y y x 1 
.l = y A (1 =x v1 = .1 ) {greater(x,O)} 
y y y xl 
.1 = y A1 = 1 > 0 A J. = :1 y x>O y y x 1 
l =yA1 =1 >OA1 y x>O y y = 1 A 1 = true :::, x x>O 1 
1 = y A1 =.1 
y y xl 
1 = y Al = 1 {collat(x, l)} l = yA.l = l 
y y xl y y xl 
1 = y A .1 = 1 {minus ( x , 1 ) } .1 = y A 1 = 1 
y y xl y y xl 
Al =1 -1 
x-1 x , 1 
-~ 
.1 = y A 1 = .1 /\ 1 = 1 - .ll ::) y y x 1 x-1 x 2 
.1 = y t,. (1 = 1 l V 1 = 1 ) y y x- y x 1 
.1 = y /\ 1 =1 {minus(x,l)} y y xl 
.1 = y /\ (1 =1 vl = :1 ) y y x-1 y xl 
::1 = y /\ .1 =1 {assign(x, minus(x,l))} y y xl 
.1 = y /\ (.1 = X vl =1 ) /\ 1 = X y y y xl 
Consequence 
(8, 9) 
Logic 
Collaterality, 
Consequence 
Binary 
Function (12) 
Logic 
Consequence 
(13,14) 
Assignment 
(15) 
1 7 . 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
1 = y 
" 
(1 = X v1 = J. ) " J. = X y y y xl 
::) 1 = y 
" 
(1 = X VJ =J X ) y y y 1 
.1 = y "1 = .1 > 0 /\1 y x>O y y = 1 "1 x 1 x>O 
= true 
{assign(x, minus(x,l))} 
J = y" (l y y 
.1 = y/\(1 =xvl =1 ) {while-do( ... )} 
y y y x l 
1 = Y "1 0 = 1 > 0 ".1 = 1 "1 = false y x> y y x 1 x>O 
" 1 = empty 
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Logic 
Consequence 
(11,16,17) 
Loop (10,18) 
.l = Y "1 = 1 > 0 "1 = 1 I\] = false Logic y x>O y y x 1 x>O 
"J. = empty ::) y ~ 0 
l = y" (l = x vl =J.. ) {while do( .... )} y ~ 0 
y y y xl 
true {E} y ~ 0 
Consequence 
(19,20) 
Composition 
(4,21) 
But now the theorem obtained is clearly invalid. 
Several solutions to this particular example of problem (5) 
spring to mind. For example, the following restriction would block 
our counterexample. 
No occurrence of 1 , may appear in a precondition 
e 
of an assertion about e, if e' is a sub-
expression of e. 
However , it is by no 'means clear that this modification removes all 
sources of inconsistency. Furthermore, as soon as a posteriori 
restrictions are introduced there are doubts as to the completeness 
of the resulting logic . Schwartz (1978) claims to have (in 
unpublished work) established the consistency and completeness of his 
program logic presented above. In view of our counterexample , this 
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claim entails that the logic operating at the documentation language 
level is not a standard first order theory. But it is more likely 
that the fault lies in the program logic proper, and results from the 
use of a descriptive method involving special variables, and the fact 
that .1-variables can freely propagate through a proof. Schwartz 
(1978, p. 86) goes so far as to claim these properties of his system 
as a virtue, in that "one is free to exploit assertions concerning 
prior states". We feel that our rule of Weakening in D is a much 
simpler and sounder way of achieving this effect. 
Schwartz's axiomatization of the semantics of ALGOL 68 is 
not carried out in the above system, but rather a "definitional 
extension" inspired by work of Sintzoff (1975) (which we briefly 
survey in the next section). In this latter systerµ, occurrences of 1 i 
in the premises and conclusions of the rules of inference are 
restricted to be of the form 1. = v, where v is a so-called 
1 
"abstract value". This makes the system much more similar to our 
system D • Unfortunately (in our view), the use of indexed 
variables 1 . rather than just one special variable (as, for instance, 
1 
used by Kowaltowski) is still necessary, because premises involving 
collateral elaboration of expressions take the form 
=v /\1 -v 1 E - 2 
2 
Sentences in Schwartz's AL GOL 68 system are rather different 
in appearance from those in D ~ because a complex assertion 
language theory is needed to handle the full generality of ALGOL 68. 
For example , consider the D-sentence 
x = a {x:=x-1 } x = a - 1. 
This would be written as 
ascribed(x,d) /\ tea) = a{assign(x, minus(deref (x),1))} 
ascribed(x,d) /\tea)= a - 1 
We are unable to follow the details of proving this sentence. 
ascribed(x,d) is a predicate asserting that the identifier x is 
ascribed the value v (in this case a "location" denoted by the 
symbol d). t is described as a logical variable ranging over the 
set of all partial functions from locations to values (integers in 
this case). Using the rule for assignation, we must prove the 
premise 
ascribed(x,d) /\tea)= a{collat(x,minus(deref(x),l))} 
ascribed(x,d) /\ update(t,d,a-l)(d) = a - 1 /\ 1 = d /\.l . = a - 1 . 
update is defined as follows. 
uodate(t,d,v)(d 1) 
= {t(d), 
V ' 
x minus ... 
if dl =f d, 
if dl = d. 
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This all seems reasonable at an informal, descriptive level. 
But the formal status of the assertion language is very unclear, as 
it is described with a conflation of (informal) model theory and 
axiomatization - witness the "definition" (rather than non-logical 
axioms for) update, the description of t as a partial function 
(in a "standard first-order" theory) and other informal definitions 
of functions via LISP-like recursive definitions. Let us pursue our 
example a bit further. ascribed(x,d) is introduced when the 
declaration of x is processed. int x is transformed (firstly by 
ALGOL 68, then by Schwartz) into 
ident(ref int, x, new(int)). 
For Qr-ascribed (x,d) _to hold after this, the identity declarations 
rule requires a premise of the form 
P{new(int)}Q A 1 = d. 
Then, using the rule for the new generator, we must show 
P{int} Q[update(t,d,v)/t] r- 1 = v. 
But the axiom for int is 
P{int} p A (3:v E INT) J. = V 
which is not in (and seemingly cannot be transformed into) the 
required form. 
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We have addressed these matters simply to show the different 
emphases and goals of our work and that of Schwartz. Ours has been 
to give a clear, formal treatment of a relatively simple expression 
language El~ for both language definition and verification, in 
order to help understand the deeper semantic issues relating to 
expression languages in general. Schwartz has attempted to give a 
complete (semi-) formal definition of a particular~ very complex 
expression language (ALGOL 68), and accordingly pays little attention 
to metatheoretic issues (formal consistency and completeness proofs) 
and practical issues (program verification). It should not be 
surprising that the logical foundations of Schwartz's description are 
somewhat vague - this is the case in many useful theories (both 
scientific and mathematical). 
5. 6 OTHER RELATED WORK 
There has been other work on the formal semantics of 
expression-oriented languages. We have already mentioned the work of 
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the Scott-Strachey school (§3.1) of denotational or mathematical 
semantics. Milne (1972) and Kaufl (1978) have given semantic analyses 
of expression languages along these lines (the latter devoted to 
proving the consistency of our rules for El , 
confidence in their correctne·ss). 
giving further 
We know of two other studies worthy of mention . The closer 
to our approach is that of Sintzoff (1975), who studies an ALGOL 68 
like language. He gives a number of regles de verification which 
employ a function s mapping an <expression, assertion> pair onto 
a <value, assertion> pair. 
s(<E,P)) = <v,Q) 
corresponds roughly to our 
P{E}Q /\ g_(v). 
Sintzoff uses a calculus of "formal values" v to handle the problem 
of conditional values. A formal value is either a term of a first-
order theory, or has the form 
are assertions and v 1 ,v2 
is interpreted as 
if then 
if then 
undefined. 
are formal values. The latter 
else 
else 
Sintzoff treats an expression language similar to El but not allowing 
l-values, and gives a comprehensive set of rules based on symbolic 
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evaluation (and thus related to our forward accumulation verification 
system given in §4.6). 
The other study is an early one, by Henderson (1972). He 
treats a very simple expression language where the structured 
expressions are the compound expression, the conditional and the 
lo~p, and the basic unstructured expressions are unspecified. The 
meaning of the expressions is informally defined by flowchart 
programs for a hypothetical stack machine. This is formalized in 
a functional calculus which is then used to derive semantic functions 
for the side-effect and value of each kind of structured expression. 
CHAPTER 6 
CON CL US IONS 
We see the main technical results of the work reported in 
this thesis as being the following: 
(i) a simple notational extension, at the level of the doc-
mentation language of a program logic, which allows a 
natural and intuitive description of the effects of 
state-changing expressions; 
(ii) a formal Hoare-style axiomatic definition D of a non-
trivial exemplary expression language El which mani-
(iii) 
pulates both r- and l-values· ) 
Detailed and transparent formal proofs of the consist-
ency and completeness (in the sense of Cook (1978)) of 
the program logic D . 
' 
(iv) a metatheoretic method which defines the meaning of 
El in terms of a known statement-oriented language 
Al , and which may be of wider applicability; 
(v) derived logics for both semi-automatic and informal 
verification of the correctness of El programs via 
the methods of backward substitution and forward 
accumulation (symbolic execution); 
(vi) a unified and illuminating view of those methods in 
the literature which attempt to give axiomatic treat-
ments of side-effects in conventional programming 
(vii) 
languages; and 
a critical comparison of treatments whichare based 
on special variables with our treatment based on 
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special predicates - in particular, we reveal deficiencies 
in Schwartz's axiomatisation of ALGOL 68. 
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In view of these results, we offer the following remarks 
on the standing of expression languages from the perspective of axio-
matic semantics. Firstly, it is clear that expression languages which 
only manipulate r-values have program logics which do not differ 
substantially in complexity from the program logics of corresponding 
sta~ement-oriented languages. The introduction of l-values into an 
expression language complicates its axiomatisation, in the sense that 
a more complicated normal form of postcondition becomes necessary and 
it is often necessary to perform case analyses on the disjuncts of these 
postconditions. However, it is not clear that the proofs of correct-
ness of programs in such a language are any more complex (as formal 
objects) than the proofs for comparable programs in a statement-
oriented language, because the case analyses simply shift from the 
proof rules of the former language to the programs of the latter 
language . The same phenonmenon is an accepted fact elsewhere - for 
example , the proof rule for a system of coroutines (Pritchard 1976) 
is complicated simply because it deals with a complicated situation, 
yet it is widely accepted that coroutines can sometimes be used to 
give more transparent formulations of algorithms than is possible using 
other devices which have simpler proof rules (Floyd 1979). 
It is our opinion that functions receive a more complex 
(if any) axiornatisation in the program logics of statement-oriented 
languages than does the corresponding construct (a restricted kind of 
routine) in our axiomatisation of the expression language El. The 
reason is that the attempt to treat functions in the documentation 
level theory of a program logic is fraught with complications (and 
pitfalls) if that logic only deals with partial correctness. 
We believe that there is an enormous amount of confusion 
• II . d ff II d h in the literature concerning the term si e-e ects , an tat our 
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examination of the axiomatic semantics of El helps to clarify matters. 
We can identify four different uses of the term. Firstly , it is used 
to refer to changes of state. We cite Wirth and Weber (1966) : 
An expression in Eule r ... at the same time [as producing 
a value] may cause side- effects . 
Sec_ondly, the term is used to refer to changes of state caused by 
function calls. Thirdly, it is used to describe situations involving 
implicit changes o f state, as when there are assignments to global 
variables in function or procedure bodies. Fourthly, the report on 
ALGOL 68 applies the term to dependent collateral elaboration : 
the user who . expects his "side effects" to take place in any 
well determined manner will receive no support from this 
report (van Wijngaarden et.al. (1975), in section 0.2.4 on 
collateral elaboration in ALGOL 68). 
The unfortunate thing about this confusion is that the term "side-effects" 
is often used pejoratively, as when ALGOL 68 is dismissed as 
"a language with side-effects" . We see little wrong wi t h the firs t 
two situations described above, have reservations about the third and 
condemn the fourth. And our semantic analyses of El confirm these 
feelings, in that it is only the third situation which causes us 
difficulties (in fact , we have banned globals from routine bodies in 
El!) Also, Schwartz's (1978) very complicated treatment of collaterality 
confirms our feelings about the fourth situation. 
Finally, despite our claims above, we do not see our results 
as "validating" expression languages as being good vehicles for the task 
of programming. In fact, we are pessimistic about the ability of any 
formal viewpoint to accomplish this. In our view, neither the simplicity 
or transparency of proof rules, the length of proof of correctness nor 
the complexity of syntax-driven verification is a fully satisfactory 
measure of the goodness of a programming language feature with respect 
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to "intellectual manageability". Expression languages pass all three 
tests, but even the lowly goto passes (at least) the first two 
(Kowaltowski 1977). Formal studies of programming languages do not 
give the whole picture, because they cannot (yet) treat the area of 
man/machine interaction. Thus studies such as that of Gannon and 
Hor~ing (1975) can suggest that a certain feature (such as assignments 
qua expressions!) is troublesome, whereas this is beyond the purview 
of axiomatic semantics. If there is anything wrong with expression 
languages, it is not that they complicate formal proofs of correctness. 
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APPENDIX A: Alternative Treatments of n-formulas 
It is possible to give different formal treatments of the 
st-formulas, all of which are equivalent for our purpose of axiomatising 
the partial correctness semantics of El . 
A minor variation of our treatment in § 2. 3. 1 permits us to avoid 
giving a special status to Boolean variables. The idea is to have a 
sort of variable in L1 which corresponds to the Booleans, and to 
dispense altogether with propositional variables. However the price of 
this move is that implicit translations are necessary to map between 
Boolean expressions in El and formulae in L2. Thus 
if p" (x<y) then 
would really stand for 
if (p = true) /\ (x < y) then ..• 
and a great deal of naturalness is lost, particularly if the usual 
complement of Boolean operations is provided in El (consider p ~ q!) 
A more drastic alternative is to regard the st-formulas as 
belonging exclusively to the domain of program assertions. If this is 
done, the assertion language theory reverts to a conventional first-
order theory, at the cost of handling implicational weakening of 
(extended) postconditions in the program logic proper. 
It is not difficult to formulate a sufficient set of rules to 
do this. Examples would be 
Coercion: P{E }VQ ." st,(q.) j J -l, J 
P{E }VQ ." st (q.), j J --r J 
and 
Equality : P{E}VQ. /\ st (q.) j J --r J 
Q. :::> q, = q~ 
J J J 
for all j 
P{E}VQ. /\ st (q~) j J -r J 
Simple Consequence: pl :::, p 2 
P2{E}Q2 
Q2 => Ql 
pl{E}Ql 
The remaining rules would simply guarantee the logical properties 
required by our intended interpretation of extended postconditions. 
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However these rules are not of themselves sufficient for a 
viable alternative formulation of D, because there is another context 
in which extended postconditions can occur. This is in relation to 
the Routine Call rule where "precondtions" of the form 
* * p I\ (Q :::, R ) 
occur. Thus it is also necessary to give a set of rules which can 
produce the weakest L 2 assertion which "implies" (under the intended 
* * interpretation) Q :::> R. It is, of course, possible to do this, but 
much more technical fiddling is required than for the simple treatment 
• 
adopted in the text. 
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APPENDIX B: Proof Rules of C 
The program logic C[T] for that sublanguage of Al which is 
used as the range of S is given by the following rules: 
inheritance: 
consequence: 
assignment: 
conditional: 
if-then: 
while: 
composition: 
all theorems of T 
p => R 
R{A}S 
s ::> Q 
P{A}Q 
P [e/v] { v: =e} P 
P" b{A1}Q 
P /\-,b{A2}Q 
P{if b then A1 else A2 fi}Q 
P{if b then A1 fi}Q 
P{while b do A1 od}P" ,b 
In our proofs of the soundness and cornpletenessof D in §3 , 
we make use of the following derived rules of C[T] . 
3: -rule: 
v-rule: 
/\-rule: 
substitution: 
frame fact:. 
P{A}Q 
3:xP{A} 3:xQ 
where x does not appear in A, and 
for Boolean x 3:xP denotes 
P[true/x] v P[false/x]. 
p 1 /\ p 2 {A} Q 1 /\ Q2 
P{A}Q 
P [x/vl {A [x/vl } Q [x/vl 
where x,v are lists of distinct variables, 
and no variable in x appears free in 
p, Q or A unless it appears in v . 
P{A}P 
where no free variable of P occurs on the 
the left of an assignment in A. 
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Proofs of the above properties can be found in Igarashi et .al. 
(1975) or Harel, Pnueli and Stavi (1977) . 
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APPENDIX C: A Treatment of Arrays ,n D 
We indicate below how 1-dimensional arrays in El can be 
handled in D and in the verification- oriented logics derived from D 
(the extension of our techniques to n...-<limensional arrays presents no 
extra difficulties) . 
D needs to be modified in a number of ways . The major 
modification is the incorporation of a rule relating to the evaluation 
of (arbitrary) index expressions~ 
Index; P{ E} V Q . /\ st ( q . ) j J ~ J 
P { a [E] } V Q . /\ st 1 ( a [ q . ] ) j J -1.,, J 
Also 1 as shown by d e Bakker (1977), the rule for Simple Assignment 
needs to be implicitly augmented by providing an interpretation of 
P[e/v] when v is an array variable. The definition given by de Bakker 
applies just as well here as in statement-oriented langugages. Indeed, 
other than adding the Index rule 1 all complications (such as checking for 
aliasing in routine calls) caused by adding arrays to El can be over-
come by exactly the same techniques used for arrays in statement-oriented 
languages. 
The key to efficient verification of El programs involving 
arrays is the following derived rule. 
d-Index : P{E}Q & st (q) ~ 
where a is a Skolem constant . 
s 
' 
This removes any need for a large number of disjuncts in the post-
condition. The same device as used ind-Index can be employed when 
array variables occur in the VARS set of an expression of kind L. 
Thus, in a backward substitution system, a[o 1] can be used as the 
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appropriate Z-value and o
1 
can eventually be removed by existential 
quantification of the resulting precondition. 
Should array names themselves be manipulable, as in 
if choose a then a else b fi [ ... ] 
then further rules are necessary. However, it should be apparent that 
the same kind of treatment as we have given of simple Z-values will 
carry over to this situation. 
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